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Hi folks, 

As you can see it is newsletter time again, although this one has turned out to be 
more like a book. We had hoped to keep tho lengtp down a bit but we had a lot on'merchan
dise to tell you and also a lot of comments on the movie. We decided to print as many 
comments as 1'10 could in this newsletter rather than spread them out bot1'leen a fe1'l nowsletters 
incase you got rather fed up reading them. At this point we don't plan to print any more 
movie comments as we think just about everything has been said, but if you feel y'qu really 
1'Iant to make a comment on something Which is said about the movie in this n81;sletter send 
your comment to Sheila and we will consider printing it. 

Hhile on the subject of movie comments:rreaffirm what I said in the last newsletter 
about the movie. ,James Pauley dis%~ees with me which is his .right, but it is also my 
right to have my own opinion. ,I still say, that Shatner's acting was brilliant and that 
I liked the relationship as shorin between the characters even though it was subtie at times. 
I would have liked more relationship, but then I am a relationship fan. I know that 
Sheila and Valar;Le agreE with ma and judging by the results of the questionntl.:i:rE)stthe 
majori ty of you do as Ha11. 

\'ie have received' about 440 completed 'luestionnaires lihich isn't,too bad. I can't give 
you the exact' nwnber as I've still a couple to collect from Sheila. \10 plan to print the 
results of the questionnaires in the n8xt nowsletter, it was impossible to get ,them all 
1'Iorked out in time for this one. Jviymother has been doing the first section of the form 
as well as a fe1'l of the movie qUGstions and sho. is pretty we11 up-to-date. One thing 1 
can tell you is that Kirk, and, [,:pock are battling it out neck and neck to get the most 
votes a,s your favourite' character but \'ii11iam Shatner is well out in ,front as your favourite 
actor. tfJost of you enjoyed- tho ,ni'ovie and thought that it Has sti11 STAR TRgK and Gene's 
novel Has very popular.. The most anyone has seen' the movie seems to be 18 times. ' 

1 must say that the way 1 judge a film 'is' by how' many times I 1'Iant to see it. STAR 
WARS bored me the second time ,round; I saH SUPERI~AN, 4 times in one Ifoek and ,1 'm I;ai ting 
for a video of it; I've only seen ST-T!'iP 7 times so far but that was s<ijley becal\se I 
didn't have the opportunity to'see it more often. I hope to see it every night 1'Ihen, it 
comGS to Lochgilphead and if you kneH w,hata dump our cinema ,HaS you rlOuld realise how 
much I must like the movie. ' 

A parsonal message to Kelly Dormes; ,I've rec8iv8d your story Kelloy and I'm hanging 
on to it till I can let Sheila S80 it. bhe Ni11 get back to you on it. 
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We usually get worried about the weather at the end of January and keep the newsletter 
short just in case but it is this time that we have been caught. Sheila just couldn'tg()t~he;t:e 
at thc weekend because of the snm;. She even had to dig a path through 4 inches of snow 
on Saturday morning to get her nowsletter ston:lils dOvln to the post office. It was just 
l"eky that we were both Hell ahead with our nil stencils for once or I'm not sure what we 
would have done. As it was with a number of phone calls I managed to complete my stencils 
ready to tie in with Sheila's. It has meant that three stencils have had to be stuck 
tOgether, one part typed by Sheila and the rest my me. I'm writing this Monday night (24th) 
and so far I've printed most of my section but I've not even read Sheila's so I'll actually 
have something to read this time after I print it. I'm, keeping" my fingens orossed that I 
get it all printed by Thursday night as we are plapni,ng to go to Saltcoats, to Valerie.'s at 
tho Heekend,to get it collated and ready to post. Then we can get it posted next Heek 
before ALBACON.' . 

,Sheila, Valerie and ,I are of course all going to ALBACON and if it is anything like 
FAIRCON in should be fun. We will be showing films and probably videos of STAR TREK as 
well. , At this stage I dCfn'tknow how many. They have askod for them all but somehow I 
'can't see'us, fitting 'in 64 episodes of STAR TREK at a SF Con. I have also been told that 
&~ATH is being shOHn as part of the main programme which should give some of you a chance to 
see it for the first time. , We will have a table at the con so VIe hope those of you Vlho go 
Vlill look us up. ' 

Foreign members will notice, VIe have had to put the dues up. Sorry about that but there 
VIas a large increase in postage rates and wo just oouldn't absorb it. We are offering 
surface mail dues for those of you Vlho Hant-:', to keep getting tho newsletters but don't 
mind if they arrive a couple of ,months late. To give you an idea of the postage rates 
these are the ones for this newsletter; U.K. 16tp, I<,1.)rope Air 65p, USA Air 8eh, 
Australia/ Japan Air 96p, Surface rate (al], countries) 36p. I admit this is the largestt 
neVlsletterwe have put out but even at 100gms it is 6oh-tt.o the USA and 70p to Australia. 

A rumour seems to be going round that the BBe have banned "Patterns Of lcorce".' I 
can't think how it started as going by the order the BBC have shown the episodes in before it 
Wasa't evon due to be screened in the last run. I had a lottor from Caroline Maokersey 
recently and she said on,e member had written to her telling her she Has banning "Patterns 
Of Force". She said", "It VIas news to mo." 

Unfortunately it seems as If i'is. Nackersey wen't be answering any STAR TREK mail in 
future. This is What she says, "STAR TREK is one of the many series for Which I am 
responsible. I havea:!.Hays in tho past endeavoured to answer personally letters from fans, 
of serhls who write to 'me but I can only allocate a eertain proportion of my time to this. 
The massive inundation from STAR TREK fans is now taking a disproportionate amount of time. 
In future I shall pass all STlill TREK co=espondenco to tho BBC's Programme Co=espondence 
Unit 1;ho normally deal with such querios from the vimling public." ' 

It is a pity ~1s. MaGKorsey won ',t be anm;ering any more of our mail as she has alVlays 
tried to answer querie's. lt also explains ',;hy some of you have been getting cards from 
the BBC. Ms. llJackm:'sey also said in her letter, "Tho whole question of the rejected episodes 
is currently under revieVl and no decision has yet been taken." 

Those of you who ordered copies of WILLIAliI SHATNER - LIVIG should have received your 
copies by nOH. I think they started arriving las't: Neek. Sheila has sent out the ones she 
received direot. ' 

The photOt,'I'aphs from the last order haven't, boen s'ent' out yet. A lot of them were 
printed in revorse and they have had to be redone. ~'ie hope theY1;ill come back the right 
Vlay this time. 

VI e won't have the next nevrsletter out till after the U.F.P. Con in ~Jay so we are hoping 
to seo a lot of you there. Don't hesitate to 'come up and speak to us if you see us - we 
won't bite your head off. Vie will of courso have a ,table there so bring plenty of money. 

The deadline for' anything for the next neWSletter is Nay 16th. If things arrivG late 
we do. try to fit them in but we maKe no promises. Once'that particular section is typed 
~hat 1.S it. Because of the oon in Nay tho' neVlsletter will be a Vleeklate, we hope to post 
lt out on June 9th. ' 

Vic won't 'set registration rates for STAG CON'81 until later lnthe year but we are 
maldng headway with the arrangements. Dot Owens has joIned the Convention COlmnitte and 
she will be acting as hotel liason. It is 'much be,ttorhaving someone ot:. hand Who can deal 
with the hotol personally and Dot has the expGrience. ' 

I hope you enjoy the nOVlslotter. 
1.1 . . &: ·P. ,Janet 
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STAR TREK - THE MOTION HCTURE 

Gene's novel,.'Star Trek-The jVlotion Picture' was No.1 on the B,est_Selling List at a local' 
I'I.H. Smiths in i'iiddJ,esbrough, Cleveland. Info Linda jVlerl'YWeather . . . 
EXTRACT FRON 'INTERSTAT' b"'EBRUARY, 1980 

ACADEflY OF SF,FANTASY, ET6. has given 10 nominations to ST-TMP for its annual televised 
awards later this year. Among them: Be.st SF Film, Best Actor (vlilliam Shatner), Best 
Actress (Persis Khambatta), Best Supporting Actor (Leonard Nimoy), Best Supporting 
Actress (NiohelleNichols).. 
ST-TMF: broke all box office and industry records both domestically and in Canada, bngland, 
and Australia, earning a giant jJ28 mil for the first two weeks, more than ,sIn mil by end 
of its third, and P53 mil at the close of the 26th day. Bear in mind though, that with 
t50 mil 'tied up in it' its break-even point is better than tlOO mil it needs plenty of 
repeat business. So run not walk to your nearest box office, etc •.••••• Dec 6th was 
proclaimed as 'ST Day' in Ifashington, D.C. by Mayor Narion Barry, the day of the gala 
premiere ••••••• TREK was the only feature film honoured by Hollywood's Film Advisory Board 
at its annual Xmas luncheon 16.12.79, it winning one of 9 Awards of Excellence handed out. 
Nlchelle Nichols was present to accept the plague for Para/GR. The trade papers have 
already advertised a week of free s:creening of TREK for Academy of I'jotion Picture Arts and 
Sciences members who will nominate fOr technical categories, with ST-T~W listed in the 
following 'preliminary' nominations.: for Best Art Direction, Best Costume Design, Best 
Original Score, and Achievemont in Sound. Final nominations to be announced in late 
February. . (Final nominatio,ns will be draym from the list of prelims, so TREK is not 
assured of nominations yet). 
More on the ABC-TV buy of TREK: 7 annual runs can begin 3 years after the Dec. 7th release, . 

. concluding Dec'. 6th, 1989. Earliest time of showing is D.ec. 7th, 1982, in other words. 
ST-TNP fJlDENDA: Las Vegas oddsmakers rate TREK at 4/1, tied with NAl'lliATTAN to capture 
Best Picture Catogory of Oscars! Higher rated aro KllArlER v Klli\JI1EH at 6/5, THE HOSE and 
CHAPTE" ~,w tied at 7/5, APOCLYF;;E NOW at 8/5. But you never know ... sentimental ChOices 
have won before, and Trekfen are legion. Awards night is April 14th. 

The above is from a oolumn by DIXIE OliEN. Thanks go.'. to Sylvia for sending it to us. 

++++ 

For those of,You interested in figures we have obtai l1ed the following infO from SCHEEN 
INTERNATIONAL thank to Lynda VI il ton. 
The figures quoted are for up to Feb 23rd. 

For :the first two weeks of its release ::iT-Ti1P was No.1 in London's Top Ten. It was then 
no, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 ,£.; 16 respectivly for~next 6GweGks. 
In the rest of the U.K. in was No.1 for three Heeks and then dropped to number 5. 
Placings are decid~d by the average week's taking of each film at main cinemas across the 
country. L'T-T~W was showing at 15 cinemas plus in London. Vle'll list the gross takings 
at these cinemas. 

l1'mpire, Leicester Sqare 10 weeks;£2Lf5,954 
ABC2, . Bayswater lj. Heeks ;£10,708 

ABC, Chapel Bar, Nottingham 7 lfeeks;£36,834 
ABC, Angel Lt., Sheffield 6 weeks; £44,289 
ABC, Above Bar, Southampton 5 weeks; £34,630 ABCl, Edgware Rd. 5 weeks; £14,660 

ABCl, Fulham Rd. 5 weeks; £16,361 U.S.A. 
ABC, 
ABC, 
ABC, 
ABC, 
ABC, 
ABC, 
ABC, 
AIlC, 
ABC, 
ABC, 
ABC, 
ABC, 

New st., Birmingham 5 weeks; £37,030 New York 
Bristol Rd., Birmingham 8 weeks; £24,060 Orpheum 8 weeks; t303,141 
East st., Brighton 6 weeks; £37,953 Ltate 1 8 weeks; Jl356,421 
New Centre, Bristol 5weeks;£33,777 state 2 2 HeeI{S; p145,820 
Whiteladies, Bristol 8 weeks; £18,068 Paramount 11 Heeks; P279,714 
Queen st., Cardiff 8 Heeks; £32,431 34th st. East 8 weeks P155,021 
Film Centre, Edinburgh 8 weeks; £43 ,61~ Los Angeles 
Sauchiehall, Glasgow. 8 weeks; £51,191 National 8 lieeks; }l473,498 
Film Centre, Leeds 7 weeks; £43,833 Chinese 9 weeks; %631,841 
Forum, Liverpool 5 YlOeks; £36,456 Hann liestwood. 1 week }l5,530 
Deansgate, Nanchester 8 weeks; £29,009 Hollywood, Hollyv/Oo,d. 2 Heeks; }l17,824. 
Haymarket, Newcastle 6 lweks; £39,096 ' 

ST-T~ was still listed as befng shown in the folloy/ing cinema.s in the Feb 2Jrd issue of 
SCREEN INTERNATIONAL. Empire, Leicester "quare; ABC \oihiteladies, Bristol; ABC Queen Lt., 
Cardiff; Hollywood, Hollywood, Los Angel0.1!'+ + + . 
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After blinding you with figures 011 the last. page we thought' you might like to read a ~ress 
report of the' \>Terld 'Premiere. vie have ,choseh this one Hhich we think was sent, in by 
Doreen Twivey. Janet forgot to make a note of the name on the cutting. 

Washington star Friday December 7, 1979 
.. <0 " •• 

TRE.KKING DmiNTOA \10lUll PREMIERE. ~y Jur,ate Kazickas 

In the parade of bared' bosoms and famous telbvision personalities at last night's 
Horld premiere of "star Trek - The Notion Picture" j local celebrities hardly got a passing 
shout from the screaming autograph seekers behind the barricades. National Security 

, adviser Zbignicw Brzezinski did not get mobbed by 'reporters or photographers when he' showed 
up for the movie at the time that Spock, also known as Leonard Nimoy of Dedham, Mass, got 
out of his'limousine. 

Klingon seemcd a lot closer to reality than Iran' or even the Hl1ite House Hheri Starship 
U.S .S. Enterprise brought- its crew to the iIlacArthur Theater. As a giant spotlight scanned 
the sky, dozens of adoring Trekkies braved the rain for a glimpse of the' stars. 

Most Herc enthusuastic' adolessents who lived near by. Some Here recruited by the 
Paramount people. Nahcy HandHork of Fairfax City, for ex-ample, is a member of the Virginia 
Association of star Trek. She and her two children Hore the familiar gray suits of the shoH 
that she had stitched herself over the Heekend. A veteran of dozens of Star Trek conventions, 
HandHork ,enthused, "Star Trek""represents the future. It talks about hope and not despair. 
And remember, science fiction is the only known medicine for future shock." 

Speaking of shocks, photographers scrambled to rev up their motorized cameras Hhen 
Grace Loe l'lhitney, Hho plays Janice Hand in the movie, appeared. Her sideless Hhite jersey 
dress nearly came undone as she poured out of her limousine. 

"Oh;' HOW, this is so exciting," gushed Hhitney, flinging a mane of blonde hair that 
looked like tHO Dolly Parton Higs. Asked if shc Hasn't cold Hith' all that air conditioning, 
l'lhitneybubbled, "Yes, but I'm so excited I'm really Harm. Fe'el me." 

The next fascinating ,bosom to arrive belonged to Nichelle Nichols; Hho Hore a 10H-cut, 
embroidered blaok gown. After that, along came Najel Barrett, who plays Dr. Chapel and is 
also married to Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry" in black Hith a strategically latticed 
rhinestone bodice. And then arrived the beautiful Persis Khambatta - Ilia - her usually 
bald head sprouting black hair, in a glittery black plullge. But that's ShOH biz. 

The male stars took the boring route and shoHed up in black tuxedos. Nimoy didn't 
even !lear his charming, pointy ears. The Trekkies loved him nevertheless. 

"Oooh, I'm in love Hith Spock. I've been in love Hith him ,lince I Has 6," sHooned 
Teresa Giral, Hho's 12. She nearly fainted from joy when, answering the fervent appeals 
of "Over here, over here," Nimoy Halked over to the barricades. 

, Now, not everyone of the 850 people there - most of hhom paid .tlOO to see the movie as 
a benefit for the youth education programs of the National Space Club';' Has a Trekkie. 
Noel Hinners, the director ef the National Air and Space !VJuseum, Hhich hosted the reception 
after the movie, said he had never seen an entire segment of the TV ShOH. His 'rife Diana 
said she did not allOW her 6-year-old son to Hatch the Star Trek reruns because "there's 
some very sophisticated material there." Added Hinners. "Besides, He're teaching him to 
read." 

But in the end, the Star Trek loyalists outnumbered the unenlightened earthlings. There 
Has Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo., and'her young daughter Jamie, Hho sported an ERA, 
button. And Rep. Lindy Boggs, D-La., Hith her grandson and laHyer Tommy COJ;,coran's grandson, 
Thomas. And ilhi te House aide Anne H exler, who said she loved the shoH, "Hhen it Has on." 

Star Trek Has launChed on television in 1966 and Hcnt off 'in 1969, though reruns 
folloHed to nourish the cult. Roddenberry, Hho also produced the movie, said he didn't, 
care Hhether star Trek ever 'got back on TV. "But it's ,important that tl1ere be more programs 
like it. vie are one people 'and one planet; Vie've got to 'get rid of this ,foolishness He 
have Hi th national boundaries." ' 

The chairman of the gala evening, Larry Hastings of the National Space Club, said he 
got the idea for the premiere from his t'/psons, addiilgthat the club beat out 200 other 
organizations that Hantedtio have the niovie' for thGir cause. Hastings Has a member of EIl1' 

ad hoc committGe organized to try and keep Star Trek on thG air. "star Trek keeps the 
interest of youth' alive in aerospace and encourages them to study mO,re so they can get 
into that field," he said; , 

After the movie, 1fhich Has generally favorably 'received - especially by the actors Hho 
Here also seeing it for the first ,time ,- guests Hent to, the Air and Space !VJuseum. There 
they had a chance to mingle ,ri th the stars in the shadoHs of the airships from other eras -
the Wright Brother's KittyhaHk, the Nercury 7 cappule and the Apollo-Soyez. 
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. "Do you know that lJilliam Shatner has the second most recognizable face in the world 
after Muhammed Ali," said an enthralled Esther ~JOore, in plunging vlhite chiffon and feathers. 
Watching Shatner, a.k.a. Captain Kirk, sign autographs. . 

Three of b~thel Kennedy's children, wearing. "Kennedy in '80" buttons, were on hand. They 
offered. buttons to anyone asking for them. Mayor IVjarion Barry showed up but. protested that 
he was a little too old to be a Trekkie. 

Former astronaut Sen, Harrison Schmitt,·R,N.M., had the best excuse of ~ll for .never 
having seem any of tho original Star Trek shows, Glancing fondly at the moon· rock in the 
display case, Schmitt said he had been too busy training for his Apollo 17 mission. 

++++ 
Rumour has it that ST-TMP has already made ,5100 million. Afraid we can't confirm this be 
VIe certainly hope it is true. 

I I I I I I I I I I II II I I I 

NI!.'Wb OF THE STARS 

PERSIS KHA~iBATTA appeared in a film called "THE jVjAN vliTH THE POVlEil. bhe played the part of 
a very rich and influencial INDIAN princess. (surprise, surprise!) She acted well, but 
did net leok very pretty. The film was recently shOwn on Anglia and Westward Television .• 
(info Edward 8. Laurence. Another member also seni is the info about the film being on 
Westward but Janet has forgotton Vlho.) 

Daily Express - Frankly, it wouldn't surprise me if Sister Teresa was chosen to be the next 
Charley's Angel. That said, those ubiquitous Hollywoo.d sources are now revealing that 
Priscilla Presley ~ spouse of the late king - and Star Trek actress Persis Khambatta are 
front-runners to replace Shelley Hack on the series this autumn. 

Film Review, Jliarch '80 - Persis Kha..mbatta, female star of the movie (ST-TIIP), refused to 
shave her head for the film's premiere. Reason? She's getting married and didn't much 
fancy turning up at the altar with a bald noggin •. The' former llliss India will next star Vlith 
Syl vost·or Stallone in "Attack". (Info Susan Hest) 

Some papers carried articles about Persis Khambatta at the end of January. They say that 
after a car crash in West Germany Persis was unconscious for eight hours and spent several 
weeks in hospital. The accident has left her with a scar on her head. Doctors say she will 
have this scar for the rest of her life. 

++++ 
HILLlm SHATNER 

As a number of you will already know, IHlliam Shatner has finally agreed to having an official 
club organised for him. This is being done in California and I have been asked to act as 
the British Liason by Sonni Cooper who is running the club in close co-operation with 
vlillia..m Shatner. 
I would. like to quote a paragraph from 'Interstat' Which is part of a letter Sonni wrote 
to them concerning this club:- "This clUb has come into being because of an out-pouring 
of fan interest Which Bill could no longer put aside. He wishes to thank all of you for 
your continued and persistant interest in him and his career and is responding to your 
demands for a reliable fan representative." 
Accompanying this STAG newsletter is a flyer giving details of the club. If you wish to join 
you should write direct to the address given (not forgetting to enclose 2 IRC's to cover 
return postage) or if you wish I will forward a bulk enrolement. If you wish me to send 
off your enrolement for you please send me your form, plus the money in English currency 
(approx. £9.00) and I will do the rest. I will send off any enrolements I have to hand on 
week-ending 26th April. 
Bill also intends to keep his own personal records of how many people really are in his fan 
club so let's have a good response from this side of the Atlantic. 
In a recent letter Sonni said, "Bill spent a great doal of time with me last week. He is 
looking and feeling marvelous. He is radiating energy and it's great to see -- and it's 
catching:. It's like being in a room chargod with electricity. He is really enthusiastic 
about the club and is eager to help. He chose the photo Vlhich will appear in the membership 
package. In fact, he provided 1,000 copies and paid for them himself! He's a pleasure to 
work with." 
"Bill handed me all of his office complete. At rough guess ,there are four-thousand 
unanswered piecp.s of mail. Talk about being sVlamped:" 
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Janet has had a number of phone calls from the viOHAN wanting to know the colour of Bill's 
eyes. She said they were hazel but they wanted more proof as Bill's agent's secretary had 
told them they were blue-green. ~ventually Janet gave them Sonni's phone number and this 
is what Sonni said in her letter, "The reporter for the Homan called me. I was astonished 
that she would call about something as trivial as the colour,of Bill's eyes. They are 
hazel everybody! But they do seem to change some with differences in light." 
The only other thing I would like to,add is that I shall also be responsible for the selling 
of the record 'William Shatner -Live'. As yet I have no idea of price as I am waiting to 
hear from Sonni' on this point. 
If anyone has any articles they can spare on \lilliam Shatner whilst he was overhere -
whether they are fans of his or not - I would be pleased to receive them to forward to 
Sonni, also any photographs which some of you may have been fortunate to take of him during 
his visit. 
I guess that is all I really have for you this time, so I do hope I hear from some of you 
regarding Bill. Sonni has asked me to let you know that she would like input for the 
yearbook and newsletter. Sylvia . . . . 
Birkenhead News, Dec. 22nd, '79' Television by Jean Benfield 
Michael Parkinson; although disconcertingly somewhat. craggier faced' that I recalled, "has 
certainly lost none of that homely Yorkshire charm - polished to glossy TV perfection. 
His main guest though, fresh from a multi-million dollar movie mission to go where no man 
has been before, Has an entirely different proposition. 
There was good old Bill Shatner looking years younger than I remember from the Star Treks 
of a decade ago. That cuddly hint of a spare tyre melted away and his hair still dashingly 
dark, if not darker. 
After they got over the promotional spiel for "star Trek-The Movie" - I can't wait to find 
out Whether Mr. Spock is also more glamorous these days - James Burke made his entrance. 
He was someWhat dismissive towards ~~. Shatner - especially when the man who has had so many 
fictional encounters with the proverbial little green men expressed a belief in UFOs. 
And that's when I started to throughly enjoy myself. For Bill proved to be not so dumb an 
actor after all and leaped upon Mr. Burke's sHeeping cynical statements with total American 
charm and reasonableness, just like old Captain Kirk at his best. 
What's more I've no doubt at all that I wasn't the only woolly-headed nitwit - the type who 
gets confused about Bunsen burners lot alone nuclear physics - who positively revelled in 
the way that scientific cynicism Has put firmly in its place. That's what I call good 
entertainment! (article He think was sent in by Nay Jones) 

Times Saturday RevieH, Jan 26th, '80 Travel 
Mr. HilHam Shatner is an actor known to millions as the intrepid Captain Kirk, hero of 
"star Trek". Associating him, as one does, with the fiction of the future, it was something 
of a surprise - albeit a pleasant one - to encounter him among the solid evidence of history, 
and English history at that. The encounter took place at the Lygon Arms in Broadway, one 
Sunday last month. Mr E'hatner, with his wife and three daughters, had travelled there merely 
for lunch, but was persuaded to remain overnight so as to see'something more of the CotsHold 
countryside, and something more of the inn, parts of which are prObably around six centuries 
old. 
He said afterwards that he thoroughly enjoyed the experience, 'as did the Shatner ladies. He 
also said that he,would one day return to the Cotswolds for a proper weekend holiday, and if 
his work does bring him back to England I run pretty sure he will keep that promise, for 
even in the gloom of December the CotsHolds make an attractive setting in'which to relax. 
(article sent in by Ann Looker) 

++++ 

LEONARD NIMOY 

Leonard Nimoy will again take "Vincent" on tour. betwllen Feb 28th and April 30th. It will 
be playing at Minneapolis, Atlanta, Baltimore, Detroit, Aspen, San Francisco, Denver, 
Philadelphia and Oklahoma City. The Guthrie Theatre, Minneapolis will again sponsQr the 
tour as they did last year. Rumours persist that he is considering bringing the show to 
Britain, but so far there is no confirmation. 
I've heard that Leonard is to have another book of poetry published later in the year - as 
yet, I'have no word of the title. 
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A postal auction of Star Trek and Leonard Niniby items is to be held. Lists are now ready, 
and can be obtained from Liz Bowling, 998 E. San 'Antonio, San Jose, Cit 9.5116, U.S.A. 
Please send large addressed envelope and tHO s.tamps (U.S.) or 4 I.R. Cs. 
Leonard and Sandie Nimoy celebrated their 26th Hedding anniversery on 21st February, and 
March 26th will be Leonard's 49th birthday. 
110uld any former members of the Scottish Society of Leonard Nimoy Fimatics who are Hilling 
ilither to sell their copies of the Society's publicati.ons, or lend them fo photocopying, 
please contact me. I Hill refund all postage. Valerie . 

++++ 
DE FOREST KELLEY 

I have heard rumours that De Has ill whilst in Australia to promote the Novie at the end of 
last year. I have heard nothing to contradict this but from the information I have received 
I would think it Has more a case of jet lag than anything else. Having said that I've 
heard nothing else - sorry! 
I am informed by Marilyn Johansen that there is a rather good picture of De in a book called 
"The Films of Bette Davis" but I haven't actually got that book yet so I cannot give my 
opinion. 
I Hould like to take this opportunity to tell you that Mr. R.A. Nayfield, 732 Chenery St., 
San Francisco, ,California 94131, U.S.A. has some rather unusual B/W photos of De (and other 
stars) from "Variety Girl" (Paramount 1947) for sale. They are 80c (USA) each, postage 

. paid and I feel they're a rea;Lly super addition to anyone's collection. Those available 
are:- 1, Variety Girl title banners; 2, Credits with De's name in the centre star; 3, Barbara 
StanHych with unidentified bit player; 4, The famous Paramount Studio gates, 1947; .5, Ray 
Millard has his OHn way of ansHering the phone; 6, Paulette Goddard in a bubble bath; 
7, Gail Russell, Hith pet, on set; 8, De as Bob Kirby; 9, Nella Walker & Olga San Juan as 
Mrs Hebster & Amber; 10, Directors Mitchell Leisen & Frank Butler; 11, 12, De; 13, Olga San 
Juan; 14, 1.5, De; 16, Jvlary Hatcher & De; 17, De; 18 Bob Hope as Emcee; 19 Alan Ladd & 
Dorothy Lamour singing "Tallahassee, the Southland at iM best"; 20, Olga San Juan & De; 
21, Pearl Bailey singing her famous rendition of "Tired"; 22, Lisabeth Scott & Burt Lancaster 
in a skit; 23, Hilliam Bendix doing a Tarzan bit; 24, Barry Fitzgerald, Gary Cooper, Diana 
Lynn & Dorothy Lamour in the carousel scene1 2.5,De- an enlargement of t of print 16. 
The film "Variety Girl" is about a girl who goes to HollY;100d for a screen test where she 
meets up with another girl Hho impersonates her to further her own career. Both girls 
come into contact Hi th just about every star on the Paramount lot in 1947. Nany of the stars 
starred 'as themselves but De, Nary Hatcher, Jack Norton, Vlilliam Demarest and Olga San 
Juan starred throughout the extravaganza. The film Has directed by George Marshall and 
runs for 83 minutes. 
I hope anyone lucky enough to be in a TV region which screened "Gunfight at the OK Corral" 
recently was able to watch it. As of Hriting this it hasn't been screened in my area so 
I'll loave a report until next time. 
That's all for nOH folks. Hope to have some more neHS for you next time, don't forget 
that I'd appreoiate anything you have for me. De Kelley is the REAL ./IlcCoy. - Lynn 

Lynn Campion, 6 Bramble Road, Canvey Island, Essex, ssB 7EB, England 

I I I I I II I II II II I I I 

STAR THEKIN THE NEHS 

CUE NE\v YORK Dec 7th, '79 had a 4 page article on ST-T!VlP Hith a rather nice full page 
colour picture of Kirk, Spock, NcCoy, Decker and Ilia. 

THE SUN - The winner of the Sun competition f'or two tickets to' the Horld Premiere of ST-TFlP 
Has Peter BurroHs Hhodyed his. skin and hair Hi ih green food colouring to go to a costume 
party as a i~artian and then couldn't get the dye off. lie Heren't very impressed with the 
result of this competition at all. It Hould have been fairer if they had had a STAR TREK 
based competition so that the Hinner Hould have at least been a ST fan. 

THE SUN Dec 31st '79 had an article about Hilliam Shatner and Marcy entitled 'The Woman liho 
Saved Captain Kirk. There Has a nice picture of Bill and i'Jarcy and the and the artiole 
mentioned his biography. 

SMASH HITS Jan 10th '80 had a t page on ST-TMP 

\,IARCRY- article mentioning STMl TREK 
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OBSERVER Jan 6th '80 had an article about William Shatner, saying that .he is a vegitarian. 
The article had a nice description of Bill's arrival. "He arrived a bit late in a limousine 
you could have a game of football in the back.. He is a dapper and firm fleshed; the kind of 
man who doesn't have to suck his stomach in. He had the glazed look of a man who had ~ust 
w and only Just - .fl\Xvi ved ordeal by a thousand interviews. n 

EVENING GAZETT Jan 17th '80 had an article about a computer Exibition at the Dragonara Hotel, 
Niddlesborough. One of the centerpieces was a STAR TREK computer. The computer experts 
were battling it out with each other in a computerised game in which the winner was the team 
which destroyed the most Klingons in the shortest time. The winners were sixth-formers Neil 
Jones and John Mohan. The two lads competed against organisations like ICI, Monsanto and 
Cleveland County Council's research and intelligence unit to win the trophy for the best 
individual team game. 

NEWS OF THE \WHLD Jan 20th '80 had an article 
him with ~Iarcy and a small picture of Jeffrey 
desire not to be s~lely identified with Kirk. 
ST bloopers. 

about liilliam Shatner. There was a picture of 
Hunter. The article concentrated on Bill's 
It also said that his favourite movie is the 

TELEGRAPH PEOPLE Feb 12th, '80 There was an article about the excellent models of m~mber 
Tony Freeman. "Tony makes his mOdels from ordinary household materials and each one rarely 
costs more than a tenn~ - although their spectacular looks belie it." Tony, 21, is a ;t·" _.~ 
progress chaser with the Robinsons dressings firm of Chesterfield, his ambition is to become 
a full time special effects man in films. Tony's models were also portrayed, in full colour, 
on his firm··s magazine and they really are excellent. 

DAILY EXPRESS Feb 23rd, '80 - In the Daily Express Playtime TV and Film Awards, where voting 
was restricted to children aged 15 or under. STAR TREK-THE MOTION PICTUM won the Film of 
the Year Award. NOONRAKEH was the runner up. Clint Eastwood won the Film ~)tar of the Year 
Award but Hilliam Shatner also had a big following. 

THE LIBEHARY HEVIE1i No.lOFeb 23rd, '80. There was a lengthy article on STAR TREK by Janet 
Daley. She seems to have some funny ideas. She not only accuses ST of being sexist but 
states that, nFemales are not simply seen as trivial or irrelevent. They are depicted as 
lethal, -consciously or unconsciously treacherous sirens of doom and destruction." 
"Virtually every threat to the life of the ship (or the mutual loyalty of the crew which is 
seen as tantamount to the same thing) turns out to have female form. Or (and this is often 
crucial) apparent female form. Time and again the ship and its captain are waylaid (no 
pun intended) by suductively pneumatic, irresistably beautiful females who, in fact, are 
revealed to be, for example, mere illusions created by Evil Forces; repulsive old crones 
who have magically (and temporarily) refashioned themselves; disfigured ancient females with 
psychic powers of delusion, or, worse yet, Things having assumed human form, but which are 
ultimately revealed to look like a cross betHeen an octopus and a failed blancmange." 
Now Janel Dailey can no doubt find some episodes to back up her ideas but I think she goes 
rather far with this description of DOO/IlSDAY MACHINE. "The Enterprise sets out to take 
on this unknown horror, guided by its guest captain who bears a peculiarly personal sense 
of vendetta. At last the Enterprise finds the D.M., which turns out to be - wait for it -
a huge, cylindrical tunnel of overwhelming and irresistible internal force which sucks in 
whole ships and obliterates them. The surviving captain, compelled by a desire to avenge 
his ship and his comrades, insists on tackling this monumental female genitalia alone. In 
a tiny space shuttle craft, he propels himself into the great tunnel creating such an 
explosive force that he destroys the D.M. and, of course, in a blinding, ecstatic blaze, 
immolates himself. One suspects that.the awed admiration expressed on the Enterprise for 
his sacrifice has many levels." 
vlell, she got some of her facts wrong there, but talk about reading what you want into a 
situation. The article is too long to quote in full but .it continues in the same theme, 
ending with this report on the movie: . 
"STAR TREK, in its new motion picture guise, reaches an apotheosis of virginal trauma. . This 
time the Ultimate Threat from Space involves a plot of such pretentious complexity as to be 
beyond paraphrase but tho inevitable theme occurs in staggering proportions. Great senti
mental play is made of the reunion of the three men who return to run the Enterprise on 
this highly dangerous mission. Captain Kirk is shown to be pole-axed by his failure to 
evoke any emotional response from the super-logical, half-alien Spock. A woman officer 
joins them from an alien planet, who sports a shaved head and who has apparently taken some 
form of celibacy vow. This appropriately desexed female is now fit to take on a position 
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of responsibility on tfie ship. To cut a very long story short, the ship encounters the 
Great Anonymous .. Threat in ,Space which seems to be. an enormous cloud. On flying into the 
cloud, the ship passes through an aperture and finds intself travelling down a cavernous 
passage which'ends at a closed orifice" (no, really,) This series of events produces some 
excruciating' priceless lines : 'The aperture is closed, Sir. ~I e 're trapped!' from the 
lady who mans the intergalactic switchboard,' and: 'I belieY's th¢, closed orifice leads to 
another chamber,' delivered with ponderous logic bySpock. 
For awhile the ship languishes outside the uncommunicative orifice until Spock,with 
s~ngular heroism, decides to propel himself through it single-handedly. 'In an individual, 
rocket~propelled chair, he fires himself through the orifice encountering first a beautiful 
image of an entire universe (Mother?) and then an orgasmic eXplosion of light in 'which the 
face of the desexed female colleague is refracted through the computer graphics. With this, 
an unconscious Spock is ejected from the orifice into the arms of the anxiously waiting 
Captain Kirk. The film's resolution comes with the sacrifice by one officer of life as we 
know it in order to be united with a facsimile (who is qualitatively, if not quantitatively, 
identical to the original) of the desexed female. Their union transforms them to some 
transcendental plane of existence and as they touch, we see their physical selves being 
consumed." 
Gene, I never knew you had it in, you. I be.t you didn't either - J'anet 

NODERN SCREEN (USA) Narch 'SO had a small piece on ST-TitJP plus two pictures. 

FIUl REVIEW March 'SO 2 page interview with ~iilliam Shatner including three blw pictures. 

FANGORIA No.4 Cover picture of Spock in his Vulcan Robes on Vulcan. 3/4 page article 
on the Aliens of Star Trek. 

TV TIMES had an article about the Celebrity Kosher Cookbook by Habbi Jerome Cutler and 
Marilyn Hall, which has just been published in the States. The article contains two 
recipes, one for PaSSover Dmaplings chosen by William Shatner, and one for Pickled Herrings 
chosen by Leonard Nimoy. There was a small picture of the Enterprise and one of Kirk 
and Spock from the movie. 

NONTHLY FILM BULLETIN (Vol 47, No 553), published by the British Film Institute had a 
favourably review of ST-TNP by Philip Strick. 

Both ORBIT (BBC2) and ORACLE (ITV)"had reviews on ST-TVJP. The reviewer for ORBIT didn't 
like the movie but Alan Frank for ORACLE did. He finiShed by saying, "It's a stunning 
combination of,the literate script likeable characters and quite spectaqular special 
effects. tlithout doubt it's .my film o'f the year. Even if you're not a Trekkie or normally 
a Sci Fi fan - Do'n't miss it. Hollywood filmaking at its peak." 

There was also a revievr of the ST-T~IP CBS soundtrack on OBAeLE between Jan 18th and 25th. 
The reviewer hated the record but called the film - quote, 'marvellous'. 

STARBURST 19 - 6 page review of ST-T/lJP by John Brosnan who admits he often finds the series 
to be banal, ludicrously simplistic, overly sentimental and far removed from what he 
considers to be good science. fiction. His attitude shows in the review and I would have 
thought they could have got someone more impartial to review the film. Russell Willmott 
also commonted on 'this in. a recent letter, "The comments on ST-Tl;JP leave much to be 
desired. It seems 'to me that their ideas of what an SF movie should include are not 
<iissimilar to those that 'Star iiars' presented - gooID: fun yes but hardly thought provoking! 
It is certainly obvious that they do not fully understand Trek's main characters anC' 
certainly true that they couldn't have fully understood ST-TMP's story. I sometimes 
can't help wondering that, with the general public in mind, Star Trek (& ST-TlVlP) is too 
good for its OvID good!" 
Lynette Percy was also upset with the comments in Starburst, "I've just read' the ST-TNP 
revie»: ~n Star burst , and I '.m just writing to say. that I found some of their oomments 
rather offensive. How they can have a man who is at pains to tell liIS how he disliked the. 
series telling us hov! fans react to it I don't know. I accept that everyone's entitled 
to their opinion, but the article was very o'ne'-s'ided. I know Star Trek fans aro hardly 
the most unbiased p'eople in the world, but it might have been better to show their reaction 

as well, even if it meant using two revieHers. ' 
I was disgusted with some of the remarks (including the one attributing Bill Shatner's 
youthful looks to a new hair-piece! I ask you!) No doubt you've seen it, but I just had 
to send you the bit from "Things to Come" where they refer to "Star Trash". As I so,id, 
they're entitled to dislike it, and I would respect their right to' say so, but there is 
no nccessity for the downright rudeness which the writer uses." 
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OH BOY: Harch 1st, '80 h£ d.a take-off of STAR TREK including p~ctures. 

LOVING Feb 23rd '80 had a small piece on ST,.TMP giving ita very favourable review, there 
were also two pages on \'lilliam Shatner which had two very nice colour pictures. 

STARLOG 32 - Nice cover picture of Kirk, also picture of Spock on contents page. 
- 1 page articlel~ping the V'Ger'. ST Illustrator Haurice Zuberano. 
- 7 page article where 'Andy Probert talks abp~t the 'Lost Designs of ST-T~~. 

Includes some nice designs and pictures of the,models. 
,- Chekov's Enterprise Part 3,5 pages includes 3 colour pictures. 

STARLOG 33 - COll'JMUNICATIONS contains 24 letters in favour of the movie and 13 against. 
- t page article on STAH THEK - THE PHEJIIIEllE 
- HUHBtINGS - Contains David Gerrold's review of ST-TMP. 
- I, page article, 'The Origins of Star Trek's \,ormhole' by Jesco Von Puttkamer. 
- Bob Fletcher talks about 'outfitting tll,e CreH of the Enterprise' 7 pages. 
- Ellison Heviews Trek, 3 pages. Ellison has a right to his own opinion on 

ST-TllfP but I object to hi~ blatent attack on Gene Roddenberry and vlilliam 
Shatner. Ellison has obviously never heard that a reviewer should not get 
involved in personalities - his jealousy shows. - Janet 

- t page editorial on ST-TNP by Howard Zimmerman. 

Thanks to: Robert NcCabe, Christine ~Iiles, Nalita Edwards, ~jark French, Nicola Moore, 
Lynda Wilton, Anne Shields, Bill i'IcBlane, Teresa Hewitt, Peter Scott, Nargaret Bertram, 
Hay of Barnsley, Shaila Cornall, Hilliam Snell, Nark Slade, ~Jrs L. Hingley, Karen Howland, 
Ann Thrush, Shirley BUCk', Hay Jones, John Patterson, Lynetta Percy, Ann Preece, Tony 
Freeman, Susan West, Silkar Nader, Ian Christie, David Coote, Jean Donkin, Jean Barron, 
Ruth Harrell Bollerud, EdHard Laurence, Doreen Tvrivey, Tony Nurphy, Sue Stockley, Colin 
Hunter, Lorraine Goodison, Teresa Hewitt and Russell IHllmott for sending in cuttings and 
information on them. We couldn't print all the, ones we received so rle have tried to print 
the most interesting ones, cr let you know about magazines which you, might be able to get 
hold of. Please keep sending in cutting and items for this column to Janet. 

++H 1111111111111 

THE TRANSPORTER 

After reading a most distressing review of the' Transporter in the generally great 'Trek' 
magazine, I decided to have a moan about it. 
The article Has in 'Trek' No 14, and if you've read it I reckon there is a fair chance you 
will agree. It stated that:. 1) The transporter ;Ias technically impossible; 2) That it 
Nas dramatically lousy. Now our future Einstein typo Trekkers can battle the first point 
out, but as for the 'second one - I doubt that there is anyone out there in S.T.A.G. Nho 
is of the opinion that the Transporter was just a rotten rlay of getting out of a financial 
problem, as this review clearly states. AmonGst other things, this article accused episodes 
like 'Enemy Hithin' of simply being an excuse for having the transporter blow 'up. My 
sensors indicate that 'Enemy Within' >las a fine episode and not the result of poor imagina
tion on the part of Richard Natheson and certainly not just another 'transporter goes wrong 
for the sake of going'rlrong' episode:" I don't think there >lere any. Yes, I will admit 
that the writer of this r0vil)r1 does point out several inconsistancies arid errors in 
continuinity that must have taken a fair bit of research, but I consider it totally unjust
ified to slam the, transporter. .like he did ,with phrases .like, "every shoH had its bad points." 
O. K. - Star Trek had plenty qf thom, but tomy mind'the Transporter was definately not one 
of, them. It helped to' bring the 'ehOH aliv'e ... S.T. and no Transporter is like Tom and no 
Jerry; Scott and. no 'Bairns' and Kirk and no Spock! To be quite frank, I could not give 
a~ if the, ,Transporter is the most scientifically inaccurate idea ever, and, I just 
can't see how anyone has the right to say what will or will not be pessible in tNO or 
three hundred years. Remember Nhat they used to say not twenty years ago rlhen: .•••.•• ' ••• ' 
I'd be very interested to see the vieNS of others in the nil. 

Edward Laurence. . . . . 
I thought I would just try and answer some of Edward's points. I haven't had a chance to 
read the article in 'Trek 14' yet so I can't really comment directly on it. I do like 
'Enemy vlithin', in fact it is ,one of, my favourite episodes for obvious reasons. I do 
feel that in this episode the transporter malfunction was a necessary part of the plot. 
The whole episode revolves around this malfunction and what it has done to Kirk. 
Dramatically the Traneporteris a problem. If you want to strand your characters in a 
dangerous situation you first ,have to disable the Transporter or get rid ef the llinterprise. 

II I I I I I I I II I 11++t- - Janet 
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FRI~r.osHIP CORNER 

At last, my appeals hav:e borne fruit, I've had letters from :satisfied customers'. Let me 
quote from one sent by~~endyDoYmes: "You put my ad in the Friendship Corner some months 
back. I received a letter a day or two after the NIL came .out, it was from Noggsie Medhurst. 
A little lfhile after that, I received a couple more, and it has 'grown from there." So, it 
does lfork: Also there are a 'felf items for the social diary. 

On Sunday 27th April at 3pm there will·be the second meeting of the Beds district group. 
Ariyone wishing to attend, who didn't come last time, please contact me, Beth Hallam, at the 
usual address or Ray Dowsett, Top Flat, 177 Victoria Rd., Cambridge, cB4 3BU. 

The Plymouth/Devon group meet once a fortnight, on Saturday afternoons. They are hoping to 
organise a fancy dress party. ~rite to Carole Cooper, 10 Dundonald Street, Stoke, Plymouth, 
PL2 lEJ. 

24th/25th Nay U.}'.P. Con at the 'De Vere' hotel, Coventry (a fine venue, I've been at an 
S.F. Con' there). Contact Kim Knight, 135 Greensted Rd., I,oughton, Essex 

• • • • 
I've had so many requests for mentions this time that I shan't include names listed in last 
NIL (If I make it too long Janet might refuse to print it:). For those lfanting U.S. 
pen-pals I, have written to "Interstat" asking for contacts, I await r,eplies. Here are this 
NIL's list of contactees:- , 

Carole Cooper Age 19, wants to write to anyone interested in ST, SF, Nusic and who is 
planning to attend the U.F.P. Con'. L$tters tOI- 10 Dundonald St., Stoke, Plymouth, PL21EJ 

Kelly Downes is dying to write to a ST fan of his own age (9~). Kelly lives at 
96B Broadway, Bexleyheath, Kent. 

Alison Lightfoot would be delighted to hear from a female fan .fho is planning to attend 
Albacon'80, so that they can meet there and be company for each other, Hrite to 
5f, A11anfauld Road, Cumbernauld, G67 IGX 

Elizabeth' Si1ili;i toe is seeking' a U.S. penpal preferably from Californi~ (though she'll answer 
letters from anywhere). Elizabeth is 19, Spock mad, an amateur astronomer and loves 
animals. She lives at 70 st. Nichael's Close, Feniscowles,Blackburh, Lancs. BB2:5DL, 

Caroline Haslip aged 16 would appreciate hearing from U.S. or British fans. She likes all 
SF and is a 'heavy rock-fan' (does that mean she likes Gibralter'?). Write to 71 Adur Ave., 
Durrington, Horthing, Sussex. 

Tony Stout Ylants to hear from a lady fan. Tony is 18 and likes the theatre and cinema. 
He is especially. keen to have someone to go to cons with and who lives in his OHn area. 
His address is 118 Dee Road, Connan's Quay, Deeside, CIHyd, CH5 t,FA " 

Fiona NcFarlane is seeking a friend in the Dumfries area, to rescue her mother from being 
inundated in ST chatter: Fiona is 19 and likes SF generally. Contact her at 8 Goldie" 
Ave., Sandside, Dumfries, Scotland, DG2 OAY 

Maria Stanton would like a pen-fr.iend, around 15 years old, either a STAG member and'; or 
living in the U.S.A •. As well as SF Naria likes Elyis Presley and rock'N'roll music. Hrite 
tOI- 281 Knowsley Lane, HU:rton, Nerseyside, Liverpool L36 8EL '. 

Christina Hright is keen on meeting ST/sF fans in theSouth"'East of 'England, and ,writing to 
any ST/SF fans anywhere. Christine is 18 and lives at 8 Beards Road, Ashford,Common, 
Niddlesex, TIn5 ITO 

Lynne Dolan, a ST and ,"Starsky ~ llutch" fan is, planning to revisit Los Angeles this 
summer. She would ,be grateful to, hear, frpm any,one she met there before~ or any ,ST fan' . 
in the L.A./California area, Letters to 37 Londonderry Rd., Newtown, S'tockton-oh-'rees, 
Cleveland TS19 ODJ, England, 

.Barbara 'Chegwidden is looking for other fans in the South-East and. 'East London areas, 
Barbara is a trainee nurse and 26 years old. .\'Irite, tOI- Room .54,l!itherGreen,Nurses Home, 
Hither Green, London[;E ,13. 
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Valerie Lowe lives in ~janchester and, wouid'jik~,to,ineet a 'big' ST fan in the area (her 
choice of adjective - not mine:) Valeriel;as born ,und,er the sign of Leo, is between 25 
and, 35 and likes animals and ,Nr. Spock (again her priority no,t mine!). Contact her' at 
13 Gunson Court, l'iiles Platting, ~lancheste+, HiO;?NT,' ",',,' , 

(It's a good jo'b Valerie likes animals because Andy,got to her letter before I did, 
paper-tearing is an ancient Burmese 'art-form -and ,there wasn't much left of it to read:) 

. . .-'. .' - " 

Sharon Cogger would like to hear from fans in the U.S.A., or ~1Lrope and she would like to" 
meet fans in her area. Sharon 's address is 34 Great Garett, WelWY,h Gat'deh Ciyy';' 'Herts' 
AL? 3DE. 

Lesley \ialke+, will be travelling to, the U.F.P, Con in Coventry from 1'uston and ,rendered 
if anyone else will be making the trip from there; If so, an if they ',fould like to'break ' 
the monotony by joining her in idle banter for an hour or so would they call her on 
01 353 2282 to a.J;range a meet somewhere. 

Terena Tobin would like some pen..,pals I'rith an,interest in'ST, K/Srelatior,tshil) in",particular. 
Terena would like a pen-pal from anywhere, eith~ male or female. She is 21 and likes ' 
to read ST and other SF ",nd do crafts. Contact her at 1210 Eastbourne Rd., viindsor, 
Ontario, Canada ,. N9H lB? " .' , 
Karen Hayden Hould,like to apologise to her pen-friends for not being a very regular 
correspondent' recently. Karen is expecting a baby soon and is ftnding herself rather .. 
short of time. She wants to let everyone know that she does intend to continue 

.corresponding' with them, but'itwon't be ,on such a regul?X basis. ' 

Stephen Peters would like to me~t any mad ~tudents interested i~ star Trek or even 
Nission Impossible. Contact him at': \'iright Hobirison Hall, Altrincham,St, Umist, .. 1·'janc.hest€1r. 
Stephen is in his late teens. . . , . 
Any fans interest~d in info'qnal get-tQgethersona non-regular basis in the Merseys,iqe ar€1a, 
contaot Hoy Evans, 77 Selby Road, Orrell Park, Liverl?ool, L9 8EB. 

Any memQers,who,would like ,pen-friends in Australia please write to SASTllEK,P.O. Box 369, 
'Nth Adelaide 500S' S00th Australia, 'giVing particulars.', 

The Birlhingham Soience Fiction Group meEit every 3rd Frid<ty of tho month at a pub c<tUed the 
Ivy Bush at The Five Ways, Birmingham. 

. . . . . 
,'\'Iell that's' all for no'f. '- stay friendly.,' 

Beth 
dlllllllllllill 

CLUBS 
BEYOND ANTARES ::. Lue TohelO, 56 ;)pring Lane" Bishopstok,e, Eastleigh, Hants, S056BA; England 

~lPATHY -Dqt O;rens, 51 ,Furniss Drive, Illingworth, Haiifax, West Yorkshire, England 

O~jICORN - Tracy Cooke, 6?Eden. Gr'ove, Horfield, Bristoi, B57' OFQ (ST ~ SPACE 1999) 

,sTAR TREK COl1RESPONDENCE CLUB - Judy l'lortimore, 92 ThurloH Park ,load, West Dulwich, London, 
SE21 8HY, England. " 

STAllSHIP EXCALIBUR - Shirley Lambard, 8 Pentland Avenue, Chelmsford, Essex, chi 4Ai, England 

DE FOREST KELLEY APPRECIATION SOCIETY - Narquita Crisp, 28 ''Church Hoad, Northfield, 
Birmirigham, BJI 2JY, England. 

STAllFLEBT - an inte~national organisation 'based on the Federation 'Military Fleet presented 
in STAft TREK •. The club has its HQ in the States, the address is Chief of Personel, ' 
Vice Admiral Brandt Heatherington, 64.55 'Fairland Street, Alexandria, VA 22312, U.S.A." 
Britishfans can :tirit'otq Captain l{onaldL;Lingham, USS Hood NCC-l?O?, c/o 23 st QhadsRd" 
Blackpool, FYI 6BP, England' I'or information/recruitment forms, 

ALPHA STAll - The committee of Alpha star are sorry to announce the Closure of thk'elub," ' 
sadly thero is 'a lack' 'of interest and finanCial support for the 'club and, they don't feel 
they can carry it on. ~'hi's <toes n6tmean that they are dropping out ofbbe ST sCene, , 
they still look forward to seeing many friends at conventions etc. (info ,E:lIlPATHY) 

• • • • 
vlILLIMI SHATNER FAN FELLOVISHIP P.O. Box 245, Hayward, CA 94543, U.S.A. 
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THE LEONARD HIlViOY ASSOCIATION OF FANS - Miss Louise Stange, 4612 Denver Court, Englewood, 
Ohio 45322, U.S.A. 

JANES DOOHAN INTIl:RNATIONAL FAN CLUB.;. Anna Hreha, 1519 NW 204th St., Seattle, iiashington 
98177, USA. British fans can get 'details from Jenny Elson, 11 iiobu:t'n Close,I~eadows Est., 
Wi~st.m Magna, Leicester,LE8 lXB, England. ' 

HOSATO - Horldwide fan club for George Takei. Kathy Bayne, 41-09 53rd Street, New York 
IX377, USA. ' British enquiries should be sent to Ena Glogowska, 62 Squthbank St., Leek, 
Staffs, ST13 5LN, England 

THE ROYAL SPACE FEDERATION H.M.S. Fearless/RNCC-1745 Membership Archives. For further 
info, membership form, send a couple of iRCs to Sabran, Vulcan Consulate/Alien,' 

, 'Cultural Exchange Centre, P. 0, Box 25003, Los Angeles, GA 90025, USA. (info Jerri Franz) 
• • • • 

THE INTERNATIONAL DAVE PROI1SE FAt''' CLUB - 58 Northampton Hoad, We11ingborough, Northailts, 
NN8 3HT. Send a lOp stamp (not SAE).' , 

BLONDIE FAN CLUB - P.O. Box 63, London, 1'12 JB2. (info Paul Lazarus) 

I I I I I IIII IIII I I I I I I I 

CONVENTIONS 

ALBACON '80 4-6th April Albany Hotel, Glasgow 
JIst British Easter Convention. Registration £6. Support;ing Membership £J 
SAE for further details to Gerry Gillah" 9 Dunottar Streot, Glasgow GJJ SCIENCE FICTION 

U.F.P. CON 1980 24th/25th Nay, 1980 De Vere Hotel, Coventry 
Registration - £6 per person. Room rates - £9 per person per night sharing a twin room; 
£12 per person per night in a single room; £25 per night for triple rooms. 
SAE to Kim Knight, IJ5 Groensted Hoad, Loughton, Essex. STAR THEK 
Information U date 2 
lOur guest for tho convention will be Joan Winston. 
2) Vlhilst the fashion ShOH and drama competition are two entirely separate events, you 
can enter both, using the 'same costumes if you Hish. The fashion show will be before the 
drama competition (it is currently planned' to hold it on Saturday, with the drama show on 
Sunday) so that the impact of the costumes will not be lessened when they are judged in 
their own right. (Fashion ShOH costumes must be original designs and not copies but for 
the drama as Holl as your fashion show costumes you may use any outfit you choose). 
J) honday 26th is' a bank holiday in the U.K. If for this, or any other reason, you need 
to Change your hotel 'booking, please do so as quickly as possible. (Those of you ,in 
Scotland and N. Iroland will need to check whether IIJonday is a public holiday in your area). 

SF NEDIA CON Saturday June 21st 1980. Centre spot Convention Hall, Dale Stroet, 
Admission Charge £1.00 10.00am ..; 6.00pm' Central lVianchester. 
Programme includes 2 full length episodes from favourite TV programmes; 2 major SF fiction 
feature films; Archive slide ShON, prize quizzes,guest speaker. There ,!ill also bo 
sales tables and displays. You may purchase admission tickets in advance by sending an 
SAE to: TI1AGE SPECTRUH, Mike ,i<1ild, 98 Toxteth Street, Higher OpenshaN, l'ianchester MIl lEZ. 

TERRACON '80 20th/21st September, 1980 Dragonara Hotel; Leeds '" 
Registration £4 until the end of Nay, £4.50 till the end of July and then £5. STIJR'THEK 
SAE to Keith Jackson, 45 \iosley Road, Stanningley, Pudsey, 'Hest Yorkshire, 1828 6EJ 

STAG CON '81 11th/12th April, 1981 Dragonara Hotel, Leeds 
Guests - Susan Sackett & Rupert Evans. Details to be finalised. ,STAR TREK 

AUCON '81 29th/JOth August, 1981 STAH THEK Leicester 
Confirmed guest George Takei. Other guests to be confirmed shortly. F'/lr lowest registration 
rates send SfIE to:- Janet Hunt, (Registrations), 54 Foxhunter, Drive, Oadby, Leicester. 

CONVENTION ~)eptember 1981 Dragonara Hotel, Leeds 
No further details at this time; 

; ~ 
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SPf.CE-EX 1984 
T,otal eBcapism into a world of the imagination will be available for seven days in August 
1984. The entire \iembley Conference Centre is to be transformed by SPACE-EX LTD (The 
Interplanetary Space Travel Rese,arch Association - 1.8. T.R.A.) into avast exhibition and 
symposium on the space orientated subjects of Science Fiction, Space Research, UFO 
I~vestigation and Astronomy. 
Part of this exhibition will be'known as the Radio Shack, presenting a week of radio on the 
formentioned subjects, and as organiser of this presentation I am seeking out all available 
material. CAN YOU HELP? 
If you have any recordings of vintage science fiction programmes such as BBC's 'Journey 
Into Bpace', or maybe Radio Luxemburg's 'Dan Dare', American Radio Science Fiction, 
coverage of NASA, etc. - Anything at all. Please contact me, Ralph Titterton, 49 Capel st., 
Capel-Le-Ferne, Folkestone, Kent, England, or telephone a message on Folkstone (0303) 
55624. Any tape, record sent to me will be returned. 
For further information on SPACE-EX I'§til+ (there will .be a. ],ot of 'Star Trek' there) please 
write to 21 Hargwyne Street, Stockwell, London SW9 9llQ. 

II I f I I IIII I III II I 

TRIVIA 

If yoa ever invite George (Takei) to dinner, you'll please him if you have a hot JiJexican
type meal for him. George and I discovered we have similar tast~s when, the first time he 
was here, we asked where he'd like to go for dinner. George said where they serve Nexican 
food. Ny friend Evelyn Aguilar said, 'sit still, Georg~,. I'll have dinner ready right 
here at Dick's in about an hOur.' So Evelyn went out, bought the ingredients for tacos and 
guacamole, and George moaned with pleasure for the next hour.. I've never seen anyone pour 
on the saQsa br~va (hot sauce) like George (except me). Apparently we both subscribe to 
the theory that, if you don't sweat, you don't enjoy. Dick Mayfield 

Did you know that according to Pl~y, a RomanW'riter, the feast of Vulcan is on the 23rd 
of August and the letter which mentions it was written in the year 112 A.D. - Anne Chalmers. 

On Terry l,iogan's BLANKE.TY BLAl'lK show the following question was asked: "On the U.S.S. 
Enterprise Capt. Kirk said, "Who set course for Knotty Ash? I~e 're being attacked by the 
stars hip roddy and they're firing Blanks at us." The answers were Diddy Men & Tickling 
sticks. 

A TV advert for Ronson pens, lighters and electric razors, with the Goodies, ends with Tim 
Brooke-Taylor using t~e razor as a communicator and saying, "Beam us up, Scotty." 

On the 'Little and Large Show', Eddie uses a communicator device to 'beam' themselves 
between sketches (with a few appropriate sayings and jokes.) 
The above 3 itoms were send in by Nark Slade. Thanks to the others who mentioned them too. 

Did any of you see '321' on Friday Nov. 17th '79? It's a terrible show but this time the 
theme was 'space'; believe it or not the first clue was a Dinky Enterprise which stayed 
in view nearly the whole show. The kept insultingly referring to it as a rockets hip but 
~one of the contestants did let the name 'Enterprise' slip out before the end. There was, 
I think a Klingon battle cruiser as well, in an early sketch. Then of course there was a 
STAR TREK sketch, they got the uniforms and colours right, the jokes were mostly those of 
the 'Dr. Spock' type but I wasn't sure whether they were saying 'Dr.' Spock as a joke or 
whether it was the usual error. The clue following this sketch was, '~ou'll miss the rwck 
if Dr. Spock is captain of this ship." There were no other SF shoWS parodied so it just 
goes to show;. I 'm sure they thought STAH TREK was the one most people would be fam:j.liar 
with: - Teresa Hewitt 

There was a competition in the Shropshire star - 'Seek and identifi Sci Fi personnel in ads.' 
There was a small picture of Kirk in an advert for, 'All makes of Automatic Washing Machines. 
Plumbed into services. All materials included in price. All work guaranteed.' A small 
picture of Spock appeared in an advert for 'Skips For Hire.' Pippa Sykes wonders whether 
Kirk is included in the price and what work is guaranteed. She says Spock looks understand
ably emotionless::' 

Advertising boarding at Glasgow A;,rport - "Natwest Will Help You Boldly Export Where No 
l~an Has Exported Before. National Vlestminster Bank Group." Bill I1cBlane. 
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BLANKETY BLANK - yet another .STAt{ TllEK ,<-uestion. "On the, starship E'nterprise Captain Kirk 
told ~jr.· Spod:, "The crew don't mind your pointed ears, it's your pointed BLANKS they 
object .to ."" Answers: .. included pointed toenails, pointed teeth and pointed eyebrows. POinted 
Remarks' was the most popular. - Brendan lJyder .. 

There is a record called 'V/here's Captain Kirk' which ha.s been released by Spizzenergi on 
the Rough Trade label. No. RTSO 4. Sylvia Fontana tells us the song was written by 20f 
the group. She sent us the wordS but unfortunately we don't have room to print them. The 
words are on the record cover which is useful as they aren't very clear in the song. 
Mark French, Jean Donkin and Lorraine Gocdison also sent in info on this. 

THE SCOTSMAN Nov 29th, '79. Thero was an article about heavy penalties being inflicted 
upon Mark Jaraos and Ken Brown following alleged misconduct during the Ryder Cup match (Golf) 
last September. It stated' that James was visibly stunned by the v'erdictbut will not appeal 
against it. After spending more than an hour with the committe he said, "I accept the 
verdict and that is all .I am prepared to say. Now I must dash off home because I want 
to see 'Star Trek." 

OMNI Jan '80 'A Heal Feinberg' Joel Davis 
A 'feinberg' as Star Trek fans know, is the tiny salt shaker like device Dr. Leonard McCoy 
used to diagnose instantly What was ailing any sick person. Dr. McCoy would pass the.hand 
held feinberg over the person's body, and, presto he'd know what was wrong. 
Now science has caught up with science fiction - again. George Rinard, Dale Seffen and .. .' , .... 
Ronaldf,turmof the'. Denver Research Insitute, have invented the closest thing to a feinberg 
the medical world has yet seen. 
The trio has proposed building a battery-powered "hand-:.held vital-signs moniter," using 
hybrid integrated-:circuittechnology they recently invented. Its anticipated final form, 
Rinard says, will be no bigger than a large, conventional, hand-held calculator - maybe 
7 by 18 by 3cms .., alid would weigh about the same •. It would have three chest electrodes as 
well as a temperature-monitering thermistor. '. 
The monitor's LCD display would show any o»e of four functions: body temperature (in either 
degrees Centigrade or Fahrenheit), heart-beat rate (per minute), and blood pressure. 
Hinard say's the actual hand-held device hasn 'tbeen built yet, because he and his two 
colleagues weren't contracted to do that. "i1ight now though," ho adds, "the institute is 
talking with several oompanies interested in commercially producing th€l monitor." . 
The above ,<-uote was sent in by Malita Edwards. Thanks to the others who also mentioned it. 

I've heard that THE ELECTHICTHEATHE SHOW shown en \,Iestward lYJarch 12th showed part of the 
Klingonbattle scene from ST-'l'MP. I am only guessing but I think it might have been this 
programme that had an interview with lHlliam Shatner. I believe they also showed an 
intervieH with Leonard Nimoy in the same programe. - Russell Willmott. 

The Local Government Chronicle a few months back had an intGresting cover. There wa.s a 
drawing of the Enterprise with housing block bolow her. Two speech s,<-uares were above 
the houses. "Hey you in the funny clothes •••• Wanna buy your own gas centrally heated 
council house on a thirty year mortgage? .... " "Beam .. M up Sc()tty!!!!" - Kelly Mitchell 

I I I I I II II I II II I II 

ZINE ADS 

CAPTAIN'S LOG 12 £1, A PLACE TO BEl'URN TO .(reprint of 'Shattered Dream 'c;& 'Second 
Chance') £1. 50. Pr~ces include p&p. Che,<-ues!POs made payable to Sylvia Billings, at 
49 Southampton Hoad,' 'Far Cotton, Northampton,. NN4 9EA, England. 

BRITISH FANZINES You can now obtain a flyer giving details of currently a.valable British 
Star Trek Fanzines by sending a SASRi (9"x 4") to E;ylvia Billings, 49 Southampton Road, 
Far Cotton, Northampton, NN4 9EA. 
ZINl!.'S: BY POPULAH REQ,UEST! . 
4th reprint of Al\lGRY SUNSEI' by Jenny Elson. The story of MoCoy's marriage and divoroe. 
PLEASE STATE THAT YOU AHE OVER 16. Price £1. ' 
THOUGHTS OF LOVE A K/s poetry zine. Contributions from Sue Meek, Tina Pole and Janet 

. Balch. Price 75p. . 
From T & J Elson, 11 Vloburn Close, Vligston Magna, Leicester, LE8 lXB 

ZENITH 2, genzine, approximately 75 pages. Available at the end of March.from:
Susan ~leek, 314 Coach Hoad,Est. ,I'iashington, Tyne & \lear, NE37 2EZ or Tina Pole, 
llF Prior's Terr., Tynemouth, Tyne & Hear, NEj 2AB. Price £1.00 + 32p p&p 1st class, 
26p second class. . .. 
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SAURIAN BRANDY DIGEST - Sylvia stanczyk, 1953 East 18th St. Erie, PA 16510 USA. several 
issues available. Addressed envelope and 2 IRCs for info on availability and prices, which 
vary from p2.50 airmail to p4.50 airmail. ' 

SOUTHERN ST@ :2 .., Rebecca Hoffman, 205 Pine st, Greer, SC 29651,USA. This is an SF
ilrientated zine which' includes star Trek. This is a very good zine for anyone who likes 
SF as well as ST. IssUe 5 is p6.bO first class, USA'& Canada, P7.50 Australia & Europe. 

STARBIRD - due May, a SF zineincluding some Star Tre,k. Starbird, 41410 Whittier, Hemet, 
CA 92343, USA. Addressed envelope and 2 IRCs for info on price. 

UNIVEllSE :} - a genzine set around a fan developed set of planets. Containing a sequence 
from Thunder Agentsl Invasion, by Swinae/Karlos!Panucci/'i'arn!Jones, Anathoth by Panvac,' ' 
'!he Winds of Space by Jones and AUstin, and a poem by Linda'Knights. , . 
If any ,members of STAG are interested in general SF, they are looking for new wri t.ers 
const.antly. For more info concerning Universe 3 please contact Davey Jones, PO Box 3370, 
Ft. Stewart, Ga 31314, USA. Foreign price, P3.50 surface, P5.84 airmail. Publication date 
for Universe 3 is/was set for the end of February. ' . , 

SPIN DIZZIE .., Marilyn Johansen, 11424 Kensington. Eden Prairie, MN 55344, USA; Addressed' 
envelope and 2 IR,Cs for info. We know nothing ;;tbout this zine but have been asked to 
advertise it., 

NEXUS 5 - we plan to bulk order this as soon as we get a price on it. An excellent issue. 
For anyone wanting to order direct, SASE (envelope and IRCs) to Marty Barquinero, 
EE2 lrongate Apts r Beverly, NJ 08010, USA. 

UNIVERSAL TRANSLATOR - a neWsletter listing z1nes inprint, with revielfs andcommertts. 
SUbs, USA $3.75 for 3 issues; Europe, P5.70 for 3 issues, Pacific, $6.45 for 3 issues. 
This is an excellent production. Make cheques payable to Rose, Marie Jakubjansky, 39-84 
48th st, Long Island City, NY 11104, USA. ' 

WRUM -a newsletter listing zines, etc. Subs, USA $6.75 for 9 issuesl Europe, ;312.00 for 
9 issues. Cheques to KathE DOnnelly - Forum, 6302 South Spotswood Street, Littleton, 
CO 80120, USA. We haven't seen this one so don't know what quality it is, they've only just 
got in ,touch with us. 

The last four issues in the now discontinued G;lOPE series are i3tin available. These are 
recommended reading for any adult Trek fan with a sense of humour. Not all the stories 
are funny but you certainly need a sense of humour to appreciate the ones that aren't. 

Issues available, Son of Grope, Deep Grope. The Gropes of Roth, King Grope. 
Price: £1 each including post;;tge within U.K. , 

By popular request I am in the process of compiling a zine containing selected ,material 
from the original GROPE and followup, NORE GROPE.. This will be ~eady soon after Easter and 
is tentatively entitled GROPE, FLASHBACK. To holp defray oosts advance orders are already 
being taken @ £1.20 U.K., $6.00 USA airmail, ,,5.00 USA surface. It will oontain the usual 
sordid stuff and, as usual, be in the worst possible taste. Book now to beat the rush. 
All orders and enquiries to: Anne Looker, "The ~'orge", 41 ~iain [,treet, Weston Turville, 
Aylesbury, Bucks. 

The Ist'A1NITAH ONNIBUS is now read:, . " '. 
Contains reprinted lnaterial from ALNITAH I ~ 4. It's a beautiful zine!!, ' 
Cost £1.25 UK" ,/>6.00 US.A, ",irmail, '/>5.00 USA surface. Orders to Joyce Cluett, 3 Antona Close, 
Raunds, Wellingborough, Northants, NN9 6EA or to l'1argaret Draper, "The Lodge", V/antage Hd., 
Nr. Didcot, Oxon. aXIl OJT. 
COMING SOON - TRIBBLE TREK-THE MOTION PICTUHE. A short tribblization by Gene Tribbleberry
Transcribed by the humanoid Tina vi. Pole. Incl. actual movie stills, by Hobin Hill., A . 
limited prop;;tgation. S.A.E. to Ms T.\;. Pole, llF Priors Terrace, TynemQuth, North Shields,' 
Tyne & vlear, NlD30 4BE for further details. 

FHONTIER \WRLDS 2 25p incl p&p. Contains Pa:;<:idan Influence pt.2, Liberator article, 
Paradox pt. 2, new ST story" 'The Naster of Cythulu, IV', Enterprise & Devisor - 'Log Entries', 
prize competition. Frontier vlorlds, 25 ,Ioodville Drive, Sale, Cheshire, N33 IN~' 
Frontier Vi orlds. • •• a Bandros Production. . . . . 
All ziile ads are printed as Vie get them. He make no editorial comment unless clearly 
specified. I I II I I I II I IIII III 
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SIvlALL ADS 

Charge:5p per line (approx 12 Hords)., Send to Janet. British stamps are acceptable. 

FOR SALE: Starsky and Hutch magazines 1-27 'complete, 29, 30 and 3'1. All in mint condition, 
£6 '(inclusive of postage & packing) Also C90 cassGtte of the episode "Gillian" 

': £1. Please contact Lynette Percy, J Cedar Crescent, Huyton, Liverpool, 
~jerseyside L36 5UP. 

FOR SALE: VIDEO Tl,PES, on Philips 1700 or VHS format. 
Conquest of the Planet of the Apes £22 
Battle for the Planet of the ,Apes £22 

1 hr tape containing clips and interviews froms 
:';uperman-The ~lovie ' 
Alien 
Star Trek-The ~lotion Picture only £15 

AUDIO TAPEE.'I Planet of the Apes (1968) £5 
Beneath, Escape, Conquest, Battle For .... Apes @ £1+ each 
Star Trek-The Motion Picture £5 
Superman-The Movie £5 
Close Encounters of the 3rd Kind £5 
Dark Star .£5 
starsky and, Hutch (pilot) , £3 
Starsky and Hutch (The Set Up) £3 
The Prisoner (Once Upon A Time and F'all Out) £3 

For complete list of Video and Audio tapes, send SAE to: Ian Baker, 
43b, Edmund Rd., Southsea, Hants, p04 OH~ or tell Portsmouth (0705) 732385 
any day 6-8pm 

FOR SALE: f&H novels 1-8 as ,neH. S&H Hags 6-33, S&H fold-out posters 1+15, Job lot S&H 
pies, mostly ,)tarsky. Also neHspaper clips, British and American. Hulk fold
out poster, Battlestar Galactica Comic, (lVlarvel) ;.;tarburst nos 9, 14+17, 
Starlord nos. 2-21, 2000AD 97-125, 128-153. Also summer specials. Enquiries 
and offers to: - Lorraine Goodison, 'Helens lea', High Street, Burrelton, Perthshire. 

WANTED: Audio cassette recordings of IHlliarn Shatner on "Parkinson", Clapperboard" and 
DOpen House" - any any other material about him. Good prices paid. 
Nicky Croxford, Runnel Oaks, Thicknan Lane, Clont, Nr. Stourbridge, \I Midlands. 

WANTED: Urgently on video tape. lillY format. For duplication. Any (reasonable) hire 
charge paid. STI "A Private Little Vlar", Persis' intervieH on SWAP SHOP on 
15/12/79, "Film 79's" previcH of ST-T~lP on 10/12/79, anY, of the TV adverts. Audio 
recordings of Bill on Capital Radio's "Michael Aspel ShoH", Bill and Leonard 
Capital 's "l~ummy's Heekley", any radio adverts and any other TV [IlIJ,r&ddo,;video 
or audio tapings. Reply to Robert ~icCabe, 24,Do,ming Close, HarroH, i'liddx., 
Hi,.z 6QQ 

H ANTED I Anything on the "CHIPS" TV programme, including photos, badges, magazines or 
articles. fillY thing reasonable paid. Sue Winn, 12 Lemington Grove, Bracknell, 
Berkshire. 

vi ANTED I Could anyone Hho knoHs Hhere I can definately get the ANT model kit of the 
Enterprise (series) please let me knoel. I Hill be vw:y grateful. 
I have a tape recording of Bill Shatner on "Open House". If anyone Hould like 
a copy they can have one, just send a cassette plus return postage to: 
Terry Bunting, The Green, Edgefield, l'lelton Constable, Norfolk, NR24 211.L 

WANTED: 8xlO glossy b/H cil photos of the young Richard Greene, Ian OgilyY and Christopher 
Cazenove. Does anyone know any reliable British companies Hhich might have 
pictures of them}, ~lary ~lanchester, 1297 Nonroe Avenue, Rochester, NY 14620 USA 

FOR SAIE: Audio tapes C90. Complete 'Star Trek' episodes - tHO per tape. Also intervieHs 
Hith the "Star Trek-The Notion Picture" cast, taken from "SHap Shop", nFilm 79" 
and "Clapper board". £2.50 each, postage paid. Cliff il oodhouse, 95 Dayton Road 
Hull,. HU5 5TE. 

WANTED: Any STAR TREK zines. Please send list with prices to Katy Deery, 14 Whitchurch 
Road, Harold Hill, Romford, Essex, England 
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FOR SALE I Transporter control console. Full scale mock up. Accurate to last detail. 
Rigged for lights. vlrite or phone for photo •. Ross Carter, 29 Castle Road, 
Southsea, Ports, Hants. P05 3DE Tell Ports 29589 

FOR SA11;: Video tapes for' Phillips 1700 and. VHS machines. Episodes available I 
Balance of Terror, -Naked Time, Mudd's Women, Nenagerie 1 & 2, Space Seed, 
Corbomite Haneuver, The Apple, etc. 
Also Dark Star, Goodbye Girl, KOjak, Making of Starwars., Close Encounters. 
29 Castle Road, 2,outhsea, Portsj Hants', P05 3DE. Tel: Ports 29589· 

FOR SALE: Colour Photographs, 5"x:3i" - 50p each, plus post 12p. Blakes Seven! Avon (10); 
Cally (1); Vila (Ill Blake's 7 group (1): Bill Shatner in "Disaster On The 
Coastliner (4); Robin Williams in "JI'iork & Nindy" (1). Miss Sandra J. Ferriday, 
104 Stockton Road, Hartlepool, Cleveland, TS25 lRP 

FOR SALEI Colour Badges 2-}" metal, with real photograph. 60p each, post I per 3 = 14p; 
per 6 = 17p. Paul Darrow-Avon(l); Robin l'Iilliams-Nork(l); Chris Reeve as 
himself(l), cpt. Kirk(6 diff); ~OC. Spock(3 diff); David Soul-Hutch(6 diff); 
Paul Glaser-starsky(6 diff). Allow:3 weeks to be made up. Sandra J. Ferriday, 
104 stockton Road, Hartlepool, Cleveland, TS25 lRP. 

WANTED: The zine "DEATHDANCE", and also a copy of the TREK: KIRK SPECIAL issue, in good 
condition, please state prices required. Karen Hayden, 61 Sandyleaze, Elmbridge, 
Gloucester, GL2 OPX. 

,IANTED: EN1'ERPRISE INCIDENTS 1 & 3 
TREK 3-7, 9. 11 
Please state price. 
Christine ~Jiles, 101 Mayplace Road I'lest, Bexleyheath, Kent. 

vltiliTED: 1979 f,TAR TREK CALfU'lDEH. will pay £2 or £3. If anyone can send me one I'll 
also pay postage to Gend it. Please contact: Sandra Hose, 40 Haig Avenue, 
Gillingham, Kent. 

IvANTED: Anything on 1974 SF film "Zardoz" - Anything at all. Prices paid, etc. Postage 
refunded. Roger ~jitchell, 14 Powis Court, Powis Square, London \nl IJQ 

FOR SALE: 1000's of STAR Tl~K items for sale including - Badges, T-shirts, Key Rings, 
Beer matts, posters and magazines, we also make to order. Why not send off 
today for our free catalogue. bend an S .A.E. (Si"x6i") to Powerpulse Productions, 
121 Princess E;t: (Jrd floor), j1lanchester, N17AG 

i'IANTED: For a passionate Shatner fan. Absolutely anything on Bill 2hatner. virite to 
Mrs Sylvia Fontana, 62 Whitewebbs Way, St Pauls Gray, Orpington, Kent. I 
would also like to meet other Shatner fans. I am 22. 

FOR SALE: Seven epiSOdes of 'The Invaders' on WIS cassettes. Good quality picture. Can 
re-record more cassettes if neccessary. 
Also the films THEN, THE QUATERMASS EXPERnJEN'r, EAHTH II, JOURNEY TO THE FtJl. SIDE 
OF' THE SUN, RED ALERT, A FIETFULL OF DOLLARS and t hr documentary THE UNIVERSE. 
OVer 50 episodes of STAR TREK available on audio cassette, plus several sci-fi 
plays including Asimov's FOUNDATION TRILOGY. 
I am also considering, recording future STAll TREK episodes on U-matic video 
cassettes which are suitable for use as master tapes. Anyone interested in 
acquiring copies on VHS please contact me. Peter Donger, 98 Empire Road, 
l'Iinshill, Burton,:"on-Trent, (,taffs. 

FOR SALE: 3-dimensional pendant hologram of pyramid Ylith chain, diameter li inches. 
£12.80 + p&p. Ian Senior, IJoburn Hill, Addlestone, Weybridge, Surrey, KT15 2QQ 
Phone vi eybridge 55225. 

FOR SALE: SCIENCE FICTION PHOTOb, 8"xlO" b/YI and colour photographs from favourite 
television shoHs. SAE for free catalogue to Mike. Vlild, cj 0 98 Toxteth Street, 
Higher OpenshaYl, l'Janches ter, lYill lEZ . 

WANTED I Anything to do ,lith MISSION IiVu'OSSIBLE. S;tephen Peters, \iright RobinSOn Hall, 
Altrincham st., Umist, Manchester. 

I I II I II I II I I II II I 
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NEM. AND FORTHCOMING MERCHANDISE 

STAR TREK I THE MOTION PICTURE BLUEPRINTS Hallaby, 1>6.95. 
These consist of 14 sheets of exquisite line drawings, contained in a vinyl case. 'fue first 
5 sheets concern·the 'new'. ]!.'nterprise.· There are 4 sheets of various elevations and 1 sheet 
about the bridge layout. This. last sheet is rather lacking in detail, showing only broad 
outlines of the stations. .' . .. . 
The next 4 sheets concern the Klingon Drell-4 Battle Cruiser •. Again, there. are various' 
elevations and a bridge layout. The'bridge is, I think, rather fascinating to look at and, 
as with 13.11 things Klingoi'l, purely functional.. . 
The next'2 sheets are of the long :bange shuttlecritft seen ca±rying Spock in the movie. 'fuese 
will be e specially helpful for anyone planning to build the shuttle ( like me). '. 
The next 2 sheets show the Work 'Bee' and some of its attachments. It is' a pity that this 
craft was only briefly shown on the film. '.' , 
The last sheet illustrates.the travel pod which conveyed scotty ahd Admiral Kirk to the' 
Enterprise. 
All in all. these prints are 'very gocd, well drawn and with the illustrations of each craft 
come notes on specifications, function etc. I was disappointed to see that there were no 
drawings of the dock, the Earth Orbit S:\:.ation or the Epsilon 9 Station, but perhaps they 
will be out later. Ian Pearce. 

STAR TREK SPACEFLIGHT CHRONOLOGY by Stan & Fred Goldstein Wallaby 1>8.95 
I must say I thoroughly enjoyed this publication. It gives a fascinating account of the 
development pf spaceflight from 1957 to 2201r from Sputmik 1 to the new Enterprise. It has 
just under 200 pages, many with illustrations, some in full colour. 
The time period covered is divided into sections of 25 years. Each section starts with an 
'overview', a brief account of major events of the era. Next come four pages illustrating 
major ship advances lind noting impo.rtant dates and events. Then some several pages illust
rated with full colour pictures of the representative ships of the era. This is followed by 
a page concerning advances in Stellar exploration during the period. Finally there are six'.' 
pages covering the most important events, detailing each with an excerpt from the appropriate 
ship's or institute's log. 
Events covered include first contacts with various races; . the most amusing being the 
encounter with ,the Tellaritesl the founding of the UFP; .invention of ~larp drive; the 
duotronic compu'ter breakthrough., and many more. . 
In all, a highly imaginative look at the developments that led to the present :level of space 
travel, as well as a brief glimpse a1; what may happen in the futu:be. 
There are omissions; there is no mention of the other starships of the Enterprise's time as 
illustrated in the Technical Manual, and no account of the encounter with V'gerl but never
theless, I thoroughly recommend it (and the blueprints) to anyone who would like a reference 
source to turn to, and those modellers who would like to build some of the craft we saw on 
the big screen, and some that weren't. In fact, I'd recommend it to all who like STAR TREK, 
and many who don't: Ian Pearce. . 

25mm MODELS OF STAR TREK CAST Citadel Miniatures Ltd 
In my last Starburst .issue I observed an advertisement by Citadel Miniatures Ltd. They 
produce miniatures of different periods, Spacefarers,, Fantasy, Dark Ages, Fiend Factory, 
Gangsters and now Star Trek. The models are made from lead based 1mi te metal which is so 
soft you could dent them with a finger nail. I must however warn you that because of the 

,high content of lead in these models, they must be kept from children otherwise lead poison
ing will result, especially if children take to bite-testing them. 
As to accuracy of the details on these models, the uniforms are quite good. Things like 
phasers, trioorders and communicators etc are not good at all, but if you are good at 
modelling and very patient then you could shape them to look more accurate. As. far as the 
main characters (Kirk, Spock, McCoy, scottY.,through to Ilia and Decker) are concerned again 
there is only a passing resemblance at best. There is also some .caricaturising, ie heads and 
arms very slightly large' for the body but not so much as to ruin their looks. You must take 
into account their size. In modelling of any.kind this is always';the deciding factor in the 

. amount of detail that can be. applied. These models of this kind are.unpainted amd morif 
often than. not have burrs on them (surplus metal) which must be removed to increase detail. 
These mode:J.s would look good. in diaramas. These are a combination of scaled models and 
mOdelled landsoapes (ie fields, forests, farms, battlefields etc). I suggest you look at 
some model catalogues that can .. be obtained from model shops - I suggest Tymia as a good. 
example, they show good examples on the back of their catalogues. There are two main types 
of diarama, a) war games and b) static display. The former. can be at least. an acre in size, 
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and the latter can be at least five inches, square. 
On the whole, these miniatures are a good buy (50p for two figures). I strongly recommend 
them even though as stated above the detail lags behind a bit. I suggest you buy one or 
t1io paoks before buying the whole range in case you decide you don't like them. If you do 
like them and wish to make a' bridge scene then write to Citadel Miniatures - if they get 
enough response they may make sitting down models too,' Mark Higginson., ' , 

STAR TREK - THE MOTION PICTURE 'ANNUAL' Marvel Ccmics Group £1.95 ' 
This is a reprint of the movie comic. reviewed in NIL 39. The artwork has not improved with 
familiarity and is still a distraction, However, ,the book, which is hardbacked, has 
beautiful cover illos (stills from the movie),' the front , being cf Kirk, Spock and Ilia with 
the Enterprise above, and the back the group of Kirk, Spock, MCCoy, Decker & Ilia with the 
Enterprise in a pink cloud above them. The centre aight pages have short biographies of 
the main characters, with photos, an article about the production of the movie, a quick 
run-down on the lay-out of the ship and some of the' armament, all i,llustrated with' stills 
from the movie. All this is different from the factual data in the paper-back co~c. 
None of the information is new to the established fan. However, it's probably worth getting 
for the stills even if you aren't, a collector. Sheila. 

STAR TREK MAKE-A-GAME: BOOK by Bruce Nash & Greg Nash. Wanderer P,.95 
There is no time for delay! The Klingons are approachingl The Enterprise must be saved! 
you must save it: Hurry - there's not a microsecond to losel It's just a pity that,the 
excellent still of the approaching' Klingon sh01~s it moving away ... 'The game is quite 
simply to see which man can reach the bridge first with six deflector shield pieces. The 
playing parts are punched out of the book, which includes a thick paper 'board', and for 
the money it hardly seems worth the effort - though I haven't in fact tried playing it; 
the game, might in fact be quite interesting. There are several excellent stills in the 
book, though unfortunately some of them are in reverse. It is probably unfair to judge this 
item from an adultpo;int of view, though, as it is clearly intended for children - assuming 
they have the money to buy it. Would anyone who has actually played this game care to 
send in a comment on it for next NIL? Sheila. 

STAR TREK - THE USS ENTERPRIsE BRIDGE PUNCH-oUT BOOK LokvigfMurphy Wanderer ~5. 95 
As the titliil indicates, the parts to assemble the bridge are punched out of thenct-very- ' 
think cardboard pages of this book. Janet has started 1wrk on assemblingi t. and says that 
provided you have patience, it's easy enough,' though some of- the bite need careful trimming 
to smooth out the bits. There are figures for all the main bridge characters, all very 
carefully named although in 'fact the likenesses, although not perfect, are reasonable. ' 
(~'Ven though Decker is' named as Kirk and vice ~ersa). Apart from the front cover, this 
book does not have any stills which is possibly why it's cheaper in comparison. It does 
seem to be better value for money than the Make-a-Game book. Sheila. 

STAR TREK PEEL-oFF GRAPHICS BOOK Lee Cole Wallaby fr.. 95 
This book is a considerable disappointment. It inoludes many logos that Ife never salf in 
the movie (or the series!) and Ifhich appear to have been made up for the ':;:>1lrj)ose of being 
included in the Graphios Book - Officer's door insignias, store room signs, etc. Not,even 
a particularly interesting book for the collector of ST related trivia. Sheila. 

PERRY'S PLANET by Jack C. Haldeman Bantam ~1.75 
When I first salf the author of this book was the brother of Joe Haldeman, I must admit to 
having reservations. (I still haven't recovered from World 11ithout End~ Thankfully, Jack a, 
Haldeman is a much better author than his little brother. 'perry's Planet' is one of the 
best ST novels yet. 
Although the cover shONs' someone (Kirk, I think) in a movie uniform, the story is set- during 
the 5-year'mission. Ip" the first couple, of chapters the Enterprise is attacked twice by a 
nasty Klingon called Korol, who uses a nelf Ifeapon to do so. He also announces he has taken 
a blood oath to kill Kirk in revenge for his brother's death. (I could have wished for some 
deWl as to ~1hYKorol thought this worthy of requiring revenge - Sheila) Our requisite 
heroine turns up, but don't worry, she's not as bad as some of them. 
Kirk, understandably worried, is diverted from yet another Ifell-earned R & R (deosn't he ~ 
get any R & R?) and is sent to Perry on a diplomatic mission. The founder, of this colony, 
who should have died 300 years ago, is apparently alive and well Ifhen Kirk and Co. beam 
down. This is When the fun starts. 
Apparently the people of Perry's planet are all very peaceful, but this is causM by a special 
virus. Only trOUble is, SUlu infects the ~Ihole ·crew with the virus, so no-one can commit a 
violent act without collapsing half-dead:' 
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Interested? Hell, ,next th.ing is - Korol turns up. again, ·Uhura, and Davis( our heroine) are 
kidnapped by.som,? unsavouryoharacters, ancl XirkandSpoo~ run into trouble when they try 
to find o~t j\,lst who and .what po;rryis •. Tho dilithiwn orystiJ.ls ·:aro .faiUng fast, Korol is 
about to blow up the Enterprise, Spqckhas a bit of trouble with a;. computer, when ... 
Read it: . . '. . . 
All in all, Parry's Planet is a .good, entertaining novel, with more than the usual oharacter 
interplay. I got the feeling someone had at J.ast listened to the fans, because tl:i.ere is 
some of the relationship between Kirk and spook~ There is a new charaoter, but she does not 
.int~demucb" she doesn't fall into anyone's arms, and by the end of the story. I quite liked 
her. The book keeps going at a good pace, and')bhere are lots of good exohanges between the 
main charaoters. . Scotty has a hilarious' time discovering a new dance - the Klingon Two-
Step... . . .. 
If you want to know more, folks, look for the book: LOrraine Goodison. 

QHEKOV'S ENTERPRISE by Ival ter Koenig 
To write ·a review of·~this very amusing book would be almost impossible but fOr my trusty 
dictionary '(1 c.ari' t spell). 
Ivalter·.Koenig's Journal is a book that I enjoyed to the point of exhaustion. Many parts of 
this 'book are hilarious, many are aad and many also make YQU look to the future for a follow-
up which he is quite obviously looking forward to. . 
To S&y that Chekov's Enterprise will make you ory with laughter. would be. an understatement •. 
(I did, whioh is WI:lY I'm exhausted.) Halter Koenig has a talent for Writing and a ·s.ehseof 
hwnour to match.' Ho can appreciate the things that happened during the time that ST-TMP 
was being made •. It c.an be amalling how many people are fans of Star Trek and in this book 
you would be amazed at who are fans of whom. 
After reading this book once, you will mcJst definitely want to read it again and again, 
whioh to my mind spells a very good book. There is a quotation by Franois Baoon(1561 -
1626) th~t expresses my feelings about this book exactly. 

",Some books are to be Tast.ed, others to be Swallowed,' and some few to 'be Chewed 
.' and Diges.ted; that is, some Books are to be read only in Parts; others to be . 
.l:~OO but not Cu:dously; and some few to be· read wholly, and with Diligenoe and 

Attention. " 
Chekov's Enterprise belongs in the last oategory, to be read with careful attention, to be 
read slo\'Ily, and enjoy"d.. Carole HCJlIIil.. .. 
.f~hR TREK - THE POP-UP BOOK Lokvig/Murphy Wanderer $4.95 
The. book consists of five pop-up illos and four 'moving' illos Which between them illustrate 
the story of the movie. Very much a bOok for young ohildren - I'd say pre-",ohool - and in 
my opinion rather over-priced for this age group -: 1 wouldn'.t pay that for a kiddie's play
book considering how quiokly it would be torn. The first pop-up (of the Klingons) is 
probably the most effective - ncne of the others seem to be as well constructed and jam to 
some degree (at least in the copy I'm review.ing). However, one of the Klingon ships is 
designed in such a way that optical illusion reigns supreme - whichever way you look at iu' 
it lOOks upside down ( at least to me). 
Of passing interest to a youngster, otherwise an item only for keen collectors. Sheila. 

THE HUMAN FACTOR Peter Pan Records, Newark, NJ, USA. 79c. 
A children's reoord'; a ST story, no author indicated and voices bearing only a minimal· 
resemblanoe to the real thing. The story itself is a fairly simple one involving Uhura's 
kidnap by the Ambassador of a race newly joined .the Federation. The reason and solution 
are straightforward. About par for the oourse for this type of record. 
vlorth getting for the sleeve - front, Y!E;]L nice head/shoulders, Spock, profile, watching 
Kirk who is wearing his white shirt, and it's even right ''laY round. Back, four small prints, 
one of Kirk/Spock/McCCY and one of the group consisting of Kirk, Spock, McCqy, SOotty, Sulu, 
Uhura, Chapel & Rand, both publicity stills, a general shot of the bridge (Kirk and Sulu 
are recognisable, but the nagivator doesn't seem to be either Ilia or Di Falco) and the 
fourth is a repeat of the one on the front. This is prObably available only in the 
States. Sheila. (It's a 7" 45rpm record.) 

STAR TREK COI~IC:? issues 2 &:3 Marvel Comics 40c . 
These continue and finish. the' story of the movie yet again. Thoy do seem to be coming out 
regularly, though. Issue 4 should be an original st)lry. I ~hope that it is better 
illustrated, though. Warkentin's strip in the newspapers here and in the States is far 
better drawn. Sheila. 
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STAR TREK - THE MAGAZINE Power Pulse Productions 60p 
This is the first. magazine of what the editors hope will be a regular one. 16 pages, it 
is produced in sligh,tl.y reduced print and contains.,several articles on the history of both 
the series and the movie. For the long-term fan there is probably little if anything that 
is new but ·the newer fan will find things in it that $X'e, and the articles are well-written 
and interestingly ;presented. . .'. '.' . 
I was not too happy with the multi-colour page·s·· .. it·s printed on r!;;r:eYi mauve and pink 
paper - bUt that is avery niinor quibble •.. Sheila. . 

STAR TREK GREETINGS CARDS The Cambridge Card Company . 30p each . . . 
This is 1>;.set of eight general greetings cards (thE) wording inside reads simply 'Best wishes ,) 
with stills from the movie. There is the one of Kirk in admiral's uniform standing beside 
Spock with McCoy leaning against the console at Spock's other side (Spack sitting); one of 
Spack at his console (standing),.a standard publicity shot; one of ~irk·about to speak into 
his communicator standing in front of V'ger; two straight shots of the Enterprise and one 
of her moving away from a sort of explosion (meant to be coining out of warp drive?); one of 
Kirk and Spdck, H/S,under the EnterPrise;' and the last one is o'f the grou;p, Kirk, Spock, . 
McCoy, Decker and Ilia under the Enterprise with a pink cloud effe'ct surrounding her. The' 
last two also are 'shots I've seen' several times. TheY'are rather nice. ahd a:t 30p a card,. 
about standard'fdr price nowadays. I got this set from Andromeda, and haven't seen them for 
sale anyplaoe. Sheila. , . . . 

WE U.S.S. ENTERPRISE PUNCH-oUTBOOK Lokvig/Murphy \f~derer ~5.95· 
Similar to the Bridge Punch~out book, this provides a model Enterprise that can be made up 
without using glue, paste or scissors. All you need is patience. It lcoks as if it might 
be rather fun, and if, like me, you don't have ~y space left to stand it on anything, it 
even providesi>nchors for,hanging it up as a mobile. Sheila. 

THE BEST OF TRb1C 2 Signet ~1. 95 ' . 
A second book of articles reprinted ,from the magazine Trek, edited by Ivalter Irwin and 
G.B. Love.'· r can't help feeling that the title is a misnomer. If they put out a .'Best of 
Trek' 3, they will just about hiwe reprinted 9verj' article that was 'ever printed in Trek. 
At the sima time, their artiolesdo show signs of deep thought on the' part of the writers. 
(The faot that I don't agree with half of them is beside the point, the thought is there •. 
The book ·is probably an exoellent starting-off point for many a discussion both' on aired 
Trek and on fan speoulation regarding .Kirk, Spook, Vulcan, Starfleet ... ) . 
If you have all the copies of Trek, ·it probably isn't worth your while. getting this book; 
you'll have all the articles. If you don't, then it i§. worth getting to fill in the gaps. 
On . the other hand, even if you do have all the Treks, this book is sti'll a good colleotion 
of interesting artioles selected, it seems, for maximum thought.-provokingness. i111eila. 

OFFICIAL STAR TREK TRIVIA BOOK Pocket Books' ~2.25 

Paporback book .of ST trivia questiens and anSl'lers; 
All questions are based. on the series and there are 

STAH TREK POSTERS from Sales Corpratien .of lunerica, 
Californip. 94107, U.S.A.' ,. '. 

Includes some b/w stills frem the series. 
summaries of the episodes. 

350 TOHnsend St., San Francisco, 

A) A fantastic full colour pester of the Stars hip, Enterprise' print",d on m'irrorfinished' 
chome mylar. size 22 "x29" Price ~6. 00 (very few left) 
B) The Enterprise in Deep space in celour complete Ylith the major characters ·fremthe. 
Motion Picture. size 22"x 34" price,$3 .bo' '.' . . . 
¢ A cut-al"ay i'llustrat:i:on of the Enterprise compi,ete ·in every detail. Printed in full 
·coleur. size 22"x 48" price }'i3.00· . . " : . 
postage/Handling,ti.O() (BritiSh me!abmiswould be better Writing to check) Offer expires 
June 30th, "80 (from Omni - sent in by Andrea t-Iarv.0/l) . 

• .' < • : .'.': : • ~ 

Rm;soll Willmott tells BS the fello;ring: . .' 
"Barry and I have noticed that ST-TNP "toys" arc slowlybeginnihg to make an appearence in 
shops. These include 12t" figures .of Kirk, E,pock, Ilia, Decker, a Klingon !'Ind an Arcturian. 
Also available are 3 3/4" figures .of Kirk, Speck, flcCoy, Decker, Scotty and Ilia' plus' 6 . 
aliens, including a Klingon. None" of Jhe"e figurBS really do justice to the likeness ,of. the 
characters but they could be a 'lot worse.' . 
The shops are expecting a lot of st-Tlvjp orientated items soon." 
Jean Donkin also send us info en the figures ;rhich she got from a cemic. 
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STAR TREK - THE .MUrTON PICTUBE on 8mnt film" 
Starrwood Films Ltd., 12 \,estern Road, Folly Bridge, ,0xforCj.have, ($iven u~ the follo'ling 
information: 3 x 400ft Colour/Souhd'@ £89.95 + £1.20 p&p 

12 min Colour/Sound "@ £25.95 + £0.50 r&p 
Release date for the 12 min Promotional Reel is given as -March ;L5th, with the :3 x 400ft 
version to followapprox 4-8 weeks later. They advis,e you, order in advance. 
He've been, in touch with Reg~nt Films, P.O. Box 54, Blackpool, FYI ISP who we order all our 
films ,from and they say that they !'!ill be stocking any ST-THP films. 'They,are,exp,e,cting the 
400ft version soon,but say there is nothing definate yet about the :3 x 400ft reel version 
as plans for it keep being changed. ' ' 
Hegent also tell us that STAR TREK episodes are b'oing released on video over here. There 
will be two episodes per tape, costing about £30. He'll let you know when we have more 
details on this. 
Thanks to David Noone for telling us about Starrwood Films. Russell \'I illmott give us another 
address of a firm who will be selling the 12 min version. Quality Products (Homford Ltd.), 
Dept Flo/4, 43 Victoria Road, Romford, Essex, 11Ml 2DD. 

MODEL KIT of the NEM ENTERPRISE as advertised in STARLCG 
Eric Lynn sent us this info on B'eb. i4th: "I just thought you may be interested in some 
info' I obtained last weekend at the "British Toy and Hobby Fair" at Earls Court, 
On display was a model of the new 'Enterprise'. I knew there was one available in the U.S. 
after reading 'Monsters' magazine a few weeks ago, and I've been trying to get hold of one 
ever since. Anyway, I had a chat with a very helpful person from 'Lesney/Matchbox' who 
will be distributing the 'A.M.T.' kit. 
"The model is 22" long and comes complete with tho lighting kit so tho primary and'sec'ondary 
hulls can be illuminated. It also features metallie shimmery effect decals for the inside' 
faces of the warp engines, impulse engines, and photon torpedo tubes. It ,lill' ,be' availabl'e 
in I~aY' and will sell for around £9,.45. Also due for release in September ,iill, be the" Arilar' 
Klingon battle cruiser (movie version) and the Vulcan shuttle, 'Surak'. ":Soth will sell for 
about £5.50-£6.00. 
Paramount have only given merchandising rights for these 3 models, further-kits. maybe, 
produced if a sequal is made. 
Actually the 'Enterprise' kit was due for 'release here in December, to tie-1n with the 
launch of the film, but the demand for the kit in America 1'Ias so great, A.N.T. broke thoir 
contract with Lesney/i'Jatchbox and decided to keep ·aB.' kit's destined for export, for the home 
market." Source of information: Lesney/Matchbox Hepresentative. " 
Kamaljit Singh Dulai and ~jargaret Hichardson also gave us info on the Enterprise model. 

FUTURA Richard Bracewell g,ives us the following info from the new Futura catalogue. 
Helease. Dates 
Feb 1st - STAR T11EK "PEAKS @ £1. 00 .. 
Feb 29th - THE: OFFICIAL BLUEPHINTS (ST-TNP) @ £2.95 
Fe,b 29th - THE I10NSTEilS m' STAH TREK @ 75p; THE CHEAT ST TRIVIA BOOK @ 95p 
Apr 30th - THE MAKING OF ST-TNP @ 0.25; ST-TNP (A PHOTClsTOi1Y) @ £1.75. 
Apr 30th - CHEKOV'S ENTERPRISE @ 95Pl THE ST SPACEFLIGHT CHHONOLCGY @ £3.75 (full version?) 

',LYbNS NAID ST ICF; WLLIES If you are having trouble getting these you may be interested in 
the following extract from a letter sent to ,us by Itrs D. Barr, IJianager, Consumer SBrvices, 
Lyons iVJaid Ltd. "Our stocks of Star Trek lollies throughout the country are very good and 
there is no apparent reason why these products are not available in our dealers shops and 
we can only.assume,:.it is, becaus!3 deale:r's.arp I)ot, plaqinl;;;'ordqrs .. ,:for them. Perhaps 1'Ie 
could suggest that your members contact thei1?local· dealers asking tholn to place the orders 
on their behalf." 

STAR TREK POSTEn Athena are selling a posten which.is the same as the Lyont./iJaid one, but 
without the lollies and places for the cards; 

A STAH THEK HARGAJliE will be avai'lable in a ,col;ple of months. It contains dioramas with 
different races such as the Federation, Klingons, Corn, Kzinti and HOlnulans and should cost 
about £7-£8. Ian McManus 

Mark French tells us that the Games 110rkshop,1 Dalling Road,. Hammersmith, London 1f.6 has 
in 'stock some STAH THEK >1argames; STA'1FLEET BATTLES, STAn FLEE,T BATTLE MANUAL, both £3.95 
and ST figures based on the movie, two for 50p. Postage is 10% of your order. They do 
other ST items so enclose SAE for detailE" 
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HEETABIX Keep an eye open for the spacial S.T. ileetabix packets. There are 18 action cards 
to collect including Kirk, Spock, NcCoy, Scott, Uhura, Chekov, Sulu, Decker, Ilia arid 
aliens. Family and Giant size packets feature 2 make'n'play-sets from ST-TfllP and 2 cut-out 
ST Spaceships, the Enterprise and Klingon Cruiser. There is also a poster which you can 
order for £2.25. There .is a TV advert for. vleetabix which includes clips from the movie. 
(info Jean Donkin and. Sylvia Vallentin.) 

CITADEL l'IINIATURES LTD., Newark Folk Museum, 48 Millgate, Newark, Nottinghamshire. 
Tel: 0636 77495. (further details)"' .. . 
25mm miniatures, 2 in a packet price 50p, 24 different packets available. Nain cast and 
aliens from the movie. Nail order charges, UK please add 10';b p&p. (minimum lOp: Post 
free over £10) Overseas: please add 33% p&p. S.S.A.E for full lists, S.S.A.E. plus 25p 
in stamps for s~nple figure and full lists. 
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BOOKSHOPS 

\Ie recommend the following bookshops Which all give excellent mail ol:der service. We used 
tc list what each shcp had in stock but with so many ST books available it isn't really 
feasiblo for us to do this. any more. We suggest you Hrite to the shops, enclosing a 
SASE and ask for a list of the ST books they have in stock. Andromeda is at most of the 
ST conventions so a lot of you already know Rog Peyton. Perry. In fact all the bookshops 
wi th the exception of DARK TH1'Y WERE ... have been represented at ST cons. 

Andromeda Book Co. 57 Summer HOw, Birmingham, B3 lJJ 
Dark They Were And Golden Eyed 9-12 st. Anne's Cc.urt, London \n 
Forbidden Planet,'~ Denmark street, London llC2 
Science Fiction Bockshop, 40 vlest Cross causeway , Edinburgh, Scotland 
The Bookshop. (East Sheen), 233 Upper Hichmond HOad vJest, London, Svfl48Q,S 

. '. . . 
Fon THE LATEST STAll TREK ITE~jS, all at reasonable prices, send f,ASE to: T & J Elson, 
11 Woburn Close, l'Iigston Nagna. Leicester, LE8 lXB 
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TOPPS BUBBLE-GUN CARDS 

\v·e've had a very good response to the exchange service, and so far have been able to fill all 
requests. It seems. though, that the gum has been impossible to obtain in some areas so 
that some of you have not been able. to begin collecting. For that reason STAG has bought 
in a supply, and we can now offer full sets of 88 cards for £2.50, including postage, or. 
j58.00 including airmail p.ostago and bank charges (USA). Please contact Valerie. Requests 
will be filled in order of receipt, so please indicate if you are prepared to wait in case 
we run out of sets. 
Thank you to all members who donated cards to the pool, especially te Linda Merryrreather. 
Vie have heard that the American sets also include 20 stickers, but these don't seem to have 
been released in Britain. 
Don't forget to send all correspondence cmncerning the cards and orders for them to Valerie. 
If you send them to another committee member they will be de1ayed. 
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A DAY TO d1YiEJlffiEH or liHY DON'T THE ELECTiUCIANS STilIKE \'/HEN YOU HANT THEN TO? 
( i. e., when you Ire in the Cafe Hoyal lift) 

Tuesday, December 11 Has a day that will definitely live in my memory. I had been able to 
obtain through my paper, SCj~N INTERNATIONAL. tickets to the Press screening and subs equant 
reception for "Star Trek - The i'iotion Picture". 
As a devotee of the TV series since its first UK shoHing in 1969, I had grown up following 
the exploits of our intrepid heroes. But to actually meet them - well, even in. my wildest 
dreams •..• 
Nevertheless, here I was, following the screening at the Empire, Leicester S~uare. off to 
the Cafe Hoyal to meet - yes - Captain Kirk and the n81; navigator Ilia. The reception was 
to be held in the cellars of the restaurant and that, I soon found, was meant literally. 
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stepping out of the lift I found myself among racks of vintage wines and in almost total 
darkness made my way to a small clearing wHere' I "could just make out a few pecple clustered 
arounc;l' a table prepared with'a',lluffet lunch and drinks. Seizing a nerve-steadying Vlhisky 
I melted into toe backgrpund " not a hard task, - anp, bided my time.' , ' 
,Ihen Hr, Shatner f}naJ:1y a):rived, accompanied by his wife" ~larcy, he was easy to spot. 
Either he had been' briefed, befotehand on the location or is bJ,,,ssed withprebogni tion - " 
he"was dressed ,in the pales-t of suits. 
A~ ten2tsto happ"n"at such affairs, our guests had to contend with a barrage of uninformed 

, ,'l.uestions from the attendant Press: "Is Kirk alVlays as cranky as he appears in thefEm?"; 
"Didn't the TV shoVl use to be shown in England?!:, etc, etc. To digress for a moment, this 
brings to mind the most inane of all critical comments I have read about the movie -
courtesy of Richard Schickel in TII'iE magazine,' Vlho glibly dismissed the phenomenal response 
to the TV series as "its cult vogue among the half-educated". This for a shoVl Vlhich, 
despite its Vleaknesses, all my Vlell-educated friends wouldn't miss - although they still 
seize,every QPpori;unity to jibe me about, "trekkies". It has never been "in vogue" to admit 
to ST fandom, as those who meet VIi th the ,Ii thering glances of friends can testify, but to 
hit at the fans as Nr Schickel docs is, to my mind, to hit beloH the belt. 
AnYHay, dOHn from my soapbox, Bill Has able to fend off such tHaddle Hith Vlell-practised 
charm; while also plugging his latest projects, including that dreadfully ovcr-Hritten ' 
biography 'by lilarshak and Culbreath and the recently completed "Kidnapping of the President", 
filmed in his native Canada Hith Hal Holbrook 'and Ava Gardner. 
Unfortunately, all too soon, the pUblicists \;hisked him aVlay for the next stop on his 
croVlded:'itinerary. I left with SCI1EEN's film revi'eVler, lViarjorie BilboH, only to find we" 
Here sharing the only lift Hith ••• guess who. 
You know the familiar fantasy -: ,[ho Vlould you most like to get stuck in a lift Vlith? Well, 
if I could ,have spirited aVlay five otper people and caused a touch of mechanical failure _. 
I could have lived it. As it Has, He Here soon all in the cold light of day but, to my Co.:,,, 
chag:J1inl instoad'of insisting on escortJng me back to my office, Bill sped aHay.in a ' 
;raitinglimousine with,his all-too-attractive (and petite!) wife. 
Nevertheless, "a glimpse of that famous "Heak-at-the-knees" smile a(;; he stepped baok to let 
us through the sW;lng doors of the restaurant (I think the sight of Marjorie folloHing me 
into the same section of the doors may have ruined the facade of feminine elegance!) was 
enough to', send me on 'my \fay contemplating,the stuff of Hhich dreams are made. 
On reflection, . though, I found myself rather depressed afterYla):ds. This W8,S a combination 
of" I think, a) hOH dull my life must be, and b) what do you do for an enoore Hhen you've 
come face ,to face with a hero.Hho has haunted your steps sinoe'adolescence. If anything,' 

. I'm afraid, that .that Tuesday meeting took a bit of magic out of my life which can nover' be 
roplaced... ' 

I I I I I I I I I I I II II I I 
LYNDA 1-1ILTON 

US1~D STAl'iPS 

First6f all I'd like to thank all the members who have been sending us in used stamps to 
be passed on for Cancer Research. There are all most Helcome. 'Unfortunately, there are now 
so many of you sending us stamps that \fe feel that. listing their names \fould take up just 
too much space. You know who you are, and to all of you our sincerest thanks. 
v/e.'re having a,change:of system regarding the stamps now. Our contact in Dundee has 1'eleot
antly decided to give up - she's 80 and frankly is beginning 'to find the Hork involved just 

"" ,little too 'much. She still has 'l.uite a lot of our stamps that I have, given her over the 
last feH months and it will take her a Hhile to finish processing tMse - they have t'o be 
trinmed (unless you have already done that) and seperated into British definitives, British 
commemoratives, and, foreign, all of Hhioh takes time. 
She sent me the following letter recently -
Dear Sheila, Just a short note to thank you and your friends for collecting so' many stamps 
for Cancer. Research., I a,1i gradtially€l;etting throughtM trimming of them. : ' 
I have nOHoontributed 'Hell ove .. ' 100000' stamps, to Cancer Research.· that .is Hi thout your 
last parcel Hhich I' am sure' 'will' add a feH more thousands. . , 
Again, thaxik you 'very'much~:Regards to all.You.i-s, sinoerely,~ita., 
\'8 can"t afford the time to'process the stamps ourselves - hOHever, Anhe,l1hitehead, 
32 l1illoHtree Rd., Altrinchani,; Cheshire; has offered to handle the stamps', for us. If you 
have been in the habit of sBriding us a few stamps Hith,any:letter you, send, y,?U can.continue 
doing this, and He'll pass ',the,:stamps on ,to Anne along' 'wit'S our DIm.' HOHever, anyone who 
moans to send in a pac.;ket of stamps only, please send then)' direct to Anr,le. . 
110 Hould like to ihank Anne very much for taking ,this' job on for us; 

I I I I I I I I I 1+++++++ 
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A DREAM CO~IE TRUE by Kay Johnson 

Nov 20th: Received a phone oall from Gene Roddenberry's offioe inviting me to the srAR 
TREK Movie World Premiere in Washington, D.C. on December 6th. Me! Really! Pinohed myself 
to see'if I was awake. OUCH: Yes, I'm awake and the call is real. "Yes," I oroak. "I can 
go." My mind is reeling; h2li can I go? Sell riry car for the plane fare? 
Already making mental lists of what to watch for, who's there, reaction to the movie, etc. 
List for me to do tomorrow: put an ad in the newspaper to sell my piano ••• shop for shoes to 
go with new dress ••• cut out and sew new dress ••• come down off Cloud 9 ••• (on second thought~ 
can I stay here until after the premiere?) ••• ' 

Nov. 24th, 7.00a.m.: Sold my piano to the firet phone caller. NoW I can pay for the plane 
tiokets, but did it have to be so early in the morning? ' 

Dec. 6th: 9. OOa. m. I Musings on the plane; Why do I feel like Cinderella going to the Ball? 
Yesterday I was painting a bathroom ••• todayI am on a plane to Washington, D.C. to attend 
the \vorld Premiere of the STAR TREKmmlie. Next week I turn in my glass slipper for a 
paintbrush again and it's back to painting bathrooms. Ah, but there will be the 'Ball' to 
remember:' , 
Noon., Rich Arnold met my plane and we walked over to USAIR to meet, Shirley Maiewski then 
took the Metro to the hotel. My movie ticket was waiting at the 'hotel desk as promised - no 
need to panic now. Visited, ate lunch, pressed my dress, and met the other fans as they 
arrived. It was like a con. Shirley commented, "Wasn't it nice of Paramount to make this 
film so we could iUl get together again?" Shirley had been the subjeot of a news story by 
CBS-TV who came to Hatfield to film her at work and home, then again in \,ashington leaving 
the hotel, at the premiere, a.nd at the Reception. (The spot was shown Saturday Deo 8th on 
the early evening news, one of the nicest, most lucid, non-exploitative bits of coverage of 
Trek ever seen on TV.) 
6. OOp.m.: There were about ten huge bus6s at the National Air & Space )fuseui!l for"',trans
porting ticket holders to the MacArthur Theatre (we ten invited fans, other Trek fans who 
were able to buy tickets, and the general public including members of the National Space 
Club for whom the premiere was a bGnefit). How very considerate of the bus driver to go 
past the White House and the Jefferson and Linooln Memorials so this tourist could get in a 
bit of sightseeing. We understood that no one would be allowed to arrive at the theater 
unless he/She was on one of the buses or in one of the limousines for the VIPs (Gene 
Roddenberry, et al). As we arrived, we noticed the fans undaunted by the rain waiting out
side the theater watching for the arrival of the oast members. The theater appeared to be 
guarded by TV cameramen, and floodlights were criss-crossing the cloudy sky. This really is 
a movie premiere and I am really here! 
7.30p.m.: Sitting inside the theater one could feel the crackle of nervous energy in the 
air. Bjo Trimble remarked that if we all concentrated that energy we could lift the theater 
right off ~ ground. No doubt we could have done 'so. John Lent, President of the National 
Space ClUb spoke briefly and welcomed us, told us a little of the history of making the 
movie, then introduced l,illiam Shatner who introduced Gene Roddenberry and the cast. He 
remarked that he and all the cast were there because this was the first time they got to see 
the movie. 
STAR TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE first impressions. the music is magnificent ••• all the cast 
members received applause at his or her first appearance on the screen ••• so did most of the 
special effects! ••• no repeats of special effects footage - every one was individually made ••• 
Decker held his own with Kirk: ... where is Rich? SUsan? Bjo? Ah, there's Paula; I'll have to 
soe this movie at least ten more times to find everyone in the rec room scene ••• the end 
credits - so many names! Bjo is rattling off names of people she knows ••• tells'me,Doug 
Trumbull fought for credit for everyone who even'sanded a model. Great: Looks like they 
are all there. 
lO.OOp.m.: Back to the brtses and the Black Tie Reception at the National Air and Space 
Museum. Our premiere tick,)ts are in four parts: 'Premiere', 'Reception', 'Parking' and 
'Admit One' (I never did figure out what the last one was for unless it's a souvenir to 
keep), Just inside the door a live band is playing the theme music from the movie. This 
museum is really great; ,I must come back someday when I have time to really appreciate it. 
Found the corner where 'bhe Enterprise lIiodel' is hanging. All the cast members are here talk
ing with fans, being interviewed on camera by TV newsmen, signing autographs, and occasion
alJ.:y trying to get a bite to eat or drink. There are about seven or eight tables laden with 
ham, turkey, cheese, rolls, shrimp, and fancy desserts; also several bars scattered through
out the Reception area are dOing a brisk bueiness. 
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Stephen· Collins looks ,better in person ·thap, on the, screen and he looks great on the screen. 
He is charming apd friend,ly, s? interefltf.lli,in 't,he fans he t8J.ked tQ,. where they came from, 
how they lik?d the movie ~ etc';' Persis, Khi}mb~t't.a' shair is groWing out and she is very 
beautiful. The .. men all look very, elegant,in their tuxes. Oh, how I wish I could have 
brought my camera but I was advised not to •.. The·official. photognwhers took lots of pictures. 
Hope' they appear itl print soon where the fans, can, see them. " . 
vie had heard that the film was being work~d on right up until the last possible moment 
before the prem~ere and .jokes were being batted' around like tennis' balls that the print at 
th\lMacArthur, Theater was,still wet from processing and lias being dried by hand as it was 
loaded into the ,projector that evening. ,. 
Finally, Gene Roddenberry is free and I get a chance to say" , Thank you'. He gives me a 
quick hug and a kiss on the cheek. Such a nice ~stUre and well calculated to keep me off 
the ground even longer. Perching on Cloud 9 is very, very nice, but it might eVil,porate 
out from under me any minute. 

Dec'. 7th, 1. OOa.m. I After enjoying' the marvellous Reception for .about three hours wandering 
around, talking to the stars" getting autographs, sampling the food, and tc,lking to other 
fans, we manage to maneuver a ride back to the hotel in one of the limousine's. More party
ing till Ol,fter 3.00a.m., then to bed and up at 6.30a.m. to catch my plane back to K.C. in 
order to be home in time to greet my out-of-town guests arriving for our World Space Federat
ion/Cystic Fibrositis Benefit Premiere of the STAR·TREK movie at lO.OOp.m. Sleep ••• what is 
\Sleep? 

There's an empty space in my living room where the piano US,ed to be and I miss it, but it was 
worth selling it for the miracle trip to WashingtOn to the World Premiere of mAR TREKI 'THE 
MOTION PICTURE; 
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The next two items are by Doreen TWivey and Linda Hughes, who were on holiday in the U.S.A. 
When the movie was released. Both did an article on their holiday for the N/L, and ira would 
have.:liked to print both articles in full. Unfortunately, space does not permit this, so 
with their agreement He have edited both reports down to the highlights of the trip. 

THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE (o~ .. • vIHAT HIT ME?:) by Doreen TWivey 

My first introduction to America was in being met at the Los Angeles Airport by the Trimble 
family. I won't attmept'to describe John or Bjo, or their daughters Katwin,and Lcra, those 
Hho have met them will kno;lthat the family can only be experienced, not described. They are 
delightful people, and anyone who Halks into their home, especially Trek 'fans, are immediately 
included" into their family circle. . . 
One' of the first of many surprises (or shocks) Hhich Bjo sprung on me happened just after, 
Linda. and I had arrived. Turning round in the front seat of the car, Bjo casually handed me 
a Hhite envelope and wished me a Merry Christmas. Inside Has a card giving' the telephone 
number of Paramount studio which I' had to ring to obtain tickets' for a special preview of 
STAR TREK - THE MOTION PICTURE on'December 7th. It turned out that the tickets had already 
been marked down to my name arid I 'received them within a couple of days. 
On arrival at our Motel I received a message to telephone Mae SanChez, President of the 
George Takei International Fan Club. Mae told me that she had asked George to meet us and he 
was free to h,we a meal with us. on the 9th Dec; so within the first 24. hours of our vacation 
Linda and I found ourselves cancelling our trip to Las V~£as because it claShed with the date 
of meeting George, and rearranging our dates for visiting san Francisco due to the special 
preview of the movie. 
The main highlight of the ,vacation for me was the .visit to paramount studios on Thursday 29th 
November. Bjohad made arr~gements to take Linda, Maco (a Japanese stUdent) and myself to "', 
the paramount Parking Lot where Richard Arnold (friend and'asst. to Susan Sackett and Gene 
Rcddenberry) would.meet us and give us a'guided tour around the premises. Bjo had told 
Richard that I Has a nurse and that my favourite actor is DeForest Kelley. 
First we went to the Star Trek Office to meet Su<;;an Sackett and Gene Roddenberry. SUsan was 
extremely busy but managed to find a few minutes to say hello and tell us that Gene would be 
back in his office about 4pm.Richardthen led us to the Stage Lot whiCh housed the sets of 
the U.S.S. Enterprise. Some of.·the sets has been dismantle<;i". but we saH. the 'others, and as 
we left the bridge set I looked up, Md who shouJ,d .bE?, walfing,towards me but DeForest Kelley! 
I could hardly believe my eyes and' couldn' t utter a 'word! De stood smiling for a few seconds 
and then shook hands with each of us, explollning' that> he lias sorry but he would have to see 
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us .later .ashe was late for a makeup seseion, he was being interviewed on television. 
After tho interview was oyer, j); s.tood talking ,to the man.who had ,interviewed him for,a fw 
more minutes, then started Halking aHay ... I justoHatohed,him go, wanting so muoh to talk tq 
De, but I ju/?t lac~ed. the courage to ,apprqach him. F()rtullately, Richard Tho!Jlpson, a Seouility 
Guard I had been talking to,. sized up, the ,situatic!,) very quickly and gently but firmly 
guided De to it chair, reminding him. that 0lle or two people wanted his autograph. De did not 
seem to mind, in fact I got the impr",ss],on.that he . was .a little shy himself. lle is definitely 
a charming man with a warm, gentle persol\ality. : , 
~/llilst De was signing au,\:-ographs, a diminutive figure in a beautiful Hhite coat limped up to 
him. It was Nichelle Nioholsl Again, television and photographs have not done ,her justi~e, 
she is about 5'1" in ,height, sJ,im, Hith b1.ack- glossy hair, large brown eyes and beautifully 
smooth skin. When ask",d Hhy she Has limping, Miss Nicholls explained that she had tHisted 
her ankle getting off the plane. .De told her to report ,to siokbay, Hhich brought a responsive 
smile to her face. . 
Everyone connected with Star Trek ~ time to talk to me, being genuine in their interest 
in that :i: am a nurse' and asking me a little abc,ut my work. I did meet the Big Man 'himself, 
Gene Rodden]jerry~ and in spite of the fact he had a meeting goitig on 'in his office, he came 
out to spend a few minutes talking to each one of us; and to sign autographs. 
Linda and I also had the privilege of meeting B111 Campbell, 'The Squire of Gothos'. Sonni 
Cooper arranged a visit to the' Retfred Actors home' of Hhich Bill is' a Director .and an 
enthusiastic fund raiser - more of that in another STAG issue. ' 
The evening spent Hith George Takei is another precious memory. I sat next to him at dinner, 
and he was a delight to be with. George gives his undivided'attention to the person he 
happens to be talking to, and is genuinely interested in other people. 
Bjo was very concerned that Linda and I had not visited many tourist spots, but I Hent to 
America with the desire of meeting people who enjoyed star Trek and believed in the IDIC 
principles as much as I do, and this is Hhat happened. I met many lovely people who did 
everything they cou~ to make sure my vacation was a memorable one, and should I ever be 
able'to return to the States, it Hill not be to visit PLACES, but to renew FRIENDSHIPS. 

+ + + +.+ 

NY 'FANTASTIC JOURNEY' by Linda Hughes 

For 13 years I have 'dreamed, of visiting. Los Angeles.· In November 1979. I finaliy got there, 
and I would like to share some of my experiences ,with all my friends. ' 
Ny travelling companion was Doreen THivey, whom I met 'through the STAG NIL early in 1979. 
Our main'contact in L.A. Has Bjo Trimble, Hho met us at the Airport, and thereafter became 
our guide, chaffeuse, friend and 'Auntie'. The first three days Here. spent driving around 
the less usual spots in L.A., (the textile areas, etc) and generally attempting to combat, 
the age-old enemy' jet-lag'. The next day, Thursday 29th Novem'ber" is ,the day on Hhi9h ou:!: 
ho~iday became more drea!Jl~like than real •. We were 'informed' that He ,Here being·taken to 
Paramount Studios, where DeFOrest Kelley was being interviewed, and that it was quite likely 
that He Hould meet him there •. He did, and I found him to be a very Harm, friendly, gentle 
person who is easy to talk to and has a dry seuse.of humour, not unlike that of Dr. NCCoy. 
Our tour of the set H~S a memorable experience. Our guide, Richard Arnold, knoHing that I 
am a Kirk fan, tried to, put me in the same places as the Captain wqrld have been in thi;i 
movie. . 
Hhile· we Here in the Sound Stage He also met Nichelle Nichols, Hho !)lust surely be one of the 
mest 'beautiful women, in thE), world. She is a very charming and gracious, person l1ho 1>lillingly 
stopped for a,few minutes to talk to us, although it was obvious that she was in a hurry. 
Our next call Has to meet Henry 1·Tinkler on the Happy Days set - the poor man was absolutely 
shattered, but still fQund the strength to sign some scripts for us. Our last port of call 
was to the Star Trek· Office, to !)leot the Great Bird of the Galaxy himself. Nr. ~oddenberry 
took time out from a TV intervieH to meet us and sign autographs. He is a very tall, broad
shouldered and (dare I say it?). cuddloable - rather like a life-size teddy bear! A·very mice 
man and a true genius. He left. Paramount, feelingsomoHhat dazed and very privileged to have 
been alloHed behind the scenes. , 
A feH,. days later we were on an aeroplane once more, this time bound for San Francisco, to 
stay l1ith .Sonni and Ralph Cooper, in Hayward. San Francisco's Chinat9Hn is, of course, world 
famous for jade, and naturally both Doreen and -I bo.ught some jade in various different forms. 
!ve also visited a local TV station. The shoH we saH in, the making Has interesting, of a 
medical nature and gave.me an insight into the',hows' and 'Hhys' of television. 
Ive returned to Los Angeles on Hednesday 5th Dec, a, long, but interesting journey, by road. 
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The following day He visited 20th Century Fox studios, for a 'l.uick look round and lunch in 
the commissary. The studios are Hhat is knOHn as a 'closed studio', meaning that you can 
only get in by special permission - He considered ourselves very luqky to have been ~~en 
inside the gates. From there He went on to visit I'lilliam Campbell at the TV and Movie 
Actors' Retirement Home. Mr. Campbell was kind enough to show us around, and spent some 
time answering our 'l.uestions. 
The next evening was the one we had been Haiting for, the Press Showing of STAR TREK - THE 
MOTION PICTURE and we had been given tickets for the showing in the Samuel Goldwyn Theater, 
where the 'Oscar' ceremonies are held. This was another marvellous experience, although I 
must admit that I was a little disappointed at the reaction of the audience - obviously press 
People do not act in the same way that we Trek fans do: The evenirig ended in a sort of 
'after Movie' party at an incredible hotel, right out of the 25th century, called the 
Bonaventure. 
SUnday 9th Dec, saw us up 'l.uite early and ready to be taken to the Premiere of another SF 
movie, starring Marcy Lafferty. In the evening we were taken to the apartment of Mae Sanchez 
for dinner - the guest of honour was George Takei. George is a really nice person. so easy 
to talk to and he has a great sense of humour. 
All dreams have. to end, and mine was no exception, but when I arrived home I knew that I had 
one other thing to look forward to. On the day after our return, I went to the Empire, 
Leicester S<l.uare, with some of my friends, to see STAR TREK. 
I would like to thank the folloHing people for their part in making our holiday such a 
marvellcus experience I Bjo, John, Lora, Katwin,. Zac & Maco. Sonni & Ralph, Fran & Bob, 
Susan Stephenson, Mae, Kathy, Sharon, Kay, Richsxd Arnold & Richard Thompson. Also, my 
thanlcs to Bill Campbell, Susan Sackett, Mr. Roddenberry, Mr. Kelley, Miss Nicholls & George 
Take!. If I have forgotten anyone, please forgive me, and thank you. 

Four days later, after travelling approx 12000 miles in an effort to meet William Shatner, 
I finally caught up Hith him, at exactly 7.10pm on Wednesday 19th Dec, in the lobby of the 
Dorchester Hotel, LONDON - 25 miles from my OHn home! Thank you, Mr. Shatner. 

'11111111111 H-+ 

TEHRON ENTERPRISES 

Dear fellow mQ~bers of STAG. On the 28th March I sent an order for one Star Trek Poster 
Book and tHO photos to a company naIled TEHRON ENTERPRISES, who abode at 96/98 ALDBTIh1EY ST, 
LONDON SWiV 4EZ. They claim to be Britain's only star Trek merchandiser. With this order I 
sent tHO British Postal Orders to the amount of £1.25. 
In this company's catalogue it stated that the maximum time taken to receive orders is three 
weeks. Two months after that I wrote to them asking what had shppened to my order. As the 
London postal strike had just finished I thought that pE>rhaps the order had been delayed 
until the build up of mail had been sorted out. On thE> 15th May I received a reply from them 
saying that due to the strike they had been unable to post any orders ~ut that my order 
would be posted that Heek. 
Three months after that I again wrote to them en'l.uiring about the order. On the lOth August 
I received a reply saying how sorry they were to hear that my order had not arrived, that 
they Hould replace the order which would take about tHO or three Heeks, unfortunately the 
poster book I Hanted was out of stock so Hould I choose another and send them a further 25p. 
I wrote back to them saying that I would accept Poster Book 5 instead of 3 but I Hould not 
send them any further money; partly because it had cost me about four or five times that 
amount in my own postage costs betHeen SASE and recorded delivery plus the suroharges'on the 
postal orders themselves. It also occurred to me that I Has being charged for the Hholesale 
price of the book. I Hasn't sure if they Hould send the order or not as this money might go 
the same Hay as the rest. 
For four months I have not heard anything so a feH Heeks ago I sent them a letter re'l.uesting 
them to send my order or the money as soon as possible; so far no reply has been forthcoming. 
In view of Hhat happened to me I would not recommend this company to anyone for anything and 
I should also like to hear from people Hho have had similar problems Hith this particular 
firm. Anne A. Chalmers. 

+++ 
Anne Hrote to the Sunday Mail about this and has nOH heard from them that Terren is no 
longer at this address. 

I II 1111 II 1111111 
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.vOYAGER 

Voyager 6 (depicted in ST-TlVlP) 'does not 'yet exist; of course, and does not figure in NASA's 
future plans at this Urns •. The spacecraft shown, hOl'/ever; is based on the existing Voyagers 
1 & 2. These spaoeoraft were laullohed oli 5/9/77 and 20/8/77 respeotively towards the planet 
Jupiter. . (Voyager 2 was launohed before Voyager 1 but was overtaken 'by 1 en route. to .. 
arrive at their destination first).. . 
Their mission: to oarry out 11 investigations of the. atmospheres and surfaces of the p+anets 
JUJ?iter'and saturn and their moons; by means of TV ca.miiras,. spectrqmeters and magnetometers. 
Both oarry the largest radio (dish) antennae ever flown on a. planetary spacecraft' so far 
(twelVe feet· in diameter).,' .' .... . . .,' 
Voyager 1 reached Jupiter on 5/3/79 and approached to within 277000 kID of the cloud tops . 
(Jupiter has no identifiable 'solid surface). Voyager 2 made its closest approach on 9/7/79. 
to wi thin 650180 kID. Many remarkable photographs have been obtained and in addition Voyager 
1 discovered a tenuous 'ring akin to that surrounding Saturn, and Voyager 2 a hitherto 
unknown 14th moon. ' . ' . 
Both spaoecraft will be accelerated towards: Saturn on completion of the Jupi te);' rendezvous, 
using the massive gravitation attraction of the planet to provide a sling-shot effect. 
Voyager l is due to arrive 12/11/80 and voyager 2 on 27/8/81. A success:ful Voyager 2 mayc- l 

continue to Uranus or even Neptune. . 
Like Voyager 6, Voyagers 1 & 2 communicate by means of radio waves, though unlike 6 they 
transmit data back directly tq Earth. There is no facili,ty for storage and.data retrieval 
later on. Barring accidents, the spacecraft should be able 'to'oommunioate with Earth for 
up to 30 years cr cut to a distance of 9300 million miles. . 
I am an Associate Fellow of the Brl tish InterplanetarY Sooiety and' if any memoor would like 
any que);'y on Astronautics 'or Astronomy answered, I will be happy to try to do so. Just' 
write enolosing a SAH: for reply (or I might be 'able to: answer them in the STAG N/L if there 
was room:) Keith. D. Pugh; 27 Treetops Drive. Brackendale Estate, Wilkenhall, l'iest Midlands •. 
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THE SPACE PROJECT 

I wish that people were made aware of the optimistio aim "'of the spaoe projeot. Most people 
in Britain and Amerioa appear to have beoome rather bored with the present space project' 
oooause they do not have the faots. . . 
There is a mistaken oolief that billions of dollars are wasted on suoh a projeot whioh oould 
be put to better use here on Earth., The opposite is true. Through weather satellites, 
droughts and tn'hoons oan be spotted and :oountless lives saved:. Cancer may well be solved 
through spin-offs of the spaoe projeot. 
No Earthbound effort on its own, without the assistance of the space project, can help us 
shape a better world. 
The'problem is that the American spaoe budget has been out quite substantially. 
I am going to put forward a suggestion that at first glanoe may seem rather far fetched. 
ArthUr C. Clarke has said that Man might never have gone to the moon if it hiuin' t been for 
soienoe.fiotion oonvinoing people 'that there might be something in this. 
I. suggest that travel to the distant reaches of our galaxy to 'planets with intelligent life 
'willbe possible within our lifetime. 
The suffragettemov.ement started at the beginning of the oentury and gradually gained mom- ..... ; 
entum. I suggest that we also can influenoethe oourse of history by writing to other STAR 
TREK groups in Britairi and America and asking them to help people' to become aware of the 
faots of the space projeot • 

. Anybody who has ever read thescienoe'faot books of Isaao Asimov on the possibility of travel 
t9 other galaxies in a week by human beings being converted into a beam of tachyons, Adrian 
Beme's book 'The :troil. Sun'. on the possibility of travel to the 'stars through 'artificiaUy 
creat9d 'gravitational whirlpools' (black holes} must 00 impressed. The spaoe projeot can 
alsohe:).p expand our life spans and l if we oan help broaden public interest and 'awareness of 
the space' pro:ject, Amerioan' Government polioies ooncerning suoh a venture may well change. 
These last two factors I have mentioned may result from the fact that many young people may 
well see the future of STAR Tllli'K beoome a reality in their lifetime. He must do more than 
merely prediot the future - we must help shape it. . . . 
I hope fans will write to experts such as'Patrick Moore and ask for their advioe, on .this 
topio. If we, the publio, oan help inorease the speed of teohnologioal progress who knows 
what wonderful innovations might ooour in the not too distant future. From what I have read 
on the subject, the space projeot seems the only answer to ensure our survival. 

I I I II II¥ffft¥IV~lker 
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BOOK REVIEvlS 

ST-TMP - TB (otherwise known as The Novel) by Gene Roddenberry. 

This explains much about the' film, and not from a puroly factual point oi view. Because it 
does so, however, it doos not excuse the failings of the fi:lm •. The noveL.of 2001 - A Space 
Odyssey explained many things that the film did not, yet the film Has able'.to stana.. on its 
01'/11 by virtue of those very questions .left unansHered. This has' not happened with ST-TMP, 
although they tried to introduce the same sort of .mysticicm about. V' ger near the end. . 
We see a.much better explanation of both Kirk <md Spock's attitudes •. Roddenberry salTs it 
himslllf with' ••• was nct the Kirk of the Enterprise logs, •• ', and makes his whole obsession 
far more aoceptable, and also his finally coming to terms with it. The discussion between 
McCoy and Chapel over Kirk's psychology profile would have made a gooe). addition to the, film, 
explaining a lot. 
I cannot but feel that Gene has, in this novel, tried to make amends for some of the more 
glaring mistakes made by Foster , and Livingstone. Almost without exception, those places in 
the film that ,grated on me have been changed for the better, although there vras not alvrays 
mUch that could.be done about it. 
Spock's initial mood fares better, although not much could have been done vrithout major 
departure from' the film.. His final .diE1illusionment also comes over better , although this vras 
a point Hhere the film perked up ,for me. Of course, there are practical difficulties in 
conveying Spock's private thoughts on the screen. At the end of the book, hovreyer, in ·the 
Voyager 6 scene, he·makes more'use of Kirk'S first name, vrhich I believe vras absent from 
the film at this point. . 
McCoy comes out much better, too. In the film he appeared frivolous, whereas in the book, he 
is much more sensible. 
Points o{ cla.rity emergol it is much 'more obvious why Ilia was taken as she attempted to. 
intervene betHGen the probe and Spock. This was not so apparent in the film. Also we can 
examine her return as V'ger's probe in greater detail, and. see that she in fact came to 
Ilia's cabin initiallY·Hhite-hot •. This was so confused in the film that I actually thought 
she was colder. than the surroundings. . . 
Obviously some parts of the book couldn't have been filmed without changing the rating of the 
film, such as the.de~cription of. the' figures caught in'the transporter malfunction' (How did 
Kirk know that one was Sonak in the film? Although a pre-released still shows him clearly 
'enough, it was absent in the film), and the loveplay between Decker and Ilia. 
Certain parts of the book should perhaps 'have been omi tteci; I hate to disappoint Janet, but 
the scene where Kirk orders the Enterprise to solf-destruct in 19 minutes is inoonsistent 
with the series, Hhere vre see in Let That be YOur Last Battlefield that no less than vocal.: 
oommands from Kirk, Spook and Scott can destroy the ship. To make it possible for Scott 
to do so alono - and presumably anyone with sufficient engineering knowledge - is a clear 
diminishing of· the safety factor of the vessel. lfuilst a logioal step for Kirk to tc,ke, it 
should not have been possible • 

. Similarly, Scotty had 'long' ago learned how to ignore the hellish glow from the intermix 
chambers'. Since they area recent addition, this is apparontly inaccurate. 
In oonclusion, hovrever, I Hould reoommend the book to anyone who savr the film and was 
~sappointedl it makes ita little easier to understand. Indispensible reading. 

peter Scott. 

(For reasons of space I had to edit Peter's comments on the novel quite considerably, but I 
tried to leave in most of the points he made.. Sheila) 

+++++ 
SHATNER: WHERE NO MAN by Hilliam Shatner, Sondra Mar§hak & t<Jyrna Culbreath 

First of all, I agree Hith Valerie'S comments (in NIL 39) absolutely. The book 'both apPl1lls 
and fascinates me. Appalls becausoi t is so lk'lllly Hri -£ten anti fasCinates because it is 
quite an insight - and a sobe:t'ing one' at that - into the life and oharacter of William 
Shatner. When I first glanced through tho book, I thought it would have been 'better if he'd 
written it Hithout the help ('/) of Marshak & Culbreath. NoW' I'm not so sure. In their 
defence, they probably got more out of him than he himself would have considered putting 
down in print - anti a lot lfhich would never hiwe occurred to him ,Ii th6ut a 'third party' 
asking the questions. 
However, and this is where the crunch came, not content with asking the 'questions, Marshak & 
Culbreath havo seen fit to add their'own comments at evoryopportunity and it's hard to tako 
soriously a book Ifhich has comments il'l it like ''that slim look of an apprentice angel' and 
describes Shatner constantly as 'shellmouth' and is forever making ~efe~enoes to his 
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anatemy. I mean, M & a's tene is pesitively adulatery, 1'lhioh, if yeu're doing a biegraphy 
ef semeene, is the wreng line to. take •. 
Aotually I wish there had been mere en his childheed and early career befere star Trek and 
even mere about his career sinoe. I knew. that We de asseciate him with Kirk mest ef all, 
but by cencentrating en that a,?pect fer most of the boek, it seems to. me that M & a are 
falling into. the trap ef fergetting that the role Of' Kirk was enly part ef· Shatner's werking 
life, no. matter hO\~ big an impact it had. . . . . 
That's anether thing that anneys me abeut their ·boek •. (I hesitate to. 011,11 it. 'his' beek, 
that to. me is insulting). One begins to. wender if it ~ Shatner'sbiography. .M & C are 
ebvieusly mere interested iUtlle character of Kirk and hew it and 'Stax'l'reI{ 'as a whele 
relate .te changes in the sexual and social reles ef male and female in society ever the past 
decade. Den't get me VIrOng - I think it's an interesting study (theugh what they say abeut 
male/female reles seen through zeelegical. behavieural studies is nething new to. me) but 
qui te, henestly it sheuld not figure so. largely in a beek whioh is meant to be primarily 
abeut Shatner. (Aotually I weuld questien, their ideas abeut the effeot ST had en seoiety. 
I think it may well have had a prefeund effeot - in the idea ef 'male epenness'- en American 
seciety. I really deubt whether it's had the same effect en eur ewn. And quite henestly, 
witheut meaning to. belittle Shatner's taient ef centributien to. ST in any way, his pertrayal 
efKirk has never struck me as being extraerdinary - in its true sense - in its cembinatien 
ef macho. male and gentle epenness in any way. Perhaps that's just because ef my upbringing -
I dcn't knew,' ethers might see it differently). It's fairly ebvieus (and has been frem 
their fictienwriting) that M & C arc ebsessed With the 'deminant weman' theme in the secial 
revelutien that has taken/is taking/will take place and they really go. to. tewn en it •. (Serry, 
but this beek really makes me see red). . . 
On tep ef the whele mish-mash, it's very bf!.dly written. If M & C said 11hat they had to. say 
2ll£i then the length ef the beek weuld Qe cut quite easily in half. I'm surprised the 
publishers didn't de seme ruthless editing - it weuld'have made it a let mere readable, 
particularly the first half. And to. crewn it all (and I knew it's nething to. de with them) 
the cever really sums the whele thing up. yeu weuld think it weuld be an easy matter to. 
get a phete the right way reund, especially when the same phete is printed cerrectly in the 
beek (again, I agree with the cemment, very peer repreductien.) 
To. be fair, it's a beek that dees impreve tewards the end, and when Sha tner is allewed to. 
speak fer himself er is in oenverBk,tien with ether peeple it's cer1K>inly interesting reading. 
I suppese ene ceuld equate it with the curate's e?g. I am surprised theugh that Shatner 
himself didn't have mere say in the matter (as he s suppesed to. have read the manuscript). 
As a l~iter and very elequent speaker I weuld have thought he weuld have made a let ef 
changes and pruned it censiderably. After all, he is suppesedly ene ef the authers. 
I had to. get that eff my chest. It just seems that M & a Heuld have gushed ever whn,tever 
aspec.t ef ST they were l~iting abeut. It strikes, me (and maybe I'm being unfair) that they 
give the impressien thn,t ST ewes its all to. Shatner. I'm net saying it deesn't ewe a 
tremendeus amount to him - I think it dees - but they are so. unc:citical they give the feeling 
that ne-ene else really had a hand in it (I knew it's a beek abeut Shatner and so. they'll 
play up his part in it but they needn't de it in suoh a way.) In faot they are so. unoritioal 
that I get the feeling that if they'd been ,!riting abeut anether ef the acters/actresses of 
any ene ef the rrany peeple invel ved in ST, they Heuld have made it l1euld exactly the sarno -
that persen made a far greater centributien to. ST then anyene else. 

Cory King. 
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:OINE REVIEWS 

As NeH Wil}2. by Meg vlright 

I must admit that I de think it's a very geed idea fer fnns to. review zines, for net enly 
does it help authors but it alSo. tells other fans a little mere about the zines in detail. I 
probably Heuld not have bought 'Temerrol1 is Anether Day' by Lesley Celes had I not read 
Nickle Meere"s revieH - and I thereughly enjoyed it teo. 
I therefere decided to. try my ewn review, and picked a zine by ~leg l'lright called' As NeH 
Wine', which, in my opinien, is ene ef the best I have ever read. (I have just finished 
ren.ding it fer the third time). 
It bc,sioally shows the develepment ef the friendship between Kirk nnd Spook - hoW they 
first Hork tegether, and begin to understand each ether. 
It starts lfith Kirk having cemmanded the Enterprise fer only three menths, joining Speck on 
a plan~t survey. Ie·' sticks up fer Speok right from the beginning, velunteering to. jein him 
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on the survey to study and record the first Vill<ianoid"race to be discovered - a mission 
whioh Spock has been sent On by the Vulcan CounciL. No-one else was available to help the 
Vuloan - or wanted to -and Kirk is determined to discover ·.what the previous Captain, Pike, 
had seen in him. . . . . . .. ' . 
The planet culture is of mixed olasses,basicaliy Lan and Du - the Lan being the upp!3r 
class and the Du their slaves. Kirk has to act as Spock's 'slave, and Spock is in coTIimand -
an interesting reversal of roles. . . 
During the story, Kirk undergoes beating and poison - but survives through the help of 
SpoOk -and we arointroduced .to 'the min<i meld, which is handled beautifuJ.ly. 
Their friendship grows, Kirk is quite surprised at Spock's hidden warmth (llld kindness and 
begins to unrlerstand him. 'Spock also discovers he has found a real friend •. 
I particularly liked the last few pages, In th the introduction of the 'new' Dr. McCoy -we. 
learn hO~1 he gets his nickname. '.' 

,The characters have been fully understood and handled excellently - and there are touches of 
humour throughout the story, along wi tha few particularly' good illustrations • 

. This story really conveys the deep and close friendShip between Kirk and Spock so well - and 
I found it very believable. . 
To say I recommend this zine to anyone would be an undersu.tement, to say the least::! 

Sally MarSh 

++,+++ 
Jice Ve~ (An Alternate Universe Story) bySimono Mason 

An alternate universe where one ni€'..ht a fanatical party led a massacre of all aiiens on 
Earth. is the. background to this fine story. 
Ali?hough eXlll9lled from the Federation, Earth managed to regain entry but at a heavy price -
no high post or rank in any sphere of Federation activity would be allowed to Humans. The 
law had existed for twelve years during which· time capable Human officers in Starfleet 
grew to resent constant watChing and checking by their superiors. A new Party arose, a 
seoretive .organisation with 'a Plan' to change ~his state of affairs. Though not, limited 
to Starfleet many of the Human crew are members of the Party. . 
Enter newly-promoted Lt-Commander Kirk, being appointed as joint Chief Navigator aboard an 
experimental vessel, the USB. :Enterprise, under Captain Spook, the Vulcan's first command •. 
Kirk is a member of the Party, as are MCCoy (part of the medical staff). Scotty (assistant 
engineer) Sulu (assistant navigator) and Chekov. Apart f~om Kirk all the senior officers 
(and all of Security:) are Vulce.ns. . .' , 
It is somewhat disturbing to read of our favourite Humans' hatred and fear of Vulcans but, 
although at occasional intervals I wondered whether they could really feel that way, given 
the "ituation it is not impossible - and, indeecl, as lW saw in Mirror Mirror not only 
situations but peoples' attitudes can be different. In any event the story follows Kirk's 
relationship with Spocl, and the former's intended part in 'the pian'. 
The original.idea is good,.the development and continuing suspense very well done and the 
whole story excellently written. It is difficult to comment on some of the more interesting 
aspects of thE) story without giving some of the plot away but suffice to say there axe 
some interesting twists. . 
I usuaily refrain from recommending anything to people for feax that someone will payout 
money and be disappointed but in this case I have no hesitation in advising any Trekker to 
read the story - it is very good indeed. 

David Coote 
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CLIP INFQ 

Pam Baddeley has suggeste<ithat it might be a good idea te give some general .. info te help 
with clip identification •. To staxt with, here .is a list of episodes in I~hich Kirk wears a 
green wrap-around ,uniform. , 

Charlie x, Court Martial, Enemy 1>lithin. 
Apple, Bread & Circuses, Doomsday Machine (no blaqk trim .at neck), I Mudd, Immunity Syndrome, 
Journey to Babel, Mi=or Mirror, Trouble with Tribbles,. \volf in the ,Fold. 
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YOUR OPINrtN8 , 
Many of the voting forms sent in to us had comments of various kinds. There isn't space 
this time to include all of them, bub we'll print others in later newsletters. 

With regard to the proposed increase in dues, l1e got the following comments (~JJlong others) -

I would l:i.ke to say how moe it is to be acu~ulted <md~given a ohoice instead of being 
told as in many other group's or society in general. Julianne Saunders. 

While I love the neHsletters (so please do not reduce the number) Ido notalHays read o~ 
enjoy the poems and stories. I think it Hould De in everyone's interest (including your 
Hork load) to reduce the length. Richard Bracewell. (If vTe do .haveto cut anything out of 
the NIL, the fiction section will go first, but ... to cut only that woUld not save enough 
space - Sheila).' - .' 

lfhilstI'm sure all members must appreciate being kept up to date with what's going on in ST, 
for a long time I've feared that the length of .the NIL is on the verge of getting out of 
control. Let's cut it now before it's too late - and leave r·~'0m for co ope in the future" The 
NILs at present are SO full of information that I'm sure a little. prudent pruning ":luldn' t 
come ami.ss. Joyce Cluett.', (He do already prune quite a bit - Sheila). 

I'm in favour of increasing the dues. A raise might a]~0 help discourage some of the flash
in-the-pan fans that are going to crop up after the release of the film. Sharon Packham. 
(The sample newsletter lets enquirers know what to expect from the club - we think therefore 
that the flash-ih-the-pan fans won't join. Sheila) 

If other members of STAG have ever been in other fan clubs then they .will know that the dues 
for STAG are not exceptionally high but that the standard of service is. I feel it would be 
defeating the object of the clUb and lowering the standard if we were-~o consent to the NIL 
being reduced. Margaret Riohardson. 

The quantity of ST news is not miraculously going to diminish to accomodate smaller or fewer 
NILs, so the only way to maintain present prices ""auld be to cut your service. I am not 
convinced that this is the best way to combat inflation. I will gladly pay higher dues -
after all, renewal comes but once a year! Therese Holmes. 

I rely on the NIL to keep me up to date with ST nel1S.' Josie Rutherford. 

STAG is the only contact I have with other members. Gill Bedford. 

~'or many fans the NIL is the only Hay of keeping in touch. with all that is happening in the 
world of ST. Yvonne Pack. 

We need a constant update of news about S'f.. By extending the length betWeen NILs ST news 
Ull be that. much staler. Mrs. L. Hingley. 

Hith the release cf the.m<hvie the last thing we want is a decrease in the length or number 
of NILs. The postal increase is the I~'s doing not the club's. John Patterson. . 

If the NIL were any shorter the quality might suffer from the 'cram-as-much-as-possible-into
the-smallest-space' syndrome, or regular features such as book reviews, zine ads or the story 
section might have to be dispensed with. vii th fewer NILs ne11S would be stale by the time the 
NIL was received, and anyway, two months verge on being too long .'. _tween NILs! Ruth Lewis. 

How could you ever keep them small? Newsletters are like tribbles ••• Karen Levett. 

The NIL has to stay the same size and frequency regardless of cost. I feel it is the major 
source of reliable information and that has been proved very important with all the rumours 
in the run up to the film ••••••• But perhaps more impor~>nt is that this is the best method 
for organising ourselves. No-one wants a beaurocratic structure but the value of organis
ation in letter writing campaigns has been shown time and time again (getting re-runs on the 
Beeb, not to mention that GlasgoH paper:) .... I don't see what you can cut out of the NIL 
and I feel that less per year would be a great dis~vantage. David. Coote. 

Keep the NIL the way it is. There is no finer club for reliable news of the actors, the 
fans, and news and, views of our show. Marian Kennedy. 

An increase of 25p per year Horks out at {p per ~eek - and I for one have always wanted a way 
to get rid of those horrible tp piecesl Kevin Davies. 
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ST-TMP - YOUR VIlL'WS ' 

The views expressed here are'those of vari()usmembers,'and,are not necessarily represent
ative of the views of either the editors and' committee of 'STAG or of their folloy olub 
members. Letters from/ members who" enjoyed the movie faroutllumbered those from members who 
did not; we have tried to select letters (or eictractsfromletters) that had, sometj1ing 
different to say or a positive point to make· ... we could: have' fill",dthe NIL with letters 
s"y:i,ng 'A great mov:l,e, .I thoroughly enjoyed it". ' , :', 
James Pauley ~ After J!l~y y~a:r:s of frustrating, faise starts, rui:n0urs, countex:-rumours, and 
general apathy ,on, the part of Paramount, star. Trek -:The TV:S9:Ji'6P!;b,as finally become Star 
Trek - The Mot:i,on Picture, and frankly I do not think ,it has been worth the wait. The film 
was, 'not a patCh on the series and I think any Star Trek fan who believes . this has deluded 
themselves and is doing great disservice to a superp television series. 
Yes, it is hard to come to terms with 'the fact that something one has cl!ieamed of and fought 
for during the last ten years has turned out to be such a disappoirttntent. but I think contrary 
to what Valerie said in her 'review (NIL 39) it ~ possible to take a detached rild unprejudiced 
view •. , Not only is it possible bUt it is eesentiaJ. in order to pass fair judgement on a 
subject. , 
If something is good it will stand up to unbiased and objective criticism; unfortunately, . 
Star Trek - The ,~Iotion 'picture does not. Do you honestly think Gene Roiidenben;y or anyone' 
else connected with the movie wants blind adoration and praise? No, I believe that man would 
prefer objectivity and fair oriticism, and such wouJ:d not be constrUed disloyalty to Star 
Trek." , 
I thought that' the majo~ disappointment abo~t the mdvie was that it totaily lacked the eiem~ 
ents whiCh, separated' star Trek from others of its ilk. I find it diff;icult to believe that 
anyone could rind the series and their relationships anywhere near as well defined as 'in the 
series; , contrary to Janet's and Sheila's opinions I found the interaction between the main 
characters' far from subtle. I thought the handling of this' to be' overt and obvious. Some
t;imesi.t eVel) made me' cringe, the scene, where McCOy beams on board being a Cijose in point. 
Compare it to the sublime scene where Spock appears on the bridge for the first time and. 
conveys more fe~1ing in a single look to Chapel and McCoy thanall the dewy-eyed hand-cl.asp- ' 
ing-arm-grasping-back-slapping sentiment displayed with such grim determination by Kirk . 
throughout the film. , .'. ' . . 
Hhileon the subject of Kirk, does Janet really and truly believe that Shatner's acj;ing was 
'brilliant' and qeserving of an Oscar? Surely not? I think of aJ.l the performances, 
Shatner's was'thepoorest. considering his ability as an actor, I found his portrayU of 
Kirk to be cardbo~ and one-dimensional, and a caricature of his superb portrayal in the' 
series." . . . . 
But I do ,not believe tne blame lies with ~atner or any' other actor, as we have seen their 
capabilities proven over and over on'television. No, I think the blame lies with Robert 
I'/ise, as bireotor. ThiS man has the uncam'ly knack of coaxing the' most wooden stilMd per
formance from any actor he comes into contact with, no matter hOIi good 'the performer m"y be. 
For' example, Audrey Rose, The Hindenberg, 'Ilest Side Story. The latter only reaJ.lycomes to 
life in the musical numbers, thanks to Jerome Robbins' guiding hand. The,man has' always 
beel) , ene of the most uninterestl,ng directors around, and this harms star Tre~.' , 
One only has to read the excellElilt novelisation to realise what this film could have been;', 
It was so obvious £hat at the start of the movie a lot of footage had been cut from the final 
print leaving it with a ho=id uneven feel. Hhere for instance were the alien Ambassadors? 
And,Kirk's'confi:ontation,wi·th Nogura? Even people.I'knew liho had not read the book felt that 
something was missing at that particular Juncture. : , ,. , 
I did n'ot find the rest of the fi 1m slow as so' many people seemed to, rather I found it to 
be' erratic and very unevenly l?aced. I also think deepi te the superb, special effects on the' 
jOilrneyto V'ger, the se'lu'ence w!i.s· overlong !i.rid't.he time 'could have been used to better 
effect at the start of the film. ,,' 
I also fotind the script 'ana cliaiogUenowhere near tne liti:iracY"of many of the TV episodes, 
\'Ihich was one 'of' star Trek • s main appeaJ.s'.' " .' " " . ..; ", " ' 
On the plus side', I did enjoy the Klingon scenos, immens.,ly. I thought the make-up and 
Klingonese language made them really b,arparicand 'fearsome.', r also thought Nimoy stood 
head and shoulders 'above the rest 'of' the. .cast, although ,even he could;only,do so much with 
the available material. The special. effects I 'thought were' the best I have av.= mien" but 
effects do not a good film ' make , witness BattlestaX G'!olactica. ,,' ' 
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Overall the film was a big disappoin,tmentand hardly worth the wait. 
I don't expeot this, letter will,get,printed, but if by any ohanoe it is, I would lill:e to mall:e 
it clear tqjl,t,I,.ani and ,~lwayswill bea'loJ'al star Trek fan, and it hurts me to say these, 
things, .but. I believe that lOYi),ltyinoludes being honest and frank in one's opinions towards 
star Trell: •. , And if, weW$lt a seq):!elt0 be everything that Star TEek should be, write to . 
Gene Roddenberry, and 12£ honest, be .direot in your opinions, for that is the only way we will 
get the Star Trek movie we deserve. The movie was made beoause you demanded it. Now demand 
the movie you should have had. Star Trek had. the potential to be the best Soience Fiotion 
movie ever made; It didn't:happen this ttme, but ,it still oan. It's up to you. 

Margaret Rioh,ardson - Fir'st I want-to state that I am not trying tc? ohange anyone's mind or 
tell anyone what they should or shouldn't like. Nor am I trying to 'put down anyone oonneoted 
with the making of ST4'I>IP. I am merely stating my opinion, and as an individual.· I'd also 
lilW to state that I thought that ST-TNP was a 'very well-made SF moviel as SF mov;i.esgo it 

,must rank ,among the .1;lest •• '.' . " '. 
On. the 15th December I went ,to se~ ST-TMP, Or SO the billing said. What I saw was something 
'that remotely resembled the original series of the same name. Needless to say, I was no'\; 
happy when I left the theatre. I felt somewhat let down and very disappointed. But the most 
disturbing thing is .that I felt very depressed. ' I have experienoedmany emotions While 
watohing -star Trek" but I have never felt despressed ": that was a new one on me and not a 
very nioe emotion." That is why I felt I had to write this. I just had to point out the 
things I did !J,nd didn' t like in'tllile movie. .. 
First, I saw no reason Why they had to ohange the Enterprise so muoh. I would be very grate
ful if someone were to explain that to me. lfuy did they ohange the .transporter room? The 
walls ,looked as .if they needed some wallpaper on them, the room was far too big for its 
purpose. And why did they make the corridors smaller? TWo people oould hardly get past 
one another at, the same time. Yet they made, the transporter room bigger When there was no 
need. Why Was the transporter not tested before the two orew members that were killed were 
allowed ,to beam aboard? Why did they ohange the trioorders? The old ones went over the 
shouider and left both hands free, why did they not just update them? What was the point of 
putting .safety straps On the bridge ohairs when three members of the bridge orew were 
stIj,nCling,up?' . . . 
They were just'afew of the things I did not understand. .' 
Seoond, ,What happened to Mark Lenard's death soene? Why did we only see two Klingon ships 
destroyed? .Why. did Spook go baok to vuloan?What made h:1.m turn' from Starfleet? why did the 
Vulcan langu~e sound like Swedish when the Vuloan we know had more of an oriental sound to 
it? Why 11as Kirk made. an Admiral. when his next promotion should have been to ·Commodore? 
lvlost of those things I find were totally illogioal. On the whole, the movie would have had 
a better effeot.if they had made it more believable. 
Third. I saw 1;.0, reason to' ohange the music; I am a great lover of musio and found the music 
very good •. But it was not the music for' Star Trek. They could have used that music for 
Star Hars, SUperman,. Close Encounters or any ef the other .big SF movies, but not for ST. It 
just didn't fit. Fer'one thing, the music' was teo serious, it laoked humour or any light;" 
heartedness. I know the situation was serious, but even in the most serious TV episode 
they had a little bit of hum cur in the music. It helped stop that sense of depression from 
set-J;ing in. Not in the movie, the music just kept drumming the seriousness ef the situation 
into you. And it shews - eVerything beoomes heavy t makes you feel depressed. ..' . 
All .in all, I found the movie boring and depressing, in parts •. I loved the scenes with ' .. 
Kirk/Spock/MeCcyand the crew themselves •. I liked them because ~ ~ people. and ST was 
always people. Not Zap guns or great speciaL,effo.ets. It was life itself, eating, sleeping, 
lcving, hating, worrying .•. ' I .felt the movie.lac\Ced a great deal of this. It had some, I 
admit that. But not. as much, as it uS\3d to .• ' " '. ". 
I loved the new charaoters" but felt 'it .was. ashame. that they had to get killed at the end, 
Gene Roddenberry makes very good eharac'ters for ST. ..' . . 
The main thing was: that I .justdidn't feel Iwas on the Enteri;>ri'se, not the Enterprise I 
know and love. The ship felt cold and unhomoly, full of people running aroUnd, teo busy to 
stop and say hello •.. Kirk',s entranpe onto the bridge was dead, he was in then out again, 
11e ,raited ten year.s for that and it did nothing for me.. . 
To put it bluntly, the mov:ie said in two hours .arid fifteen minu,tes what it oould. have said 
in a fifty minute episodE). And an episedemight ha:'ve. been better;. . 
As I said in the beginning, the,se are my opinions'., . This. iethe wayTfeel. I felt I just . 
had to write this. I had to get it off my ohest and make people understand what I mean when 
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I say, "I didn't like the star Trek movie" •. I think my reasons are good ones. Most, people 
may not -I only ask people to Imok'at my reasons fairly and see if there's any trut.h in 
thBm. You may find that there is. But at least people. Hill know what I mean lmen :t say 
that the 15th of December was the most 'heart-breaking of mylife ... 

.' ~ 

Russell & Barry Willmott - We Here both very surprised to read that some members seemed. to 
be disappointe<i with. ST'"'J}1P,although He felt it was inevitable that any change from the 
'old' series would meet a certain amount of objection, especially from those Who can be 
Trek's worst critics - the fans.. Beforllthe movie was. released, we used to suffer from 
recu=ing nightmares that it would. be a disaster, but thankfully this was not so. Gene has 
given Us a movie to be proud of. 
The relationships between the main characters were as strong and apparent as they ever were. 
This very fact demonstrates the quality of performance from each of the ca.st. Bill Shatner' s 
especia:\.ly so. His ability to express the feelings of his character even without dialogtIe' 
is truly. an art •. · In fact dialogue was not needed during his reacquaintance with .. the 
EnterPrise I you could r.ead his face like a pook. Although not a great deU of background 
on each character was presented, sufficient was evident for 91ear suppositiol1stobe made 
by any fan; and despite Spock's 'revulcanised' state during .the initial part of the. story, 
how delightful to see that he and the rest of the characters finally merge into the old 
crew. we,all know. SO 'w.el1. 
Thank heaven star Trek has not been tempted to stray from its original premise •. This is.the 
only SF film in recent years Which. has not me.de excessive use of some kind of ray gun or made 
some bleeping robot the star. As for those newspaper critics who said that the film had a 
boring and slow start, it is obviously true that they did not at all understand the. series 
and the characters that it created. Perhaps they shou~ wait to see the movie again after 
they are old \lnough to buy an adult ticket •. Anybody Who Hent into the cinema expecting yet 
another 'star Wars Clone' - is it any wonder that they came out disappointed. 
Who could have wished for a better story. Theopeningse'l.uence with thoseb!>aut:1.fully 
sadistic-looJ9.ng Klingon warships blending with the. accompanying music was a work Of sl:leer 
genius. They were obviously spoiling for a fight. And the Klingons themselves. different 
from the. series but stil1recognisably Klingons. . . ' 
On seeing the EnterPrise leaving dry dock, how can anyone not be convinced that they w.ere 
actually. seeing the real ,thing. The foresight of including the over-oexci ted astronaut added 
a very' Human touch to the Whole scene. And what about the EnterPrise herself., surely more 
beautiful imdangelic than ever. . ' 
We both felt that the balance between the visual effects and live action worked very well. 
True, many people would think that the scenes of the. entry into the cloud and the flight 
over V' gerw,ere rather lengthy but surely this was necessary to suggest the intruder's 
immensity.. ~lhat a contrast forthe EnterPrise crew to learn that what initially appe.ared 
to De'SO incomprehensible finally turned out to sometliing as comparatively comprehen's1ble 
as a tHentieth century Voyager probe. Had. these scenos been shorter then this' impact 
would have been .. lost. 
Like every good Star Trek episcde, this movie certainly had a po\;erful conclusion. We have 
heard comments·that the movie. represented vllrious episodes but this is just the 'epidermis' 
of the story'; Surely it is the 'guts' of the. story Which is the underlining meaning of the 
film. The beauty of this film is. certainly not skin deep 
Despite mankind's self doubt of his place in the universe. the Human quality is a much 
sOu'ghtafter and desire.d ingredient to perfection. 
The Hurr~n Adventure ~ Just Beginning. . ' 

Mark Higginson "".1 hope that Hhat I have1'lrHtenhere is printed in the STAG NIL because 
although I am voicing my own opinions on the Star Trek Movie. as a seasoned fan .of ST I feel 
I' can give some advice to the ne,; ST fans at least. lfuenI Hatched Battlestar Galactica and 
it finished'fa female yoice behind me said "I liked it but it Hasn't a bit like Star \{ars" 
or "as good as star I'lars''', I can't remember which. You could have knocked me over with a 
feather. I thought tc myself - "Of all the dumb things to say", One thing you must remember 
is never - and I mean .,NEV1'R - judge one film by ,another, regardless of Hhether they are on 
the same subject or not. AIHli;Ys judge a' film on its own merit and no others. This is what 
you should do with ST- TMP. By all means use the star Trek series as a reference - but only 
as a reference·- and judge· ST - TMP on. its own merit. This way you have a better chance of 
'obtaining an objective view of the film and •. in my opinion, a better understanding. 
As to my own views - at the outset, I thought the film wa,ssimply fantastic. This is the 
simplest Hay I can'put it. However, after the Klingon scene there should have been. more 
use of the journey from the GibralterComplex to San.Francisco HQ,(Ch. 30f the noveJisation) 
Then at least a short scene with Kirk and Admiral Nogura in Nogura's office. (Ch. 4) 

• 
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As far as all technical aspects of the Starfleet equipment ;~ere concerned, they are definitely 
an improvement, including colour, uniforms, insignia etc. There Has a bit of blurring 
around the actors on close-ups. I do not knOH if it was a mistake but it had a great effect. 
As usual the acting was great, the story line Has O.K. However I feel it should have been 
given more body, not overdoing it, of course. The space walk was great 
The use of the Klingon and Vulcan languages was great and I feel should have been ~l3edin 
the series. Also more use of the other aliens aboard the Enterprise in the series (as 
crew) would have added realism •. 
I look at films from all angles - art, music,acting, storyline, special effects etc, ali.d I 
found that ST - TMP sailed through superbly. The relationships betHeen the main cast were 
there all right even though they had to wait for Spock to snap out of his obsession with 
being all logical. In the rec room scene I heard bird-like sounds in the background just 
like on the record by Mini Rippington called Loving You. It was a neat move. 
For those who are wondering about the new look of the Klingons - the Klingons may have been 
experimenting'in Genetic Engineering to create a super race (sound familiar?). If this is . 
the case,then I'm for the change. If, however, they were just changed for the sake of 
change, then no, I'm against it. 
I do i'lOtthinkthe. film bore ·any resemblance to Changeling at all. 
The dialogue and' special effects I thought were well balanced but the story line should 
have. been given more body. Reference to the Klingons as enemies of the UFP sho~ld have been 
made clearer for' ·those newcomers who watched the film. 
If Paramount don't make follow-ups to ST - TMP they need their heads looked at. They could 
be kept going by ST fandom alone and that's a conservative estimate. Look at all the 
literature nOH and what itcouUlbe in a few years' time. 
All in all, ST - TMP is a great film, but :nore importantly, don't listen to others, go and 
see it for yourselves and make up your own minds •. That is the wisest solution. 

Elizabeth Sharp ,.. I have seen ST - TMP only once, although intend seeing it ag8ln next.week. 
But after the first viewing I found it absolutely wonderful. Unlike many of the fans, I. 
saw. the. film only days ago, so I went into the cinema having read in the latest N/L of the 
disappointment of many of the fans. I wondered What I . was in for. The film, however,was 
a wonderfUl surprise- a masterpiece from the appearance of the three Klingon battleships to 
the disappearance of the Enterprise at the end. . . .. . 
The main. criticism seems to be the apparent lack of the Kirk/Spock/McCoy relationship. 
Personally I did not find this at all lacking. Everyone was delighted to seeSpock step 
onto the bridge, especially Kirk, and. the captain was very concerned about him later on, in 
sickbay. I.think that any 'fault' does not have to be the fault of the film. We must 
remember that the Kirk/Spock/McCoy relationship was largely a matter of interpretation 'on 
our parts. and I say that as a 'relationship' fan. Kirk ~been heard to say 'My Vulcan 
friend', 'one of mybe.st friends' etc, and I am cert<·tin Spock felt the same for Kirk and 
McCoy, although he could never reillly admit to this. However, those brief moment.s on the TV 
screen have been developed and extended in fan fiction. It was the fans who had Spock 
stick to Kirk's .side like glue, follOwing him about like his shadow. It was the fans who 
had them sitting by. each other's sick beds week in week out. It Has the fans who had them 
going through hell and damnation to rescue one another, bre~thing deep brotherly love and 
affeotion. Now there is nothing wrong with this, as long as we realise that these stories 
are the result of our private fantasy. None of these stories were ever shown on the screen, 
and therefore, no matter how dear to our hearts· they may .be, they are not real star Trek. 
The only real star Trek stories are the ones the actors brought to life on. the television 
and cinema screen. On the TV we saw two people, Kirk and Spock, come to be close friends in 
spite of I or perhaps because of, their cultural differences. This was still very apparent 
in the film, even before Spock.returned. (I am thinking of Kirk wanting a Vulcan as his· 
Scie.nce Officer, if possible). On the TV series I saH two very close friends, 1;ut·I never 
saw the depth that many people read, into their relationship. Indeed, we now lealln that 
Spock and McCoy left· the Enterprise to follow their own separate lives. 
As to the film bearing a resemblance to Changeling, I don't see this either. Even if there 
was a likenes's, it could only be apparent at the very end of the film, when we learn of the 
'alien's' identity. But Nomad wanted only to destroy all e=or. V'.ger was searching for 
its creator - for its God. At the end of the TV series 1 tseems that Spock had begun asking 
questions about his life. Perhaps they were 'Is this all that I am? Is there nothing more?' 
He went off to Vulcan to try and find the answers. In a very real sense, he too ;-!as search", 
ingforthe reason fOr his existence. But he became aware of a consciousness out in Space 
that was as puzzled as he. V'ger Has also asking 'tsthis all that I am? Is there nothing 
more?;. And in a very sensitive and beautiful film, both man and machine found at least 
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part of their answer - V'ger joined with its creator, and ·Spock rediscovered his Human lialf, 
on board the Enterprise. To me, this. held no resemblance to Changeling ata11. 
I will take great joy in going.to see this beautiful film time and time again. I win 
watch the special'effects in.awed·silence~· along.with the rest of.the cinema audience. I am 
now more convinoed than ever that Star Trek is thegreatcist soience fiotionever created. 
Perhaps the only . thing that will everexcel.i ts spirit Will be future man' s real' adventures 
ou,t among the stars. . 

Chris.tine Mil~s - I was so anthrallad with. the sight Of the. o],d STteam again first time . 
round that I had to .sea the movie again tqmake sure that I had not missed any. Second time 
was so rewarding - our Star Trek finally made into a motion picture. I was absolutely 
mes.merised by the three Klingon vessels., highlighted by the fabulous music of Jerry Goldsmith. 
Defini telym:l' favourite scene was the Kirk and$cotty sequence. to the Enterprise' - his 
Enterprise';' I was there. with Admhal James. T. Kirk reliving his expo.dence of returning to 
assume comm,md once again :- it was truly a moving scene which brought teaxs to my eyes. 
Bill Shatner looked great -despite cdtics' reviews - and even more handsome than ever •. 
Hasn I t he g(jt a fantastic smile? . '. . . 
I felt the· uniforms an improvement as th~ military 1J.ppearance mi.s more in keeping with a 
Starfleet crew. although the sameness of colours spoiled it just, a little. I loved Kirk in 
his white shirt. . . . 
The Kirk/Spock relationship lias ther€)':' Kirk's gentle welcome of the unexpected Spock to the 
Enterprise -.his concern later~lh~n the Vulcan. was hurt. r felt a little disappointed that· 
MoCoy was not allowed to exercise his nOrma.lcharacterisationto the full and did not seem 
to get-it"-together with his captain; The.new characters were a rofreshingaddition with the 
intrOduction of becker and Ilia :- es;sential to the story line only. However, Bill and 
Leonard's performance outshone them all, but then I. am bias",d. 
Despite the minor faults - they did not in any way detract from the fact it was a fantastic 
film and well worth l'1ai ting for. . . 

Kevin .. Davies - I hiwe seen the movie five times no!'l and I have found the reactions of the 
people(s1ipp6sedly~non-fans) around me proved to be CJ.uite enlightening as to the Gerulra.l 
Public' s view of Star Trek .. ~. . . 
At, the Premiere of course there w<ts active enthusiasm on the part of tl)e audience. and I 
wonder how many of.those present 'were affeotedby such mass enthusiasm and not just by the 
film itself... .' . . ". .•.•. ..•. .... .. .. . . . .' 
I found for this reason it' was easier to be detached about the film when it was first shown 
in my home town. You couldilensa a large amount of. curiosity amongst the crOWdS yet as the 
film progressed and people grew more and more restless; I Qeganto feel quite depressed and 
started to wonder if I was the only one in the cinema who appreciated it. To be fair, . 

. people were trying to understand it but I felt theywere being tied down trying to ur.x;tltal 
the plot, so they had no chance to ap;preoiate the movie's higher ideas. Despite these 
observations, I had a ohance .. to concentrate much more on the film and found, to my delight,. 
that I l'1as enjoying it more and more •. It was something I:d wanted for years. 
Then came the most trying experience. I went one afternoon and it was' then that I wanted 
to strangle the person responsible for that 'U'· certificate. Hundreds of unrestricted, 
horrible litHe kids paid attention for five minuws then decided that hide. and seek and ' 
free-for-all wrestling were more fun. 
By now I had the feeling that Chester was reacting to the' film as a mildly curious thing 
which l'1aS to be seen because everyone else had, but no more. All that changed however· . 
,men I caught the final performance in town. It l'1aS like being at the Premiere again, 
everybody was attentive and appreciative and at the end of it a11,for the first time ever 
in Chester, I saw an audience applaud a film. . . . 
So maybe after all, Trek managed to reach even those who would not call themselves fans. 
\fuat better tribute to a film? . 

Cory King - First of all I'd lik", to shout it· from the rooftops that I loved it, it's lOCY}6 
srAR TREK and I haven't tired of seeing it. I love the Enterprise, the character relation
ships and virtually everything about the movie. The mU;sic is fantastic ,.. I think it's also 
extremely olever in that it uses very old-fashionedmotif.s.in a conventional way and bridges 
the gap between the 20th oenturY publio a)1d the 2::Jrd century uniYerse ••• Rather intere.stingly 
I ~Ias listening to 'Obsession'the other day and heardthebegihning of the theme played when 

the Enterprise leaves the space dock. I'm sure Goldsmith didn't listen to the old series 
incidental music when he composed the new (or maybe he didl) ••• As for thechaxacter reln.t
ionship, well, what can one say. I just sit; there open,..mouthed every. time. They are there, . 
particularly between Kirk and.Spock in such depth and intensity that· it leaves one feeling ... 
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quite limp ... that sickbay scene ••• Every time I've seen the. film - and I've feen it in 
London, Edinburgh, Dundee and Aberdeen, there ·is~ silence in the .cinema during that 
scene, not even the rustle of a sweet paper or crisp packet... Some people have said to me 
that the Kirk/McCoy relationship is missing. I think that's nonsense-.it's there Under'
lying what·s going on ... and you can't on the one hand seriou?ly question a.man's aqtions and 
on the other be allpallywally,particularly if you parted company in some disagreeJilent and 
haven't seen eaCh other for three years. In terms of character relationship, I would say ••• 
try watching, instead of just looking. 
The aliens - seriously, I'm glad we didn't see any close"'ups of those joke-factory products 
featured so prominently everywhere else, but I think we could have had at least one Andorian 
as part 'of the bridge personnel. . .... ' . 

. On the minus side, I would agree that 'there's not enOUgh dialogue in the film ... A lot more 
could have been made of McCoy's concern over Kirk and his apparent obsession with regaining 
the Enterprise. The other point that's not reallydeV'eloped. is the whole business of whether 
Spock is on board for the good of the Federation, Kirk,. or whether he' s there for his own 
purpose ••• One other area that could have been more forceful is the love affain (or lack of 
it) between Decker and Ilia (and what a relief not to have Kirk chasing the woman) ••• it was 
a bit wishy-Washy in the true Hollywood tradition and could have been more strongly put over, 
even with a 'u' certificate. . . 
The bit of the film I really loathe is the scenes on VUlcan. Or rather. the scenery. The 
paintings are abominable,' factually incorrect and. (I would have thought) Scientifically 
improbable. After all, if Spock is watching the 'sunrise and the light around him is red 
then why is the sky black with those stupid oversize planets Whizzing around? I'don't 
believe Vulcans would put up/carve statues in the first place and one like that would be 
most unlikely to· survive in an area of such obvious volcanic and thus seismic . actiVity ••• 
I'd love to see a sequel providing of couree that a) ~ the main cast is in and b) as 
much time and effort is put into it as into ST-TMP. . 

Georgie McConnell - ••• It's definitely a must to visit the film a second time. 
On the first occasion I staggered out. totally dazed in all senses, sight, hearing,' nervous 
system jangling, having been quite unable to take it'all in ••• I felt bereft, as if after all 
the waiting and hoping, suddenly the film was over, and a great void was left - no STAR TRl!.1< 
on TV, no real word on a follow-up film ora new .. TV series ••• ohl WOE, WOE AND THRICE ~1()E: 
Only another fan could appreciate my desolation - but wai t1 On my second"'i:isi tto the film, 
I sat enraptured and entranced... QUickie criticism, the ship's interior lacked colour, the 
Vulcan scenes lacked authenticity, the poor Klingons - come back, original Klingons, all is 
forgiven: \fuere the heck ~ the aliens?' The film was a masterpiece of technology, but 
we wanted more Kirk, Spock, Somebody - ANYBODY: II . . 

Sue stuart - If we can accept that certain things ~ to be changed in the name of progress, 
that just about covers the uniforms and the bridge' lay-out and the nacelles. It doesn·t 
cover the radical and incomprehensible redesign of .the corridors; wliat a waste of money 
to redesign a Starship's corridors, goddammit, and DECREASE their capacity. Likewise the 
Klingons - how on earth (or space) can you redesign a race of people? Evolution just doesn't 
cover it. POintless, and poor Mark Lenard might just as well not have been in it. tVho 
recognised him first time around, even with thcse marvellous eyes undisguised? They're my 
major Objections. I rejected the film at first showing but gave it a second chance and·am 
now much happier with it. Maybe with a smaller budget Gene would have produced immediately 
identifiable Trek •. 

Almuth Fisher - The leisurely pace at which the film moved appealed to me. One had time to 
digest colours, music, shapes, action and people. 

Lesley Coles - I felt that the interaction between Kirk, Spock and McCoy was definitely 
thero, but if you were too busy looking at the new bridge, rec room or Whatever, you could 
miss' it, because a.lot of it was body language ... 
With the work.I do at present I build up a fair number of relationshi~s with patients, 
families and people in the medical professicn. . A lot of these people know I like SF and ST" 
and they have told me their own reactions to the film as ordinary members of the General 
PUblic. Obviously there were qui t~. a number who said that they found it difficult :\:0 follow 
in that it was too teohnical, but I was surprised .that many said they' enjoyed it, and one 
actually said it was the most'beautiful film they had ever seen ... 

Victor Bristoll'- Weighing everything up you will find the scales indicate a classiG 
science fiction film, regardless of what the critics have said. Gene Roddenberry and 
Robert Wise have truimphed~ 
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Josie Rutherford - I did not like Vulcan at all. Everything looked so false. That statue 
was simply awfuL •• and what were those moons/planets whirling around over head? I always 
thought Vulcan had no moon. The new Klingon makeup was not an improvement on the series'. 
Their heads reminded me of·badly-Iaced rugby balls, though that· knobbly bit in the centre 
llil:§. ,,?upposed to be .a bone ,.. wasn't it? I liked the use of the Klingon and. Vulcan languages 
with subtitles I after all, it's only logical that they speak their own language in their 
own environment... . 
Thank god they didn't lose the humour that was so much a part of the series. There were 
some very nice touches in the film. Kirk's little wink to Chekov asthe·ship achieved warp 
drive showed the camaraderie among the crew ••• 
The officer's lounge scenewhel!! Ktrk keeps. telling Spock to sit. down was classic, . and I 
loved the scene on the ship where Kirk keeps turning to. Spack asking him if he's ready to 
transmit the high-speed signal to V'ger. The look of worry, hope and exasperation on Kirk's 
face all at the same time was absolutely brilliantl ' 

C.A. Abbott - I was really impressed by the amount of the old ST Gene had managecj. to keep. 
The old spirit was there in full. 

David Burton"; ••• 1 preferred the 'new' Klingons and thought giving them their own lailguage 
(this goes for the· Vulcans as well) was a good idea. The planet Vulcan was well done. The 
Enterprise was great (except the transporter room) and she looks as marvellous as ever ••• 
The aliens were good as a 'background' and were placed nicely and should not have been 
given· any bigger parts to play. 

Ian PearCe - The aliens in the creH should be more prominent, and not just appear on the 
rec deok with the rest of the crew, but be seen at stations, Halking along corridor~ etc.· 

CathiH Moorhouse - I guess my tHO main groans are the Klingons and the Seouri ty (on the 
Enterprise). The Klingons looked too unreal. O.K., I'm used to the old-style Klingons and 
I suppose that's because they were rather more HUman, but they really have· been changed too 
mUoh. The Enterprise seourity reminded me of star Wars and Blakes seven. On the bId Enter
prise. security men ,rere hardly ever guarding corridors except in an emergency. They were 
not needed. I alHays felt I could trust the creH of the Enterprise. The new Secu:bity ,rere ·r 
very out of place. I felt as if they were Hatching every move. 'Big Brother is watohing 
you'. Their uniforms are also out of place. The helmets and breast-plates Here not meeded. 
After all, hOH many cif the creH are going to attempt to commit murder or rape and have to 
be dragged off to the brig? 

Cecilia Beirne - I liked some of the neH uniforms. The Homen's was far more practical. 
Kirk's short-sleeved shirt looked fantastic on him and MCCoy's Hork shirt looked good ••• 
but the old style seemed better and more colourful. I didn't like the Hay the trousers 
went over the boots, it looked a bit strange to me. I wasn't too keen on .the new style of . ,., 
Klingons. It just didn't look right after seeing the originals in the series. The actual 
features of them were good,though - maybe they could have called them something else. 
The battle scene on their bridge was brilliant right dOHn to their language. 

Malita EdHards - ... Spock has a black collar "ith all his uniforms. It seems to be under 
as though it belongs to a T-shirt or something. No-one olse Hears a oollar - not even 
Commander Sonal, Hho died during the transporter malfunction. Is it something from Vuloan 
- a Kolinahr or traditional thing; or just something LeQnardNimoy himself Hears? 

Ray DOHsett - Do people realise that Kirk is due a court-martial? At the end of the movie 
he Has told to beam down for debriefing, instead he went 'thataway'. Presuming. that Star
fleet is a disciplined force that comes under 'direot disobedience of orders', a serious 
'orime' in military circles. loan imagine "hat ,rould happen should any Captain of one of 
~I ships have deGided to give a verbal 'Harvey Smith'salute' to the Admiral and go off to 
sea instead of entering port as ordered. (Actually, in the movie he didn't - that order 
Hasn't given. That incident is in the novel. . Sheila) 
Can't agree Hith those Hho said the uniforms in the film were better than the series.. b'or 
the male creHmembers I much prefer the series' casual' style. The film ones look· dead 
unoomfortable. especially security. For the female, creHmembers., ttough. the film 
uniforms are obviously more praotical to ship-board life. I'd often wondered just how 
Kirk kept the male members of his crew under contrGI with all those attractive females 
dressed in mini-skirt uniform - bromide? Seriously, though, i'miss the leg shoH. but 
the film uniforms ~ more practical and realistic. . 
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Jean Wallsgrovo - ••• The ongineroom was enough to frighten the life out of any normal 
perSOn. I found it terrifying and overdone. '1 cannot believe anyone could function normally 
for any length of time 'surr,oundedby such equipment. not even Mr.' Scott (Which brings me to' 
that)1loustache, 1'1aS that really necessary? What happened. to our dear friendly Scotty. 
it did nothing for him and made him look much older, even accepting the passing of time.) 
And that rib-like top to his white jacket ... Ugh: Ghastly. .• 

Joe Jarvie - The enginerObm was horrible. The room in the series looked more modern than in 
the film. .' It was like the difference between. the engineroom of the Ark Royal and the USS 
Enterprise, between oil and atomic power. 

Valerie Harrison';' . Scotty was the one who came across best. Iutlle TV series he never 
seemed very real, a bit of a caricature, but in the film he came across as a very real and 
believable person. . 

Mrs. L. Hingley - After watching the filmfcr the first time one question arose in my mind - " 
had the film been cut for Briti$h audiences? The doubt was there, a furious feeling of 
being cheated - I was convinced it was: The back of Starburst advertises it as an 'A' 
certificate, and has several pictures of aliens but in the film I could onlY remember seeing 
one or two: The scene of the transporter malfunction was suspiciously quick: -yes. The 
aliens. and the transporter scene must have been too frightening for children. 
However by the time I'd seen the film for the second time I decided the advert must have 
been an error. I enjoyed it much more the seocnd time. (We checked with a member in the 
Stc1.tes regarding the transporter scene, and 1'1e saw it the same way they did. Sb3ila.) 

Shirley Buck - .... As for the people, I felt as soon as things began to get interesting the 
scenes 1'1ere cut off: (Was.this where the 20 mins. cut for the British release went to?) 
None of ,the scenes between the main characters were allowed to develop as strongly as one 
1'Iould' have' liked •••. Is there anything we can do to get the film shown without the cuts made 
for the :British release? . I feel we have missed out a lot. and there is no good reason to 
have cut that amount. of the film - a lot must have happened in that time: (As far as He 
kn01'l it was not speoi'fically' out for British vio1'ling. Would any member 1'Iho has seen it 
in the S,t{1tes as well as here care to comment'? Sheila) 

Ruth Merrill Bollerud - Are you a1'lare that there are two versions of the movie making the 
rounds? .The second time T sa1'l it I saw a shortened version. I thought at the time that some 
Trekfan had been at the film in searoh of clips as it Has very jerky. But another friend of 
mine, 1'Iho isnot a real fan but 1'Ient to see the film on my recommendation and who lives in 
Derby'shire said she thought the censors had cut it up, so I know she. saw the saine version. 
(Has'anyo~e el$e oome across this? Sheila) . . 

Ann Preece - ••• There Here a fe1'l scenes from the book 1'Ihioh I would have liked retained for 
the film, . for ,exampie the scene between Kirk and Commanding Admiral 'Nogura. This helped to 
$how what Kirk had to fight to regain the command of his beloved ,Enterprise and that she 
Hasn't just handed to him on a plate. And I would have liked to see the. scene bet1'leen McCoy 
and Christine Chapel. In the book, the old chemistry between them Has still there. 

A.J. Killelay - I 1'Iould just like to say that I much preferred the novel to the film. There 
seemed to be much more depth and 1'Iarmth to the characters. H01'lever, the special effeots , 
in the film Here good. . I think my favourite scene. is of the Enterprise leaving dry dock. 
It ~as really breathtaking. 

Josie Timmins';' The parts I liked' I loved, and the pa;rts I didn't like, I hated: ... Visually, 
it'sa·beautiful film. The special effects really are 1'Iorthevery expensive.dollar, and 
much· better than I had hoped. The destruction of the Klingon fleet is awesome - a'great 
opening to the film. 
The scenes of the Enterprise suspended in dry dock and then majestically leaving it are by 
themselves worth the price of a cinema ticket - Sheer magic. The Harp drive effect was 
marvellous too. I really don' t. think it could have been done better. All this was 
beautifully set off by.the music. Jerry. Goldsmith has written some wonderful scores and I 
think he has excelled himself this time •. If only the 'basic story had lived up to the 
speoial effects and the' music. • • . 
Lack of dialogue had a lotto do with it.. The·main characters had so little to say to each 
other - I Has aching for them to ·gettogetherinthe briefing room and, ,just-talk: 

Val Rogers (Australia) - ... It all seemed 'like an updated and lengthened TV show, Which on 
the big screen needed action to stop it seeming to be Eo'> 10ng-dral'lU-out. vie were told thQY 
1'Ieren I t going all out for SFX like Star l'lars, so to balance that they should have had some . 
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action and int.eraction. I blame Robert Hise - a good director he may be, I've no doubt -
but he just didn't do his home~lOrk an<i' so ,naturally' the results were not star Trek, just 
another SF moviel~hICh just happened to have our favour1. te actors. in ill 
As we all have come to realisE), the soul' of Star' Trek is love, and the interaction between 
the characters. There 1>las none' of this:' ••• Spock should have shcwn. a growing teuch of 
Human emotion - even if only at thE) en\i.- .shouldn't·he? More especially when he's been 
rejected by Vulcan for his· failure to pUrge his soul of the Human side of his nature. 
Instead he was pure Vulcan, the whoie time. And Kirk was sc woOden. (But of course all 
this was the result of Robert Wise's direction - left to Gene Roddenberry, the show would 
have been an undoubted success). 
Do you' think it's worth having a survey .and sending the results (condolences) te Gene? Also 
to Paramount for the'lr purely mercenary attitude, but more especially to Robert Wise for his 
lack of integrity to the concept of Star Trek. Poor Gene, he really must be upset at what 
they'vE" d'one to his idea, even if he doesn't say so. 

Mary Aldridge (U.S.A.) - First, I loved it. Loved seeing everyone on the screen •. Shatner's 
taut performance especially impressed me. (I was amused that one Boston critic called his 
performance· wooden and another accused him of practically chewing the 'scenery - makes you . 
wonder if either of them saw it). I am usually indifferent to special effects, but ST's . 
knocked my sox off. I have so far seen it three times, expect to see it some more, and have 
had the. pleasant experience of seeing more in it each time I go. 
Raving said which - the things I dislike fall inte two categories, what they did do and what 
they didn't. .What they didn't do: anything with the much-publicised alien crewmembers. 
Anything to indicate the position of women has changed much since the series went off the 
air (except, thank god, getting them out of those ridiculo~s micro-skirts) •. There are so 
11k,ny easy ways to do that sort of thing - the commander of the observation station, for 
example, could have been female, without making any particular fuss about it. But men were 
,in charge of everything - and white men at that. There was a notable paucity of non-0aucas-· 
ians, too C&. noticed, anyway - all three times.) Remember, the big E is a planetary ship -
and take a look at the distribution of racial types on Terra some times. It ain't all 
blond farmers from Iowa. .ST-TIlP wasn't as bad as Star Hars in this respect, god knows, 
but the whole point is that star Trek started it, and one expects more from Star Trek. Such 
as boldly going ~Ih()re no. casting direotor has' gone before, for sure. 

Fay Goodwin - I disliked the Obligatory 'romance' betlfeen Deoker and Ilia. It 1ms irrelevant 
except to aooount for their union at the God •.• And why· this preoccupation in Star Trek lfith 
soantily-clad ladies? Persis Khambati4, is a beautiful woman and a fine actress but in the 
film she was exploited ••• 
I wonder 1ihy Alan Dean Foster lfas ohosen to write the story? I refused to buy any more of 
his 'Log' books after his description of Lt. uhura painting her D.ails at tl':e communications 
station. Lt. Uhura be SO slack? Never: That·s not the Star Trek I know. Did he ·ever 
lfatch the series? 'Not closely enough, , jUdging by the film. 

P~t Jenkins - ••• 1 was a Kirk fan from the first and must admit I did not think Kirk would 
have much of a role in the film. In plain fact I expected a Spook speci4,cular. I also 
expeoted a routine episode type film. vlbat I saw was a s1i;;erb, totally moving film. m 
the actors were excellent and the new oharaoters fitted in very well. When the ]nterprise 
left the dry dock tears were streaming down my face, and all I ·could think of was that line 
from the novel, 'You ~ go home again'. ' 

Jay Felton - One very interesting thing, not reaJ.J.y about the movie but about its audienoe; i. 
is the great variety of reactions to it. This is apparent both from the STAG NIL and from 
talking to people about the film. I've spoken to fans who lfere as impressed. by it asI was, . 
fans who were disappointed by the lack of <lharacter 'interaction;, non-fans with a cynical. 
atti tude and non-fans lfho enjoyed it very tauch. Some friends who didn ,.t, like the series 
were pleased 1>Iith the film beoause of its 'different approach', while I and several others 
thought the film very true to the spirit of the series. I sUPPoso it is not that strange 
for different people to interpret the movie·in such'different, even contradictory, ways -
really a prime example of IDIOI . 

Oatrina Howard - I feel, as I reaQ others feel, that.Gene Roddenberry oompromised himself 
out of a great, dare I say classio, film through' pressure brollght ab01ltby the, 'movie moenle', 
They are the people our-opinions should be directed.to, for it is they who Qecldo what we 
lfiJ.J. watoh. . . 



Pat Hitchell - I think the reason the movie received bad publicity was tha.t a) people may 
have been expecting another star Wars/Battlestar Galactica ,type mcvie and b) ST-TMP was an 
'in' movie. By that I mean, if you are into Trek, it will mean so much more. A lot of the 
dialogue and emotional reaction scenes ,I10uld be lost on a non-f<m, simply because they would 
not appreciatethesignificanoe of those scene~., For example, Kirk's first view of the 
Enterprise and the ship leaving dry clock ••• 
I must agree with other comments that the cloud Beque):lce gets tedious, though I can under- _ -; 
stand Gene's wishing to c,onvey the feeling of immenseness. What I'd like to know is, how 
can somet!'-ing 82 time.s the distance from the Earth to the SUn in size get into' orbi t around 
little old Earth? 

Lesley Cr01;ther ,.. ' ••• 1 have some reservations about the use of the effects, which I found 
over-long, and if anything added littie to the star Trek we know. Let's face it, the 
reason most of us werefanatioal ST fans wash' t because of the effects or scenery. lole Ipved 
the series because of the characters' relationships and philosophy, not its polystyrene 
rooks and low budget alien oostumes. Paramount should have thought more,.\l<bout basing the 
film on the strong points of the series and less on competing itl;Gxpensive special effects 
with films such as Star lolars which provided little in the way of characterisation... Ifeel 
the film catered weil for the general viewers as well as Trek fanatics. I have seen the 
film eight times, four of which I saw with people who were not 3'£ fans. Their reactions 
were favcurable, but their understanding was limited by not having read the book which 
provides greater detail and, mo;re bacltground. 

Karena Langdon - I realise that the film had to be made in such away that non-fans would 
enjoy it but I really think the special effects were overdone. Despite that it was a 
fantastic movie - thank you, Gene. 

Kelly Nitchel1 -"If anyone feels unhappy about the j\jovie after seeing it for the first time, 
my advice is - see it again 'as soon as possible! 
When I ieft the Premiere in London on 15th December I was confused and disorientated., No 
disrespect to Gene; but there is just so much to absorb, that an awful lot is lost first 
time around. Any fan of Star'Trek, like myself, is at a disadvantage in away as the story 
is relegated whilst the Nind struggles to believe that we are actually seeing "Them" 
together again at last'. 
I have now seen the'movie seven times, and, just like each re-run of an,episode on T.V. 
or at Con~' brings a new dimension to the story - perhaps a word, a gesture which was 
missed before; the Movie faithfully follows the same pattern. 
For Example - First time around who can spare any time to look at much else except the 
Enterprise hers,elf?Has she changedj'In Hhat way? Dh sure He all see Jim Kirk's love 
for her as he approa,ches in the travel pod Hith "cotty, but next time around, take a ,good 
hard look at his expressions - that beautiful quiet sigh of contentment that says it all. 
~ time try to ignore Kirk (I know, I know, but try!!) and conccntrate on Scotty. The 
pride in those sidelong ~lances he keeps giving Kirk as he steers that carefully planned 
course around the ship. There has been criticism of the length of time taken during this, 
scene but it fulfills a number of purposes :-
1. It helps the vievrer to identify oith the POHer and sheer size of the Enterprise. 
2. It isa perfect opportunity to represent visually Kirk's obvious deep loye for the ship, 

and hence, his desire to return to the 'center' soatl,. 
). It informs the, audience Hhat has tru{en,place at Star Fleet H.Q. and provides beautiful 

interplay between Kirk and Scott ,- the obvious Loyalty Hhich extracted the promise -
"AJ.1Y Man Hho could manage such a feat, I Houldna dare disappoint. She' 11 launch on time, 
Sir - and she'll be ready." 

I'm not claiming the Film was Vlithout its fau],ts, by any means, but it still carried the 
qualities Hhich made us Fans ofST in the first )?lace. liho can deny they Here unmoved 
during the scene Hhere McCoy comes aboard? Or Kirk's arrival on the Bridge? Or the words, 
"Thrusters ahead, Mr Sulu - take us out"? And, Hhat wouldn't we give for the Hink that 
Chekov I-Ias reHarded Hith. 
You've probably all realised by nOH that I liked the Movio, and I think Gene has done a 
groat job in giving us just Hhat I-Ie wanted - the star Trek recipe for Survival in the 
Future - Our 'Ca)?acity to Live beyond Logic'. 
A RevieH of the Film vlOuldn' t be complete I-li th6ut a mention of the Filin Score by Gerry 
Goldsmith. The haunting 'Nusical Key" Hhich smacked just a little of "The Vikings" created 
a perfect 'Pioneering' mood Hhioh ,las a perfect complement for "A Human Adventure which 
is just beginning." (Sorry Ne didn't have room for all your revieH, Kelly.) 
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FICTION SECTION 

AMOK TIME - AFTERMATH by Judy Miller 

Spock folded into his chair with his habitu~l gi-<ice ~although to the very observant 
or perhaps to someone who knew him particularly well, ;there . was a hint of weariness in his 
actions. A fiantt:::emor 'in his limbs.:. It told of an exhau:;lting day, l~hen struggles, both 
mental and physical, had been fought<and'overcome;.but not'without leaving their scarS. 

So i twas over. . A sighescapodhim, which ·even.:ttie VJ.llcan .in him had to reoognise as 
one of' relief. , The ordeal had . ended; Or had it? Thery1'lerE! many things, upOn whioh he had 
to meditate - or, as Humans would. say, 'to work out'. 1'le11, he had been ordered .toremain 
in his quarters ;for twenty-four hours. Mocoy had. issued. the oommand, to have it seoonded 
by Kirk. Thus, an order clearly to be "obeyed. At least I'le had not been confined to s.ick
bay. Here in his sanotum he could think, 'worktnings .out'. Perh?;,·.~ one of those 'things 
o1.lght to be why exactly he did not fee]. the slightest bi tof shame .about his display of 
emotion in siokbay not an hour"8.go,when he'd learned Kirk was not dead. But why try to 
analyse? He knew the reason. He was not ashamed because he was genuinely overjoyed, and 
that joy o01.lld not be contained. 

But there was much more to ponder on, and.Spock was reluctant to do so, for it meant 
reliving the events of ',ile day just past and although his strength was legend, here he knew 
he would find a weakness. But it had to be done. He had to relive it. 

And for the first time in his adult life, Spock found himself regarding his Vulcan 
heritage with distaste, even disgust. 

He stretched out a hand, switched on .the viewer and summoned the holograph he had 
studied s1.lch a short time ago and in suoh a different frame of·mind. T'Pring. As a child 
of seven. A pre.tty ch:i:ld. Today, she'd been a beautiful woman. But shu was Stonn's 
affianced, no longer his, and somehow, although it should, it did not matter in the least. 
T'Pring - for years his betrothed, but never to be his bride. 

Today he had walked the paths of madness, stared down into the pits of insanity, des
pair and sorrol~, and he'd fought with the one man who had offered him that onoe seemingly 
never to be possessed gift - friendShip. No, more than fricmdship. Spock knew he had to 
make the admission once and for all. Kirk had offered love, and had been accepted. Yet 
today he had done battle with this man, with the intention of doing so till death - his or 
Kirk's. It frightened him. Scared the so-called 'fearless' Vulcan that he could have <I.one 
this thing. He'd been prepared to kill,to slaughter Kirk, and all due to the fever that had 
taken hold of him, shat1;ered his Vulcan calm and transformed him into a wild beast. He had 
been in plak~tow, he told himself, and not responsible for his actions, and T'Pring's . 
rejection of him had bee.n the breaking pOint. He had foughtl~ithKirk,' not as Spock, but as 
a ~ alien, consumed with the drives of aeons of ritual and tradition.Spock closed hi;S 
eyes and shook his head despairingly. Excuses! Logic dictated .his eva1u.~,tion was correntI 
he had not been himself, had not been fully cognizant of what was happening around him -
but upon his heart and soul lay a great weight of guilt and self-revulsion, and 'he could nct 
shake it free. What had he done? . . 

Kirk understood. 'Spockhad seen utter acceptance and compassion in those expressive 
eyes ••• nct to mention complete, unequivocal pardon, and McCoy, also, did not blame him. 
McCoy had simply ribbed him in his indomitable fashion about his show of emotion. But ·there 
was no condemnation, no repugnance, in the doctor. He too understood. So, to 1";9gin with ••• 
he'd not been himself. ,Circumstances, and T'Pring's contrivance,howeve~ logical, had 
placed them in the arena, to fight, ,to play. cut the contrariness of. fate. Those circum- . 
Eltances l-lOuld never recur. He would, no ,doubt,fall prey to the madness ofpon farr in tinie 

to come; he ;ras, no matter how he viewed his dua..lpersonality and biology at present, a 
Vulcan; one could not change rElali ty, and nOl~ that he had no wife to call upon, the si t
uation wo'uld be even more difficult. But on this occasion the fires had beenexorc1sed from 
him without the normal culmination of a Vulcan betrothal. vioulr;jt lilt be possible to 'control 
pon farr? Could he subjugate it? Conquer it rather than let i'/J; "lol1t.~uer him? No. No! It 
"ould seize him, twist and enflame him, but next time he would ha,ve fri'ends. to assist him; 
who understood and accepted, and 'iho would not let him suffer alone. A Human expression 
came to mind, which defined it aptly - 'A problem shared is,a problem halved.' Perhaps it 
was true. But never again would KirK'be endangered by SpocK's own hand. Never, he vowed. 
F'O':r today had also t;,ught Spock that he could not bear .. to lose Kirk. They had an affinity 
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of the sort two Humans rarely shared, let alone a Vulcan and a Human. He would never 
knowingly destroy that. There! Knowingly! That was the key word. He had fought with 
Kirk, unknowing of his actions. Could he ever possibly come to terms with that within him
self? His friends accepted him. Perh~ps he ought :,to try and accept himself. 

And ncw' Spock cancelled the viewer's image, smapped the machine off and glanced up 
from the screen. He'did not believe he wished to be alone. 

The door buzzer broke the silence. Spock's dark eyes gleamed ~d a half smile curved 
his lips. Evenbefl')re he said, "Come," he knew, who would.bo outlined in the doorway. 
Standing and turning, a thousand words were exchanged between. him and Kirk without the need 
to revert to speech, then the captain stepped inside and the door slid closed beh.ind him. 

'''Bones said,Ycu were to rest," Kirk said softly, "but I didtl't think that meant no 
visitors, and I wondered if you wanted to .... needed to ..... 

.... • to talk," finished Spock. ,"Yes, please, Jim." 
Kirk smiled, moved to the chair indicated, and they sat. 

++++++ 

A QPESTION by Vicki Carleton 

In the darkest recesses of my mind 
I often wonder about all Mankind -
we strive to achieve, we reach for the stars, 
we wonder if there is life on Venus and Mars. 
Should we marvel at the atom or the brilliance of a star? 
In this fast-paced world of eurs have we really gone too far? 
We often take for granted what we see with our mind's eye -
the colour of a rainbOW across a painted sky -
to see, to touch, to feelJ to perceive 
the wonders of the universe, I believe 
is the answer to the question in my mind 
about the unsolved mysteries of all Mankind. 
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FICTION COMPEl'ITION 

For onoeI'm putting the fiction competition last of all. This isn't deliberate, just the 
result of the return of winter. We're having to make contingency plans against my not 
getting to Janet's at the weekend, which include my doing all possible stencils completely; 
therefore I'm fitting this in here instead of another poem and compiling another full 
stencil to go bet'.<Jre the fiction section. 
The response from last NIL's competition was a.isappointing, although I admit it was a very 
difficult sUbject. We had entries from four people; one was sent in anonymously and 
therefore couldn.t be considered - as I've said before, we will print stories anonymously, 
but we must know who wrote them, for copyright reasons.' The others came from David Coote 
(twovery short jokes), Ray Dowsett (aJ.so humorous) arid Janette Steinton. After discussion 
Valerie and I decided that David deserved the prize for'sheer brass neck: 
For next time we've decided on a subject that we know a lot of people have wondered about. 
Why did Spock go back to Vulcan at the end of the five.-year mission. VaJ.erie and I have . 
our own ideas on this and will probably write it some time,but we're sure a lot of you have 
ideas too. Entries should be sent to Valerie and should reach her not later than May 17th. , 

11111111111111111 

And so we come to the end of another newsletter. Peace and prosperity to you all. Janet, 
Sheila, Beth, Syl:da, Valerie. 
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NIL 40 (C) STAG April 1980. 1050 copies •. lie reserve the right to edit all. submissions. 
General information in this newsletter may be used in other publioations with proper credit. 
All original materiaJ., stories, poems ,comments and articles by members is copyright to the 
writers and must not be used without their permission. 
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PHOTOS 

'!be8G cost 32p each for Elither an enprint or a duplicate slide. Please state cleaxly with 
your order whether you want prints or slides. Postage rates - up to 20 of either, lOp or 12p 
21 - 32,13iP or ;L7P! 3~, 16h> PI.' 22p~ If you put on" insUfficient postage we only make it 
up to se,cond class as we make no profit on photos - we provide them at cost. Foreign - 85c 
each including postage. ' Please e close a starn ed addressed eovelo e to the a ro riate 
value (foreign, addressed envelope. .This saves us a lot of time. 
\~e only gflt' enough photos printed to cover the order, whioh goes in after the closing date 
for orders to reach us. Late orders will be printed but will be delayed, and will only be 
available as \l.0PY prints. .. 
Most 'of th'e, photos from City and Immunity Syndrome have arrived f:r.:bm the processor, (Mar. 
15) but an unusually high proportion of them had been printed in reverse and had to be sent 
back. I would,doubt that I'll get them now before this NIL goes out, and of course I'll 
be at Janet's dUring the first two weeks of April; . therefore the photos will probably not 
be sent out until mid-April. . 
Orders for Man Trap should be sent to Sheila in Dundee and Should rea'Ch her by April 30th. 
Please don't leave it'till the last minute to send in your order, especially if you want 
duplioate slides. One 'City' order for slides reached me a week late, having been ten days 
in transit (2nd class mail). 
Next time we'll be offering Miri. 

Man Trap. The shots marked 'Telepic' are all of reasonable Quality. 

6/6 . Uhuraprofile looking at negro crewman, waist length •. 
6/12 Kirk crouched beside stunned crater, Spock sitting on Crater's other side. 
6/17 Kirk back view just entering McCoy's cabin, McCOy facing him, Nancy sitting behind. 
6/25 Salt vampirEl lying dead on floor 
6/31 Kirk sitting at McCoy's desk looking towaras Nancy stumbling forward. 
6/32 Kirk His crouched behind block of stone, phaseI.' raised • 

. 6/40 McCoy His looking down, at doorway on planet. . 
6/41 Vampire as McCoy, knuckle to mouth, in cabin doorway. 
6/42 Vampire as McCoy, hand to mouth, different angle. Identification is not certain. 
6/43 Rand in Sulu' S, Quarters' looking at plants. 
6/44 Crater back to camera looking at Nancy profile looking at Kirk & MoCoy on surface. 
6/45 Spock sitting on floor of McCoy's cabin after being thrown aside by 'Nancy' .• 
6/52 As above, oloser shot. His. ' 
6/56 Vampire as McCoy, Crater, sitting at table in briefing room. 
6/60 Uhura at command station looking at Spock running his finger round his collax. Telepic 
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Sulu at communications, vampire as McCoy standing in bridge doorway. 
Kirk screaming,' vampir3' s hands on his face. Telepic. Not shown by BBC. 

/63 Spock His, plaster on forehead, almost smiling. , Telepic. 
6/64 Vampire His. Telepic. 
6/66 Uhura returning to station, Spock in command chair looking very ;lOoden. Telepic. 
6/69 Kirk, Spock at Spock's station locking in viewer angled from below. Telepic. 
6/73 Spock, pointing, on ground beside Kirk, planning to ambush Crater. Telepic. 
6/74 Spook kneeling beside dead Green with communicator. Telepic. 
6/76 General view of bridge, Sulu looking round at Kirk. 'I was just thinking about the 
6/435 Kirk sitting in Crater's Quarters watching off camera. buffalo. ' 
6/3399 Similar to 60, Spock with hand to mouth, proper clip. 
6/4601 Kirk looking away from camera towards Nancy, profile, half length. 
6/5350 McCoy lying on bed, half length, trying to sleep. . 
6/5355 Kirk facing Crater across table, McCoy between with his medical kit., 
6/6072 Spock on bridge, plaster on head, different angle to 63, almost ,smiling. PrOper clip. 
6/6074 As 17, Kirk now holding out salt, Nancy moving forward. 
6/6076 McCoy His smiling. , 
6/6077 Spock sitting to get off sickbay bed, Kirk arm only showing behind him. 
6/6080 Darnell His leaning against wall holding 'Nanoy's' shawl. 
6/6084 KirI, Quarter face talking to Crater, half length. 
6/6087 Nancy standing over dead Green while Kirk is calling for him. 

Prints on 
PI Spock kneeling be aide dead Green, Kirk standing on other side with commanicator. 

6/1'2 Spock, head, on sickbay bed, cut on head showing. ." 
6/p3 Kirk lyirtg over table, head in hands, vampire sprawled in corner behind. 
6/P4 Nancy Hi th her fingers poised on Kirk's face. Kh'k 'frozen '. Waist length. 
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SALES LIST April 1980 
This s~percedesall previcus sales lists. 

Orders should be sent to Sheila Clark, 6 Crs.igmill Cottagss, Strathmartine, by Dundee, 
Scctland. Cheques/POs should be made payable to STAG. It would help greatly if a self
addressed label (preferably sticky) were enclosed with each ordQr (on large orders, one 
label for every 2 - 3 zines). Please remember to print your full name and address on your 
order as well. This makes it easier to cheok if something goes missing in transit. 
Prices include postage and packing. Foreign rates are ~.OO US (£2.50) airmail, ,53.50 US 
(£1.50) surface unless otherwise indicated. Europe - use surface rate. Australia please 
add 25p per zine to the airmail rates - surface rates are the same as to America. 
If you pay by dollar cheque please add ,S1.00 per total order to cover bank charges. Anyone 
paying by cash, paper money only please - our bank does not 'accept coins. Airmail takes 
up to 2 weeks; surface takes 2 - 3 months. 

Log Entries 26, 27, 28, 29 
Log Entries 30 

£1.00 each 
£1.00 

(StoriQs by S.,~lason, L Goodison, R. Oliver, T. Holmes & S. !'larsh; poetry byR.Oliver, 
, L. Goodison & J. Rutherford) 

Log Entries 31 £1.00 
(stories by G. Oliver, N. Hornlein & L. Goodison; poetry by R. Dowsett, G. Oliver & 
P. Sykes)' 

Log Entries is a g~nzine; we have a bias towards KjS/M relationship stories, but try to 
provide an assortment of stories to suit most tastes. 

Variations on a Theme 1 by Sheila Clark & Valerie Piacentini 80p ~.OO airmail £2 
Reprint. An alternative universe story. A Spock whose Kirk has ;t2.50 surface £:10<5 

died searched the' other universes for a replacement Kirk. He finds one ,whose Spock is a 
sadistic bully who uses Kirk sexually as a target for his cruelty and sets out to rescue hi~. 

Variations on a Theme 2 by Sheila Clark & Valerie Piacentini £1.15 
Reprint. The crew of the Enterprise have accepted Spack without question, but 

other problems arise when spock has to go 'home' to visit 'his' parents. 

Variations on a Theme 3 by Sheila Clark & Valerie Piacentini £1.15 
Reprint. The problems multiply. Spock must marry, but a wife will detect his 

imposture immediately. 

Variations on a Theme will only be available to whose lfho state that they are over 18. 

As New Wine by Meg Wright £1.15 
Reprint. Spack (in command) and Kirk survey a newly discovered vulcancid planet. What 
will this reversal in their roles do to their professional relationship? 

Tomorrow is Another Day by Lesley Coles 90p 
Reprint. vfuile, Spock is on Vulcan seriously ill, the Enterprise goes off on 

another mission and gets' lost. 

Vice Versa by Simone Mason £1.15 
,Reprint. An Aju story set ina universe whe:re Humans are forbidden by law 110 hold any 

high position, and Kirk is a key figure in a Human 'Plan' to alter this situation. 

Vice Versa 2 by Simone Mason £1.15 
The friendship between Kirk and Spock has died •• ;'or has it? 

Repeat Missions 1, 2, 4 , £1.00 each 
Stories reprinted from O/p Log Entries and one-off anthologies of ST stories. 

Repeat Missions 3 - Baillie Collected £1.15 
All of Valerie Piacentini's Baillie stories that have been written. Some are 

reprinted from Log Entries but two are printed here for the first time. 

Horlds Apart by Jenny Elson £1.00 
A zine of articles with related stories dealing with life on Vulcan, Earth and Starfleet 
in the 23rd century. 

Prints of Barry 1:Iillmott's drawing of the Enterprise 
Prints of Barry ilillmott's drawing of Admiral Kirk (H/S) (from LE 31) 
Prints of Richard Gardner's Naked Time Collage 
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~ 20p each 
~,51.00each 


